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ABSTR.ACT

The polymerization of methylmethacrylate (M¡44) initíated

by butyl magnesium halides and diÌ¡uty1- magnesium, particularly

tertbutyl, in toluene/tetratrydrofuran has been investigated in

detaif.
DetaileC and novel kínetic experiment-s were performed with

tertBuMgBr exclusively by dilatornetry and, <liscrete but rapid,

monitoring of monomer conversj.on by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

(UUn¡ Spectroscopy. The change in internal order with temper-

ature and t.i.me sr,rggests a mononer complex mechanísm previor"rcfy

sr.rggested from kinetic ciilatometry data in a non-stereospecific

system, .rrd also suggests tcrminaÈion effects.

The kinetics ancl polyrner products v,7ere dependent on the

initiation conditions for consj-stent active centre generat-j-on

Polynrer,izatíon -ì-s consistent with a col-oured monomer-complex

precrlrsor. The colour: and strer:gth v¡as affected by solvent,

temperature and the morle of adclitj-on.

Nuclear Magnetic R.esonance (¡lMP,), Gas-Li-quid Chromatog::aphy

(GLC) and various analytical inethods vrere useC to determine the

species and stoichionret.::12 in initiator sol-utions in THF, as

originally formed, and. ir¡ t-oIuene, at varying degrees of

de-etheration of the solute. The actual initíator composition,

particulariy magnesiu.m bromide (IvlgBrz) ín toluene-Grignard

solution in excess of Grignard stoj-chiometry, and. residual TIIF

concentration infl-uence the actual proporticn and type of ."¡jrrr:

centres.

The active growth - centres' eventual polymer products were

investigated by Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). The i.ack

of interchange of act.-ì-ve centres in equilibrium gave a polymodai

distribution i.n various solvent p:,-oportions. The polymer



microstructure has been studied using high resolution 90 MItz

rn¡ZZ.eZ t tC NMR to determíne the stereoregular control

components have at the. active centre. Diffcrent butyl groups

and halides have similar effects on the'chaÍn configuration

at the extremes of solvent eomposition but there are greater

differences in molecular weight distributions.
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CHAPTER T

N

OF }ÍETHYLMET l1Ac TE POLYMERIZATION

The first problem that must be tackled in a chain growth

polyn.eri .zaLLon is the nature of the inj.t.iator. Although

Grignard reagents have been used since early in Lhe century,

as they are easily prepared highly reactive reagents; their

Structures and compositions \^Iere unresolved even recently'

However the last 15 years have seen a convergence on some

form of consensus which may be fo-l-lowed in the annual reviews

of organomagnesi,:m chemistryl. Nevertheless there are still

unsol-ved problems and some misconceptions as well -which wiIl be

revealed in later chapters. The salient fact is that a

solution represented by the simply empir:ical formula

RNIgX (R = a1kyl or aryl, and X = halide group) contains a

number of molecular species incJ-uding RzMg, Mqxz and often

associates. Halide-free dialkylmagnesium sol-utions may also

contain assccj-ates as well as monomeric Iì2Mg. The contpos-ì-tion

of ttre solut.ions useC for init.iat-i-on is essential if the

mechanism is to be elucidated, as are +'he positions and

rel-axation rates of the equilibria between the varj-ous species

¡rresent.

Since Gr.ì-gna.rd prepared the first a1}:y1 magrnesium halide

ancl representeC the product as RMgX2 ' valîious structures hat'e

been proposed3. Jolibois3 suggested an unsymrftetrical tlimer

structure RzMg.MqXz. Schlenk and Schl-enk a proposed that

disproportionation occrlrred inetherea-l-soltl.tion the so-call-ed

Schlenk equilj-br-iuIn originally formulal-ed as

RzMg + MgX2 -_+ 2RMgX (1)
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RzMg + MgXz è RzMg.MgXz (2)

or Rz Mg " MgXz T--------+ Rz Mg * MgX2 2RItÍgX (3)

Equilibríum f was deemed more correct when Ashby et al!

showed these compounds \^¡ere generally monomeric in tetrahydro-

furan (THF), though dimer:ization ma-y occur at high concenLra-

tion.

dimer 
-:à 

RzMg + [ÍgX2 2RMgX ;- Dimer (4)

EquiJ-ibrium constants for the schl-enk equilibrium I

have been estimated from calorimet-ric measurements of the

reaction bet¡,r¡een equimolar solutions of RzMg and MgX, in etÏrer 6 .

The association equilibria in ether or tetrahydrofuran (TIIF)

have been stuCied ebulliometrically7. The specíes presenl-

a-re normal-Iy regarded as covalent molecules aS represented in

equations (f) to (¿). Although the species are sometimes loosely

described as carbanionic i:eagents, +;here is no evidence for

the presence of carbanions. in fact the existence of ionic

species i¡ ethers under electrol-ysisB , generating both atrions

and cations containing M9: indicates that tire ions and the

equilibrium must be complex. The coordination state of RII9X

and MgX2 in ethereal solutions is bel'i eved to be tetraheclral

with coordinated ether filling the two vacant sites. Dimer-

ization is more preyalent in solutíons of RMgX than R2lv1g v¡hj-ch

suggested tirat t:he halide-bridged structure

R oRz
Mg

Rzo -- 
"--

R

bridgeT. However

of RzMg which must

-¿t
Mg

is more st.able than an

must be present in the

alkyl

dimer

this struc bur:e

involve
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electron-d.eficient bonds similar to the two-electron carbon-

metal-carbon bonds well established in the case of di.meric

trialkyl aluminiums. Grignard ancl dialkyl nragnesium

compositions tenaciously retain ether aS. we have confirmed

and, except in the case of dimethylmagnesiumgc, decomposition

occurs before complete desolvation9. Crystal structures cf

alkyl magnesiurn halide dietherates confirm the tetrahedral

4-coordinate magnesium structurel c . while this is not

conclusive evidence for this state in ethereal soluticn, it

is more lihely that this is the state of alkylmagnesium

etherates in toluene sol-ution the so-called de-etherated

solutions used for initiation of polyinerization-

tn ethereal solutions, dimerizati on is less likety when

the R group is large o:: branched and the predominant sclutes

are the monomeric dietheratel I. However evidence suggests

that etherates in Ìrydrocarbon solution are more associated

particularly if R is snalI and less branched. Although

(Me3SiCH z) zKgt, ,OEt)z and (MelCCH z) zME (OEt12 are m.onomeric in

hydrocarbon solution, (neopentyt) zMg occul:s as Iínear: dimer,

trimer and cyclic trimerl 1c. Associated forms have been

slrown to exist in toluene for butyl groupsr t (".g. R -- iBu in

toluene with solvent = ether or aminel.2-e' Bu3Mgzf in tolu.enel2b'

I2c).

Ever since the discove::y of Grignar:d reagents, attempts

have been macle to prepare Lhem in hy,Crocarbon solvents I 3 .

Relatively littte is known about l:he structures in such

non-basic sol.vents. Generally a precip-j-tate iorms and the

species in solution always contairrs far more alkyl groups R

than halide groups X, indicating the predominant species are

(R2Mg) n anð./or (R2Mg) 
,., . RMqX. The rlialkyt magnesiums have
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been found to be dimeric in benzene if the R group is not

ioo larget4. n-Pentyl2Mg and sBu2Mg are dimeric, but dicyclo-

pentadienyl magnesium is monomeric.

Solutions of organomagnesium species in hydrocarbon

conLairring equivalent or slightly excess amounts of electron

donating compounds aS complexing agents have been studiedlla'rrb'

15 . RzMg complexes appear: as monomers r or dirners, oÍ

equilibrium mixtures of both, depending on the basicity and

concentration of the elecLron donor. Et2Mg in hyfl3'scarbon media

exist as monomer, dimer or tetramer depending on the concen-

tration of Lewis base and basicity (Et2O' T}IF and DME) ' Only

a few studies of the Structure of organomagnesium halides in

hyclrocarbons in the presence of electron clonors have been

reportecl. In pure hydrocarbons, lvlgX2 ahvays precipitates .

Crystalline tBuMgCl(EtzO) dissolves in benzene as a dimerlIa'I1b'

studies with EtMgBr and 1-ethoxy-2-methyl butane (5) in benzene

indicatecl an equilibrium of
+S . -l-rS---(EtMgBr.S) z dimer . '-* (EtMgBr.S)zS <-=I 2 (EtMger.25) 16

Blonilce::g, Bickelhaupt et aI, have p-Lotted degree of

aSsociation against solvent concentration for various reagents

and solventsl2a, ì.6,17 (for R - iBu, Et in THF, DME, Et2C).

The dimers are relatively stable as severai equivalents af

electron donor (solvent S) are required to replace the halogen

bridging b¡onds. Analogy v/ith crystal struc'bures17b ' 18 s'r-rggest's

that bridging through the alkyJ- groups R is nol". likely'

Westeral2a has Proposed that the equilil¡ria involved are

c"\
R'/

+S--Þ Mg
Br

\,"BrR
S 'Kz Bt' \
S R Sc

"\j

R./

Br
l<._Mg

E-S+R t/
r_ -------) Mg

bBr
Mg

(dimer , 23)

S
'Kr

(dimer,35)

Mg

(mon , 23)
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The equilibrium constants Kr and K2 \^lere determined by

using van Vulpans methocll9 . This is a calibrated colJ-igative

property method dependi.ng on the measurements of the rate of

evaporation from solvent pl.aced in proximity to the solution

of interest. The use of such a metlrod where the solvent

has two volatj-le components raises questions that have not

been answered" However if we accept results as qualitative,

if not semi-quant-itativg a number of trends are apparent.

when burky groups are involved, (climer, 3s) is an important

component. The basic s1-rength of the solvent (S) is i.mport-ant

in determini.ng the d.egree of associ.ation" Stronger bases

favour species of lower degrees of associatj-on ancl hence

(mon, 23) per.sists at clecreasing ratios of lsl/ [nMger] for R -

igu in the series where S = E.tsN, EtzO and THF-

fn this study of the organomagnesium constituents,

determination of the alkyl (R), halicle (X) and solvent (S)

concentrations in the toluene solutions were possible, but

the van Vulparrl9 apparatus \¡/as nob constructed. lluclear

Magnetic Resonance (N[,llì) spectroscopy of initiator solut-ions

was used to investigate presence of dimers. A complication,

arising from the time scale of observation, is the possiÌ:ilit1"

of line coalescence due to alkyl group exchange which can

take place in organomagnesium compounds. The rate and

mechanism of exchange depends upoll 'the structure of the a1k1'1

group, presence or absence of oxyget: (i.e. alkoxides) anC Lhe

nature of the solvent. Exchange rates are, irr general, faster

than the NMR tinLe scal-e and only in a few instances has the

technique been successfu.l in distinguj-shing the specì-es (at

least, if monomeric) RzMg and RM9X i-n solutiotis of Grignard

reagents in ethereal solution2O (for R = Me, tertBu for f, =

CI). The exchan,ge proceeds by a. l:ilnolec-.rlar process with



retention of configuration

in'bermediate or transition

on the groups Y and R.

, suggesting a mixed bridge

state v¿ith tire dependence of ttre rate

c"\
p.z

X

ò

t-toz-R:
X.-/ 

- -\-y-rl
R

2 Mg ----->
+-

S

As the alkyl group R becc¡mes krranched, the exchange rate

decreases. TertBuMgCl exchange rate is less than that :

of MeMgCI21. The nature of the group Y rnay be an a1kyl R

group (in díalkyl magnesium) or halide X. But, in this study,

Y is not an alkoxide since its presence greatly influences

the rate of exchange due to its enharrced bridging abilityTe "

As the kine!i-." of polymerization and polyrûer products may

also be affectedr2c,2l, an alkoxide presence is excluded by

purification and vacuum techni-ques. The exchange rate is

slowed by str-'onger Lewis-base solvents.

In this study, determination of. the various species

avai-lable in solution (fig. I ) would be of paramount irnport-

ence j-n identifying active centres of polynterÍzation" One

method used to determine the Grigna::d reagent composition is

based on reactions with organic functional groups. Bateup22

has reviewed work in this f ield, however there alîe a nurnber

of doubts about the significance of the results. Impurities

are one problem" Then there is the question about the lab.i-lity

of the Schlenk equilibrium. If-' the exchange rate is quicker

tha.n the rate of reaction with h.he organic functional group,

the reagent will not discriminate between the reactive RzMg

and the less rea-ct-ive RMgX. AnoLher problem ís whether the

reaction proceeds through a direct birnolecular reaction or

involves tlr-e formatÍon of interrnediate complexes. The reactions

q Mg
----+.<- RzMg * MgX2
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Figure l: Schlenk Equilibrium with excess MgBr z-tvtonomer/

' Dímer Species of Grignards and Dialkyl Magnesium

(based on. four coordinate Magnesium)
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of organomagnesium reagents wíth o- and ß- unsaturated carbonyi

compounds. is particularly relevant in the competition between

I,2' (carbonyl) additic;n , I,4- (conjugate) addition, 3,4-

addition (initiation) , enolization and re.ductíon. Tite last

two processes are not possibl-e with tBuMg reagents and decrease

in importance in the series s-Bu, iBu and n-Bu. Previous

studies22 indicate that control- over carbonyl or conjugate

addition is dependent on the nature of the substrate, temper-

ature, polarity of solvent and carbon-metal bond (from the

polar coval-ent Rð- - ugô* to the free or paired ca::banions

of the alkyl salts of tire Group fA metals). Ilowever in many

respects poJ-ymerizations involving R-IvIg a-ct-irze cent^res

resemble those at a paired. carbanj-onLc23 centre and in chapters

5 and 6, references will be made to genuine anionic polymerl-z-

ations.

The composition of Grignar:d anc1. dialkyl magnesium reagents

are functíons of the solvents present, nature of the R group,

nature of the halogen and temperature. The tactic.ity and

molecular weight of polymers fo::med frorn methylmelhac::ylate

initiated by these reagents are a function of the same factors

(see chapter 5) . Hence¡ âs a broa<1 statement, the compositj-on

in the initiator is reflected j-n the product. The data available

from nuclear magnetj.c resonance (NMR), gas-liquid chromato-

graphy (GLC) and. titration c¡f initiator solutiotrs (chapter 4)

are used to invest-igate the active cenlres of propagation" The

kinetics was followed (chapte:: 3) by dilatometry, gravimetric

analysis, and NMR kinetic ana-lysis . The natuL:e of the products

also provide eviderrce on the mode of addition, often highly

selective, of monomer at an active centre.

The properties of a polymer are determined mainly by the

structure of the repeatíng units of the chain. Head-to-tail
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addition prevails, aÌthough defects are found25. The material

is isotàctic when all the relative configurations at the

tertiary carbons are identicat. When the rel-at-ive conf igurations

at these tertiary carbons alternate alotlg the chain, the

polymer is syndiotactic. If tertiary configurations are random,

the polymer is atactic. The tacticity of a polymer fundament-

aIly affects the conformation; the shape the flexibl-e chain of a

molecule- assumes both in bulk and in solution" On a macro-

tacticity scale, which determines polymer properties, there
23a

are 3 types of non-random pMMA differing in crystal structure'

melting temperature, glass-transition tenperature' ínfra-red

spectra and solubility. Isotactic pMMA is formed usj-ng alkyl

lithium ot *ågr,"sium initiators in hydrocarbon rnedian syndio-

tactic pMMA is formed at low temperatures, particularly by

anionic polymerizatj-on in highly solvatirrg rnedia, while stereo-

block pMl4A forms when organolithj-um or maglìesium reagents a-re

used in media of moderate solvating power. The stereoblock

potymers exhibit infra-red spectra and X-ray diffraction

patterns similar to those of mixtures of isotactic ancl syndio-

tactic polyner, but cannot be separated, h'y for instance,

alkaline hyclrolysis .into two components. I.IMR spectr:ometry

clearly distj.nguishes between stereoblocks and mixtures of

isotactic and syndiotactic polymer"

Ir{icrotacticity of a polymer refers tc the local sequential

spatial arrangements of the pseudo-asymmetric centres of a

polymer chain" N!1R is the only tec:hniqtre which directly

determines the steric tri.ad proportions, The use of NMR is

basecl on the strong dependence of the resonance frequency on the

chemical environment of the nucleus. The deterrnination of the

stereoregularity of the polymer is ccmpl-ex, because alteration

of the configuration of the pseudo-asymmet::ic carbon atoms
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along the chain of a vinyl polymer usually makes a smaller

addition to the chemical shift than alteration by chemicall-y

different units27. This results in a smalier relative shift

of the sígnals and consequently poorer resolution. For

pMMA, the length of the rel-iabl.y deter:minable stereoisometric

fragment is 3 m.onomer unj-ts (isotactic, heterotactic and

syndiotactic) and the complex multiplet in the ::egion of the

methylene protons provides only qualitative information about

tetrads. Althougtr longer sequences, pentads and even hexads

are claimed tr¡ be iclentified23f ,2t9,29 there are doubts about

these assignments " Associaticn between syndiotactic and iso-

tactic molecules in sol ution has been demonstrated and it iras

been suggested that this could influence the posit.ion and

intensity of tLre I'IIvlR lines. With !H Ì'IMR spectra, Lhe problen

in resolution is line v¡idth and since association causes line

broadenirg, it coulct cause difficulties29. with 13C l.IIvIR spectr-'a,

line width is not a problem, the limiting factor is dispersi-on

so there is no pr:obiem with association. Ilowever the Nuclear

overhauser Enhancement (Notr) 2 3d , 27 a, 30 , arising ,Jue to a proton

decoupli-ng, does not affect the relative intensities of peaks

arising from carbons which are chemically equivalent except

for chain gs¡fi guration effects and so it does not affect the

estimation of steric triad, tetrad and pentads proportions. The

intensities are af fected by differences j-n relaxation tirne2ea ' 
-i 0 ' 3 r

and this is influenced by the chain confi.guration. This is

countered by alJ-ovring the system to fully relax l:etlueen scans.

Studies of NOE values and Tr measurements were not carried out,

since NOE values are believed close to the theoretical lim.it

at increased temperaLure30 (i.e. aII relax by i3c-1H ¿ipo1e-

dipole inte::actions) and variations in T1 appear dependent on
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the configuration dependence of the segmental mobility of the

polymer. Increased resolution by the use of Lanthanide Shift.

Reagents (LSR) have been reported32 by various groups, but

produce no improventent in our System. The basíc data derived

from NMI+. of the poJ-ymers \ÁIere the st.eric triad proportions

and meso placement (chapter 5).

. separ:ation of the polymer product by size in solution by

GeI Permeation Chromatography (GPC) has allowed an assessment

of the number of active centres present to be determined from

the polymodal chromatographs (see chapter 5). It has been

suggestect that a broad molecular weights distributi.on of pMMA

in toluene with anionic initiators can be explained in terms

of a combination of 2 or more narrower distriÌ¡utions produce,i

by simultaneously occuring mechanisms34 an enieid.ic mechanism.

GPC allows the differentiation from tire other mechani.sm where

there is a rapid interchange of the active centre betweerr 2

states of possibly different stereospecificity (tne Coleman-Fox

mechanism25) where t.he product has a broaC, fiìonomodal molecufar

weight dj-stribution3 s .

The overall aim of this research project was an investigat-

ion of the mechanism of the initiation and propagation of the

polymeriza'tion of methylmethacrylate initiated kry organomag-

nesium reagent-s. A particular problern is wh.y a system, which

under certa.in ccnd-i-tions rese¡nbles a typical- anj-onic polymeriz-

ationr2b,36 in the polymer products2'3,2q,37 and oligomeric

sid.e-products38, under other conditions girres rise to isotactj-c

polymers23 and polymodal IrW distributions35c v¡hicir do not occur

with genuine anionic systems. Although initiation is very rapio

not all organometallic.bond,s are consumed35c . This has been

observed witir organolithium initiato¡c37b' 3Bd' 3Bc' 39 and organc-

sodium anci caesium cornpounds which are defin.i-teIy carbanionic.
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The mechanism of s'tereospecific propagation is obviously

bound up with the 3 factors which are believed to controf the

stereospecificity: the nature of the R group, presence of a

halide group and solvent composition2 3 ,24 ,35c,37 . Tkrese factors

have been subjected to a detailed and quantitative invesLiga'tion

to check whether the prerequisites . (an R group branched at Cr,

halide present and ethers absent) are absolute and to see if

it is possible to control the stereospecificíty in the inter-

mediate region where stereoblock polyners ari.se.

The kinetics of the polymerization have been investigatecì22

but, because of their complexity, no clear information has

emerged about the general mechanism. Only in the case of non-

ste::eospecifj-c polymerizatj-ons in THF solution have the resu"lts

been sufficiently decisive to pr:ovide e basis for speculation

about the mecha.nism409. fn this case, âD internal order of

zero with respect to monomer hras interpreted as confirmation

of the irypothesir3Ta thaL the nechanism involved coordination

of monomer at +-he active centre. Since the hypcthesis3Ta was

concerned with stereospecificity and the kinetic results't09

refdnned to non-stereospecific cond.itons, kinetic measurement-s

under stereospecific conditj-ons were obviously need-ed.

Finally, exi-sting hypotheses about the origins of pol-ymodal

MV'I. distributions4l, and steric control in homogeneous

solutions23b,33,3Bc,39a,42 and the rcle of comp-lex formationr2b'
L2c, 36a, 37b r 39a r rt [.]c¡,43 wi]-I be exami'ed.
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CHAPTER IÏ

REAGEI.]TS AI\]D VACUUM TECHI]IQUES

This chapter describes the procedurês established to

ensure conditions of maximum possible purity. i¡later and

oxygen react with organometall-ic compounds and termj-nate the

growing chains of polyrnethylmet-hacrylate. This factor necess-

itates their removal by drying and evacuation.

t. Purification of Reagents

a. Methylmel-hacrylate (MMA) -' l,1I{A was io'ashed 4-5 times

with a 102 w,/v hydroxj.de solution to remove the inhibitor

(quir-rol) and, then washed with water untj-l neutral to indicator

papel:. MlÍA was coarse-driecl. with anhydrous magnesium sul-ptrate

and allowed to stancl o\¡el: calci.um hydride (Cariz). The reagent

was outgassed and disti lled under vacuum onto fresh CaI{2.
1

IrMA was further purified by sodi-um benzil, foi:rned by d-istill--

ation of benzj-l onto a sodium m.irror, only lvhen the quality

of CaHz deterioraLed. The purity of Ml"lA necessary t{as attain-

ed on formation of persistent purpie coloured soclium benzil

coinplex. MMA was collected by dj.s'.íllaÉicn before sodium-

benzil j-nitiated polymerization could occur. MMA was always

coll-ected by distíl1-atíon in containers just prior to use.

b. AIkyI halioes (AR-Fluka) The butyl halides v,Iere

refluxed o,ter CaH2 overnight and distil-led inunediately before

use w'i th the early f raction of clistillate being rejectecl . I,2

dibromoethane rv'as dried with calcium chloride (CaClr¡ , distil-leci

and a middle fraction collected. OnIy once was the last

reagent neetled fcr init.iation of tLre Grignard complex.

c. Toluene (TOL) Tclfuene rvas ccntinually refluxed over

CaHz and dist.i-lled onto fresh socLium benzophenone. This also
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was continuall y refl-uxed and a middle fraction collected.

Litre quant-itj-es \^zere f-ransferred to the vacuurn line, out-

gassed and distilled onto sodium benzophenone. Toluene vTas

distill-ecl into dispens j-ng vessels f rom these storage contai n-

ers.

d. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) Purification of this ether

foll-ows the sarÌìe procedure as used for toluene, except that

lithium aluminium hydricle (r,iatHu) was used to initially dry

and remove the stabilizer quinol in THF. THF similarly \^/'as

stored. under hígh vacuum over the purple socliurn benzopherro.,"'.

Quantities of THtr were distilleC from this solution when

requÍred. There were never any other active i:npurities.

e. Dioxarre (dicx) L 14 dic,xane was dried over CaH2, Cis-

till.ed vøith the aid of an anLi-frothj-ng l{z stream. It was

distilled under vacuum onto Cauz and then distilled into d.is-

pensing conta-i-ners.
:ì

f . Þlagnesír.rm (LR type - Mg, with Fe content < 0.01-%)

Magnesium turniugs (suitable for Grignard reactj.ons) v¿ere

refluxed wi+-h a benzene and TII!' sol-ution, washed antl fiì-te::ed,

then dried in an oven overnight before use.

g. NMR solvents (deuterated)

i. chloroform - cDCis for polymer t'c t'acticity cleter-

minations l¡ras dried. over 4Å molecular sieve and 3? TMS stand-

ard was adcled. The solvent was of the highest quality ancL the
r 3c triplet for CDCt.a \o/âs centered at i7.A45 ppm.

ii . Dimethylsulphoxide-d6 - (CD 
3 ) ,So r'ras' suitable for: use

from the vials, though the qual-ity decreased with time.

iii. o-dichlorobenzene (non-deuterated) ThÍs reagent

was dried with CaClz and a mi-ddle fr-'action collected. Combiired
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with d6-dmso, it was used as a high-boiling solvent at 400K

for tH NMR with the centre of the aromatics used as the refer-

ence at 7.15I ppm.

iv. d.stoluene and dBtetrahydrofurän - These were dried

over CaHz and LiAIH,+ respectively and the distillate collected.

h. G.P"C. solvents LR THF was dried over CaHz and

distilled, and with quinol added, vras recycled after use. LR

toluene was dried over CaÍtz, distilled, and recycled after use.

LR dichloromethane was d.istilled for re-use.

2. Preparation of Ini-tiator Solutions (figure 1)

a. Grignard Reagents Solutions of Grignard reagents

in THF were prepared us-ing standard procedures, but with Spec-

ia1ly adapted glassware. Sj-nce Grignard reagents are sensj.tive

to air and rnoisture, it is essential the a¡:paratus and reagents

are dry (to reduce induction time), nj-trogen-fl-ustred and the

glassware vacuum tight. The Grignard reagents were prepared

in a special 2-necked flask fitted v¿ith a dropping funnel,

reflux condenser, leak tube and stirrer flea. The size was

ustrally 250 cc or 500 cc ih capacity. Excess magnesium 1-urnings

and THF \,vere add.ed to the f lask and the who'ì e apparatus purged

with hi.gh-purity nitrogen (99.93), white stirred. Alkyl halide

in THF \nras added from the dropping funne-l in smal1 amounts to

initiate the reaction and the exothe::micity of formation kept-.

a steady rate of ether boilinq v¿hile the halicle solution was

addecl. When all the a1.ky1 halide hatl beerr added, the solution

waS refluxed to ensure reaction was cornplete. A filter-st-ick

(porosity 2) h/as capped over the flask with a persistent flow

of N2 through the Grignarcl solution and then the taps closed

(bottom tap first, with a 819 socket cap initially clos:'-ng the

bp) " This assembly was comnatfLrte with certain glasswa::e
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Figure 1:a Preparation of Organomagnesium Initiators in Ether

Solution - addit.ion of halícle and refluxing of solution.

HzO out
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Purity
Nitrogen
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Funnel Condenser

HzO in

Preparation
Flask

lllagneti.c
Stirrer
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Figure lb: Preparation of Organomagnesium lnitiators in

Ether Solution filtering of excess solids,

degassing and transfer to a storage vessel.

Preparation
FIask

Initiator
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Flask
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Vacuum
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on the vacuum line. The soiution was filte::ed, thoroughly

outgassed., inverted and filtered into a storage vessel" This

solution rvas used as a stock to dj-Iute to the appropri-ate

concentration solutions r,vhen needed. For all the butylbronides,

the induction period was short and only once \^/as the additi,:n

of ethylene cl-i-bromj-c1e needed to initiate the reaction. The

Grignard preparations proceeded to completion of alkyl halioe

added (from purity tests on NMR and GLC) " The Grignard

solution was grey, not clear, due in part to a suspension of

srnall- magrresium particles "

b. Dialkyl magnesium To prepare these compounds, the

corresponding Grignard reagents were treatecl rvi'th a greater

than two-fold excess of dioxane which precipitated the magnesiun

halide as the bis- dioxane complex. A white precipitate fomed

immedj-ately. The subsequent slurry was filterecl under vacuunt.

Tests on the filtrate for the presense of bromicle (Volharo's

method)a were negati.ve. There is an introduction of clioxane into

the ::eact-i-on system bu-u testing r,vith r 3C NMR, GLC, and by Iarge

additions of MgBrz to solutions indicate very small amounts

compared wíth expected excess. The precipitati.on of MgBr2 must

carry the majority of the excess dioxane with it. Some loss

of Grignard carbon-rnagnesium activity was also noted.

c. Magnes j-un'. Bromide The apparatus and ¡nethod was iclent-

ical to that usercl for: the preparation of Grignard reagents:

THI'
Mq + B::.CHz.CHz.Br initial heab MgBrz * CH.z: CIi z I

d. De-etheration of Grignard and Ðialkyl rnagnesiunt sol--

utions - Another active initiator could be prepared by the

controll-ed evaporation of ether under vacuum. Sometimes this
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method involved the 'concenb.rated oil' Grignard solution

being gently heated to remove the last traces of volatile

material. The remaining solid was dj-ssolved in toluene.

The solution would be f iltered before Lrse.

e. Standardisation of Initiator Solutions

i. Determination of the active a1kyl-magnesiun bondsS-

the method involves hydrolysing the active alkyl-magnesium

bonds with standard acid and then titrating the remaining

acid with standard alkali using ptrenolphthalein as indicator

i. e. RMgX + HzO 
-+ 

RH + MgX (OH)

Mgx (OH) + HCI --) MgxCl r- Hzo

or RzMg + 2HrO 2RH + Þ19 (oH) 2

Mg(OH)z + 2HCI rvlgCl 2 * 2HzO

The total initial concentration of active al.kyl-magnesium

bonds have been calcul.ated [G] o = IRMgX] o + 2[RzlagJo.

The indivioual concentrations will be governed by the posi.ti-cn

of the Schlenk equilibria.

ii. Determina'tion of the halide content4 - Volhard 's

method consists of acidifying the bromide solution v¡ith d-il-ute

nitric acid, reacting with excess standard silver nitrate,

and the residual silver nitrate determined i^¡ith potassiu,m

thiocyanate, using f err j-c amrnonium suIphate as índicator.

3. Vacuum Techniques (f-igure 2)

a. Basic pumping system - Vacuum was obtainecl by the

use of an Edurards rotary oil pump and two mercury diffusion

pumps (one 3-sta.ge glass and the cther Z-stage metal) in

series. These pwnps were protectecl frorn each other and vapours

by liquid nitrogen traps. 'Ihe dj.f f usion pumps could be iso-

lated. and a backing-line vsas used to protect them from hj.gh

pressure. A1l. vacuum lines were based on the same bas j-c



Fi-gure 
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pumping system to which individual specially designed mani-

folds were added.

b. Greaseless taps - I{ith greased Springham taps, prob-

lems always existed in maintaining a high vacuum when not

drawing vacuum because of the 'wetness' of high vacuum girease.

lrlhen a tap had reached the dryness required, it tended to

'freeze' requiring heat to keep moving the tap . They \Â/ere

also susceptible to cold and chemical attack.

Greaseless taps usinE rubber diaphragms, suffered from

the lack of straight-through vacuum fl.ow, Iack of a good seal

on the lips and the solvenÈ incompatal:ility j.n the swelling

of the diap,hragms.

ROTAFLO taps have an excellent seal. The critical seals

are at the cornpression of +,he piston onto the barrel- glass

and along the pj-ston-barrel j.nterface (sealing by the comp-

ressj-on of a metal thread on an 'O' ring forcing a seal of

the outer PTFE sheath with the glass barrel). The outer PTFE

'coating sheath' on the piston rendered it inactive to aÏI
'Iiquids and vapours with which it came into contact. The

only fault arose in íts use on storage-dispenser ',/essels kept.

at low temperatures. Contractions of the teflon , accent-

uated by the threaded metal-insert-piston, causecl it to fail "

ACE and YOUNIG glassware produced high quality taps.

There exists a range of sizes of intertral-l:ore vacuum taps

using a gJ-ass or teflon pist:on, incorporating teflon and.

Viton-A 'O' rings, that- enabled high vacuums to be mainta-f ned

at any of the seals. Greaseiess ball and socket and grease-

less sockets ancl cones, basecl on teflon or Viton 'O' rings

coupled glassware to the line manifolds with no loss of vacuum*

drawing ability cr maintenance of vacuum. These connections

also obtained -lcr+ v.rcuums in very litt1e time. The revolution



to a greaseless environment al-lowed greater flexibiJ-ity in

design of glassware and the ability to s\,{ap specialised mani-

folds of shorter lengths than those used in previ.ous st..udies.

c. Vacuum Lines - Generally there'existed a manifold

for each type of vacuum operation (e.g. different manifolds

existed for various reagents due to differi-ng types of puri-

fication, containers for storage and stocks of glassware).

There was a single vacuum line set up to conti.nually supply

reagents and while a manifold was being used, the other dis-

mantled manifold.s v/ere cleaned. The best pumping system was

arranged to take either a general- pur.pose vacuum manifolcl or

a specialised dispensing-manifold for ca.Iibrated amounts

for reactions. (figure 3) .

The general purpose line was used for:

i. distiltation of small amounts of solvents/deu't-er-

ated solvent.

ii. distillation of diff-i-cult substances where a shorL

path-length was needed.

iii. concentratir-¡n determinal:ion.

iv. manipulaticn of large lengthy qlassrvare in filtratj.on"

v. Grignard preparations in TIJF or replacem-ent wj..th

TOL.

vi. other procedures requiring good vacuums, and/ar

eff ici-ency and adaptability.

The other line usecl regularly was the oispensing-manifold,

usecl extensively for additions of reagerrts and quick attain*

ment of vacuum. Another addition onto this line was (the

choice of) a sepa::ate constant pre-calibrated volume dispenscr

for Grigna::C solu'bions. Accur:ate molar strengt-h Cìrignard

solutions were <lispensecì into reactir:ns vessels as constant

volumes. It is wefl t.o note that all voJ-umes dispensed rvere

checked by weight me¿rsurement.



Figure 3a: Reagent, Purificatíon and Distillation Solvent
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Figure 3b:. Reagent purification and Distillation - Monomer
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25 (opposite)

Figure 3 iii.

General. Purpose Vacuum. Manifold





26 (opposíte)

Figure 3 iv.

Reagent Dispenser Vacuum Manifold

(3 variable-vol-ume dispensers aIl come off the ¡nain

line: set volume dispenser is placed on the right

ha¡rc1 encl) .
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Figur:e 3 v.

Set-Volurne Dispenser

(constant volurne from botb-om tap seal- to bottorn

1ip of internal g-1.ass container) .
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Vacuum strength or pressure sensing was done with a

Pirani 10 controller with thermo-iesistivity heads from

Edwards and also by an ion-eonductivity apparatus of GEC-ACI.

Definitions:

1. mote fractionl Xi = niliE'ni

butyl bromide species:

n-buÈyl bromide 1-bromobutane
isobutyl bromÍde - I-bromo--2-methyl propane
secbutyl brornide 2 brornobutane
tertbutyl - 2 bromo 2 methyl propane



CHAPTER ITI

REèetLolf_KLNETT_qE

Polymerizations of methylmethacrylate were carried out

in mixed solvent so that the polarity of the medium could be

adjusted. Toluene was sel-ected as the non-polar component.

It is a good solvent for polymer, particularly at low temp-

erature and it has a conveniently low freezíng point (f7BK).

Tetrahydrofuran was chosen because the initiators, Grignarcl

reagents, are reported not to associate in this solventl.

This may not be the case at low temperatures or in the pre-

sence c->f. toluene, but nevertheless THF proved a convenient

solvent for .preparation and storage of i,nitiato:: sol-u{:ions -

Both THF and toluene v/ere conr¡enient solvents for NÌliR

spectrometry, having wel-1 recognized resonances clear of

those of initiaLor, monomer and polymer. The more comrnon

methods for following the kinetics of the poiylnerization

are,dilatometr:y, gratr'imetric and spectrophotometric analysis.

1, Spect::ophotome'try

The tnost interesting feature in the UV-vj-sib1e bancl

during polyrneri.zation was a broad peak tai-lirrg -into the

visible to gíve reri, orange or yeIlow cofour to th.e solution.

The colour appeared orr initiatiorr ancl wa-s usualJ-y transient,

but under certain condi+-ions (higtr tol-uene at 225I<-250K)

per:sisted throuç¡licrut the polyrnerization. The col-our clependecl

on the THF: TOL rat-j-o . The higher the toluene proportions ,

the more i-ntensei-1' recl the initial colour appeared and the

longer it persjsted. These same conditions of solvent ra.tia

produced the fast-r:st rates of polymerization (observed-) whj-ch

.imptied either tkre most efficient in-i.tiatíon ol: the fastest

propagation. The change -i-n colour: and intensi-ty coincide
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with the changes in stereospecificity and molecular weight-

distributions (see later) .

There are different molecular explanations for these same

spectroscopic observations " Yellow and grange colours are

observed on mixing MMA with organometall-ic compouncls of groups

IA, IIA andIIIA. In reactions with triethylaluminium (Et6A-r-2),

the source of the colour has been identified as 1:l MMA, AlEt"3

complexz, and in the anj-onic polymerization of pMl4A-.Na*

and pMMA-.Li+, the colour has been assigned to the living

anion3tqt5

In the first system (Et3A1), a peak in Lhe UV (Àmax 1' 300nm)

tails into the visible. The col0ur was related to the concen-

tratíon of tne complex (orange at high concentration ancl yellow

at lower concentrat.ion) .

In the anionic systems (plMa-¡, a similar shaped pe;rk

appears (Àn,.* t 300 nm-330nm) ancl can tail off j-nto the visible.

The yelIow colour has some apparent correlation with rate of

polymerization and/ot effícienc]' of initiation.

Each of the above schemes hacl other interesting facets

which may further complicate ident-ifj-cation of colour with

species. In the first system, there are other complexes, 2zI

MMA:AIEts (seemingly also yetlow) and a red 'flashr colour

when MMA:A1EL3 approaches :_z2. The tr:ansient red colour is

associated. with carbonyl sideproducts. However in the preset:t

system, this reagent ratio is nr:t used (ltl.la:Go = 100:1) and

the red colour was associated with less sidepr:ocluct formation"

If the strong initial red colour correlated with polymerízation

efficiency, the v¡eak (yellow) er¡Iour did not necessarily

correlate totally with efficiency of sídeproduct production.

Initial yellow coloured solutions g-âve slower polymerizíng

systerns in the presence of excess free TI-IF and/or MgBrz'



Hence the explanation that the ¡nore coloured (red) is a

pol-ymerization precursor and the weaker (ye1low) species is

a sideproduct precursor is not valicl. It may be valid that t.he

weaker colour species is another polymerlzation precursori and

may arise from the stronger complex in higher THF conditj-ons

and the stronger col-our contplex may be "destroyed" before

being observed. The yellow-orange-red phenomena may not be

the resul.t of changing concentrations of 2 coloured complexes

existing together. If a monomer complex hypothesis is

valid, the correlation with colour ís a concentration effect of

the complex, leading to actj-ve centre formation and with

efficient (relatively) initiation, givinq a high rate of polymer-

ízation.

In the second system (Li+/Na+r pMMA-),at low temperatures

and high THF, a low broad peak in the visible w¿rs observed

incornpletely resolved (but chemicaJ-]-y independ.ent) from that

of living chain ends, but was never identified or correlated

to any reactive species. The compJ-ete di.f ference in rned-iun

and initiator may negat-e tl¡e possibility of this redder coloui:.

It would appear that the artefac'b. of the changing yellow-

orange-red colour is clue to changing j-ntensj.ty in the visible

tail of a peak in the near UV.

My preference is that the co-l-our is due to the complex as

the chromophore similar: to the first system (nteel) rather

than a growing chain en,J aS j-n Lhe second system. This prefer-

ence arises since R-Mg chemist-.ry seems .i-n general to follow the

chemistry of R-AI rather than R-Na*, and the kinetic and

molecular weight evidence (see later) *-hat active centres are

at lorve:: concentrations than possible monomer-complex concen.

trations, hence unlikely to give strong colours. The complex
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The charge-transfer bond would arise from a transition

I + Ix v¡here the excited state I:k is a s'tate which is more

polar than It i.e. the charge-separatecl canonical forms makes

a greater contribution to the state than in ground s+-ate I .

In the broad charge-transfer band, it would not be possible to

distinguj.sh between other coordinat-c:d ligands (S = THF or poly-

mer > C = O) an<1 the 2 substituenrLs (X and Y = 2 of R-, Ha1-,

nlvu; n.b" when X or Y is ug6+ Rô- or Mg6+ -ôn*, the charge

distribution on complex I is appropriate for the attack of Ïìô-

or ônln on <- O = C " tor carbonyl- adfluct sideprorlucts or on

<- Q - c = coCH2 methylene for initiation or propagation).

Spectrophotometric analysis v,ras not ca¡ried furt-her, âs

has been applied to styrene potymeri.zati.on! because of the

possibility of nrore than one contributor to the colour ancL its

apparent non-correl.ation to a polymerization variable. There

\^ZaS also the probl.em of the absorptiorr of toluene obscurinq

that of the monomer. AIso the k-ine tic measurements had to be

made at temperatures <fown to 200K -i-n vessel-s fillecL and sealecl

on a high vacr-lum apparatus. A1l- these reasons precludecl any

further studies of initial monomet:-Grignartl complexes ol: its

possibJ-e relation to decreasing ntonomer concentrationrespeciaì-1.y
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with the advent of NMR studies. NMR spectrome'try presented

itself as a more convenient way of following the changing

concentrations of reactants and products, particularly as

resonances could be Selectecl r¡¡el-l clear of Solvent. The

method is described later.

2. Gravimetric AnalYsis

Gravimetric analysis involves the comparison of the weight

of product compared. to the total wei.ght initially used. In

a previous study/ gravimetric analysis has been ignored due

to difficutties in accuracy. Severe disadvantages arise from

the inability to detect irregularities in the polymerization

conversion curve. White high IU.VJ. polymer is easily precipit-

ated, dried and weighed, the Same is not true of oligomer and'

non-pol.ymeric sideproducts. where these occur, gravimetric

analysis may not give an accurate neasurement of total nìonomer

consumption.

The physical difficulties in following these reactions by

gravimetric analysis need to t¡e consj-dered. It is necessary

either to runmany separaLe reaction mixiures of identical

composition for different reaction times under identical condít-

ions or devise a method of separatin-g samples of the reaction

mixture of one batch into siclearms and terminating each at a

different time. Both methods were used but were very time

consuminq. Froin this point of view tlilatometry wasr superfic-

ially at 1east, more attractive.

3. Dilatometry

Dilatometry is a study relating percentage conversion to

Volume decrease. As Bateup has pointed out7, dilatometry

suffers from the practical disad'¡antage that it is diffieult

to obtaitr readings .in the f irst 10 mins. after mixing the
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reagents. He found, that in Some polymerizations of methyl-

methaciylate initiated by organomagnesium compounds, very rapid

consumption of monomer occurred during this period, so absence

of data was a serious problem. ft rvas possible to greatly

reduce this problem by using a doul:le capillary dilatometer

designed for rapid f il.ling with pr:emixed reagents. Nevertheless

as will be shown below there remained serious and more funda-

rnental ambiguities about applying dilatometry to these reactions.

a. Theory of DilatometrY:

Two basic equations are commonly userl. The first uses

percerrt conversion (Pz = I00 (extent of reaction) = 100 (Mo

I{) /I'1o) which i.s related to the observed cont-raction by the

rel¿rLionsrrip: (Mo = mass of monomer initially and l{ = mass of

monomer remaining)

Pa = loo (vo-v) / (vo - vLoo) (r)

Where VO = r./Olurne at zerl time, V = r¡Olume at time t:, V1OO =

volume of solution at 100% conversi.on. I¡fhen the dilatometer

ha.s a cylinrirical capillary of radius r, AV = (Vo - V) = tr'Ah

p4 = 100nr'nn/ (Mo (l/pm-l-/pp) ) = KAh (2)

wher:e Ah = ihe change in height at time t, Mo is the mass of

monotner in dilatometerr g¡ is the density of the monomer and

gp j-s the densi'Ly of the polymer (n.b. (\-/pm - l/pp) = volume

cliange for conipl.ete polymerization of 1 gm of solution). This

form doe*s assum.e volumes are additive. The second equation

used gives the monomer concentration "

tu¡ae--l/twnlo = (r KAh/rOo)/(r rrr2ah,/vo) (3)

or

ln
MMA

1n (1 1n (1 V
(4)

o o
Iume] KAh

ïõo
rr'Ah

where [lua-] o is the concentration of I,IMA at the sbart- and [uun]
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is the concentration of MMA at time t.

This equation is the most useful for kinetic analysis

because if

1n([mralTtuvialo): kt (5)

then d[MMAf/at = kIMMA] and the reaction ís internal-

first order with respect to MMA, the usual case in anionic

potymerization . If In ( [¡l¡¡a]o/[tøUe J ) is plotted against time L,

any upward d.eflection indicates an order less than one and

any downward deflection indicates a larger order. It shoulcl

l:e noted. that cliff-erences in order are not likeIy to be obvious

at conversions less than 104. it is hov¡e'¡er. important to be

sure than d.eviatj-on from a first order pJ-ot is due to some

intrinsic kinetic effect, e"g. termination of growinE chains
7

or a monomer-complex rnechanism (eateup), and not to a

breakdown in one of the basic assr:mptions of d"ilatometry.

These will now be examined.

b. Limitations of the Simple Theory of Dilatometry:

It has been already noted that dilatometry does not

proviCe information about the first few minutes of the reaction.

This is not particularly important in determining the interna.i

order. Howevern if the order changes durirrg the first few

minutes, it does rnake the extrapoiat'ion back to obtain the

initial rate unreliable and this in+-:roduces error into the

de'terminati-on of the external o::der.

Dila'L.ometry is lj.mited at high conversion, when the inil:j-ai

monomer concentration j-s hj-gh, by increasing viscosityB-

Viscous solution remains clinging to the rval.ls of the capilJ-a;:y

as bhe meniscLts drops and if Ah is measured from the bottcm of

the meniscus, the conversion is uncleres'bimated. If the

reaction is first order', the error will câuse an apparent
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up!üard curvature of t-he f i::st or,âer plot (equation 5 ) . The

effect usuaily becomes obvious in visually observed dilatometry

when the meniscus changes from a U- to a V- shape. In some

cases, increasing viscosity lead to voids forming in the bulb

of the dil.atometer. This introcfuces an error in the opposite

direction.

Deviations can arise for more fundamental reasons.

Equa.tions are based on a crude model of solutions. The assump-

tion is made that the fractionat conversion ([ulo-tpt])/i¡l-lo is

proportional to the volume contractj-on (vo-V¡ and that the

constant of proportionality is the difference in volumes of

Mo gratns of monorner and polymer (¡{o,/pm - l,lo/On). This neglects

volume-of-mixing effects. In some cases, the density of sol-id

polymer has been used; in others an attempt to allow for the

effects have been lnade, making use of the so-calied "density
of polymer in solutj-on"B. However this procedure assumes

that volume-of-mixing effects are índependent of ccncentration.

There are circumstances when the errors lviil be negligible.

This wiil- occur when the polymer mol-ecule occupies the same

volume in solution as it does in the solid. Neutroiì scatterirrg

experinents have shcwn this to be the case for amorphous poly-

styrene arrd its solution in hydrocarbon sol-utions9 ancl for pMlfA

in the gl-assy state and in solution in a 0 solventlo. In such

solutions, use of the amorphous solid state density would be

app::opriate. For other solutions, differencesr usually smaI1,

have J:een notecl. Allen ancl Patrickll have reviewed the data

on thi.s and the associated question of vol,umes-of -mixing. The

volume of mixing was not very significa.nt in most cases, < 0.BU

for polystyrene in butanone, ethylbenzene and cyclohexane.

Where an error arose, it was more like1y to arise from an

injudicious choice of polymer density. Éiowever it was conclude<f

that erl:ors ar-is:lnq from the use of s;irnpl-e ditat-ometry rrere
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likely to be less than those from other sources except in

special cases.

However the present system could. well be a special case,

since some polymerizations were carried out in mixed sol-vent

and others involved the polymerization to completion of a

polar monomer in a non-polar soivent.

The mixed solvent system is THF and toluene, Vlhen toluene

is added to 'IHF, all proton nuclear magnetic resonances move

upfield, in proportion to the mole fraction of toluene. The

ß hyd::ogen resonance of THF is more affected than the G- hydro-

gen and the CHe of toluene more so than tlre aromaticst2. The

effect probably arises from a disruption of dipol-e-dipole (or

H-bonding) 'j-nteractiorrs between THF molecules an<l the.ir replace-

ment by dipole-induced dipole THF-toLuene interactions. Volu¡re

of mixing effecLs are likely to be significant in such a system

and the consequences of the presence of a second polar component,

monomer and polymer are difficul.t to predict"

When the polymerization is carried out to completion in

toluene, the polar component of the solvent (monomer) dissappears

and it is replaced by a non-po1ar solute with polar side grotlps

(polymer). Again we cannot be confident Lhat the apparent

density cf monomer and polymer can be i-epresent.ecl by single

values which are inclependent of conversj.on.

The traditional- val.ues of Q¡n and gp, such as those of

Mathesonl 3, are ther:efore not relevant. I'le require instead

values determined at a range of THF:toluene ratios over the

temperature range lBBK-275K.

c. Det-ermj.nation of Density of }lonomer-THF-Toluene Solut-

ions:

Values of densities were obtained ac:ross the whole range

of temperatrtres (iBBK-275K\. Densiti.es werÉ: deterlnined from

the rnass of solution divided by the vol-umc of sol-utions:
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gmon = Msolutio¡1/Vsolution' (6)

The technique involved the introduction of known amounts

of reaEents into a precalibrated clilatometer enabling accurate

estimates of volume by measurement of height changes in the

capillary. At any solvent compos.ition (expressed as mofe ratio) ,

the density was determined as a function of temperature.

The method was used for pure tnonomer, pure sol-vents and

mixtures cf pure solvents. AIso calculation of densities of

monomei: solutions were carried out: X^or, = 0 " 01, 0. 05, 0 . I0 
'

O. 15 , O .2A , O .25, 0. 30 for solvent ratios XtHf: XfOl = 0:100 '
50:50 and 100:0 "

The density 0*or, - equation can be determined by linear

regression ãs a function of mole fraction of MMA (Xrn) and

temperature T gr'on = pmon(t,Xm) = (n + RXm) (c + DXm)

10- 3 T.

TABLE

VALUE OF COEFFICIENTS

solvent

FOR EÇUÀTION

BA

L.L287 z

1 .1603 ¡

r.19450

1.2700 ,-

olnon:

c D

MMA in

MMA in

MMA in

TIMA

Toluene

50:50 THF:TOL

THI¡

1.1119

0.07-tL

0.0919

0.8942

0.9682

L.03322

1.10384

0.1230

0.0016

0.0653

Atthough the assurned aclditiviLy of volumes might l-ead one

to expect that it should be the specific volume which should be

Iinearly related rather than the ntole fraction, the high degree

of reliability of the lj-near regression of Censity against mol-e

fraction led n'.e to pref er it. (see Appencri-x 3I) .

The clensity val.ues derived from these values generally fal1

withi-rr -L .0005 of real values obtained by weíçyht a.nd volume
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measurements. Va1ues of density could be obtained for other

TFIF:toluene ratios by interpolaiiolr from the values above for

100å TOL, 50:50 THF:TOL and 100% THF, and by assuming volumes

are additive.

The percentage of convêrsion is related. to 0m, the dens-ity

of the monomer, rather than the monomer sol.ution. In assuming

that the volumes are additive, pm is re-lated to the reciprocal

of the increase in volume observed when addinq lt^ g of monomer

to a THF:toluene solvent mixture of the specified mole ratio

to make a morìomer solution of the mol.e fra.ction specified:
Mm

for Xrn specified: Vsolution = Vsolvent +
pm

can derir¡e: P

or

AV
m.Lx

.,r**',-mon \K'Xsolv + X*'

((r- funr r
'solv. YM"mm

(7)
m

where Kr (r

fractions of monomer and. solvent respectivelY and M¡4¡qi;a, Msolv

are the molecular weight of monomer arrd solvent.

Kr is a corrstant that conceais tl:e .independent variable
gmor:, and hence the form j-s expanded to 2- and 3- compouent

equati-ons (see Àppendix 3II) .

2-c.cmponent: Q*
o*o'
"soI oIv

lI9l¡ 1\1v¡ where xm ard Xsorv are mo-r.e
' SOIV rr'r

) +1

p
mon3-cornponent: pm = Xtgr.MrH F + Xror,llror,

1 11-o*e"-¡ ¡9so1v
)+I)vM"mm

The molar volunte of mixing of a tl¡ree component system .is

Vsoln v*X* Vtot Xtot vrH'Xru'
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where V=ol-^ = V"ol_'/(r* * rrol, * tTHF) where Dnl, tToL,

tTHf moles are the amounts of monomer, toluene and tetrahydro-

furan and. Vt is the molar volume of component i.

For a varie,f range of tenperatures T and X*, the vol-umes

of-mj-xing; are smal1 when considering only an unreacted sysLern.

It may be of interest to note that vol.umes-of-mixing do not

reflect the shifts in NMR associatecl with changes in non-bond-ì-ng

interactions.

The original calculations were to derive 0*orr, the monomer

solul.,ion density and not to derive pr. tt the density of monomer,

So instead of us-ing the classical form a new approach was used.

classically PZ (2\
p

where l4o is the rnass of monomer at time, t = o (or mass of

monomer and polynter at time , t I o); pm ônd 0n are the apparent

,densities of monomer and polymer in solution, antl following

classicai practice these are assumed independent of concentratíor

ancl norrnaliy assume,J to have the sanìe vall-ue as purLâ monomer and

polyrner.

Dopbts about these assumptions ancl the associatecl neglect

oÍ volumes of mixing led to the form, invohzing polymer and

mononieï sol.r.rtíon densities , opoly .ttd Pmon respectively.

(r00nr2nrr) 7rllo (öi _

( 1oorr2¡rr),/¡rs ¡-l- -
tmon

I
p

P8 (B)

where lvi.n is ttre mass of the solution in the dilatometer.

Thj.s forrn does not make any assum.ptions about volume-of-

mixir,g, since experimental values of the solution densities

o and o . mav be used.'mon 'pory

1

-** - )o,' pory
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Nothing can be yet said about the presence of the pollzmer

and its effect on volume-of-mixing untir the densj-ty of the

polymer in solution can be evaluated {OnotV).

d. Density of polymer solution: 0.po1y M"o1r.,/Vsoln

Values for Apoly were measuïed by Moody14, however the

bull< polymer density of pMMA has often been used psolid =

I.f9 g cmlt The appropriateness of using a temperature j-ndepend-

ent value for pp is questionable, particularly at low temperat*

ures where values of g* can converge towards it.
Attempts to measure Opoly .t l.ow temperatures from prepared

solutions v\¡ere aborted by limited solubility. The polymer cloes

not precipitate out during polymerization. Either residual
monomer holds the polymer in solu'tion or else the solutions are

super-saturated. Whichever it is, it was not possible to re-
dissoh'e polymer to make the appropriate measurements. Even

random polymer formecl with radical initiators v/as not soluÌ:le

at moderately low temperature (-5cC).

A direct measurernent of the specific volume decrement

was carried out but an exhaustive study was not possible. The

specific volume decrement is the rfecrease in volume when 1 g

of monomer j-s polymerized complet.ely. To equate the volume

change to a value of 9poly, irrtrocluces all the unresolved doubts

in the system. The measurement of the volune change will include

side-effects due to presence of low mol-ecular weight sj_de

products (formed in early stages unr:ecorded by cli-l-aLorneLry) ,

viscosity effects and the assumption that volumes of rnixing

are negligible. All these factors will affect the relationship
between 0-__, and o rvhere o , and o are the densities of'pory 'p - -pory .p
t.he polymer solution and polylner respectively.

The volume differences \^/ere calculated when reactions were

terminated by the addition of thernostatted toluene, onto the
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top of the solid Eel reaction mixture, up to a calibrated

vol-umê level. The volume of the reaction mixture was then

obtained from the mass of the volume of toluene added.. The

methocl involved the use of :reactions where the ratio of MMA to

Grignard activity was high and sideprooucLs reduced (see later)

Gravimetric analysis was used to gauge 'i:.he extent of reaction.

Different sizes and shapes of reaction glassware were used.

A specific (most studiecl) example will illustrate the

problems in deriving the apparent polymer density. The examples

invotved toluene solutions at 250K with dj-fferett Xr,,ltre in 250

cm3 spherical reaction vessels. For XMMA = 0.1, if Ppoly is

taken as 0.918 g cm-3, the value at 85% conversion, on the

assumption that volumes of mixing are negligible, determines an

estimated r¡a1ue of the polymer density PO egual to 1'04 g cm-3"

This -i-s quite significantly different from gsolid = Pp = t.I9

g cm-3 . It should be considered that either the choice of

p^ j-s injuclicious or that volume-of-mixinq ts significanL.'p
The pl.ots of density of solution agai.nst conversion

(deter¡nined gravirnetrically) were not lit:ear and hence the

coutraction (Vo-V) is not proportional to conversion. The

curvature must be allied to the observation, that once the ge1

is forrned L'y reactions, there is 1ittle chrange in volume of the

system.

Tentative calculations and observations indicate the f-i-nal

volume of. the reaction mixture is related to P*ro and the shape

and size of the reaction vessel (earlier c;¡lset of gel if vol-

umes small-er and vessels more cylind'rical) "

There observations relate inaccuracies and errors in

dilatonretry due to injudicious choice of Pp ot non-ideal m.ixing

wiLh polyn'.er present, and the effect of viscosity arising frcrn

a 'wall-effect' with the reaction vessel (most significant in
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toluene solutions) .

However it must be noted that the determination of o-poly
was essentially to calibrate a d-ilatometric method agaJ-nst

gravimetric determination of methanol insoluble polymer. This

means the cal-ibration refers to overall rate of formation of

MeOiI insoluble polymer: which will not be the same as -dtMMÀl/dt:

if amounts of soluble polymer and sideproducts are important

I{hat is lacking, even with direct calibration, is confi::m-.

ation that contraction is linearly depend.ent on conversion, even

at an early stage. This is particularly import-ant when internai

orders of reaction are being :lnvestigated that this assumption

can be relied on. It rvas thought prudent to a.ugment kinetic

measurements by dilatome'b-ry with NMR spectrometry using the

method described later.

e. Kinetic dilatometry:

Dilatometers were. calibrated by obtaining the weight of

water or al.cohol reguired to fill the dilatometer to predeter-

mirred reference marks. In the past in similar reactions n zera

heights were determined by ext.rapolatirrg the recorded height

values back to zero time, but this is most inaccurate when

the reaction is fast.

In all reaction runs, the tv¡o reagent solutj-ons were

physically separated under vacuurn in the bath to allow thermo*

stattJ-ng of the solutions to occur before mix-i-ng. on mixing,

the reaction mixture was tipped into the dilatometer arm to

observe the volume change in the capiJ-lary.

The reactions were so fast Lhat the reaction solution was

very viscous before it was poured j-nto the dilatometer ancl

sometimes they would not enter the capillary arm.

Attempts were made to r:educe the rates so that dilatomet-.ry

could be used. At an early stage, it coul-d be seen that the
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external order with respect to l"lMA was small (less than one

more than % at 225R). Even with l? molar solutions of monomer,

the reaction was still too qui.ck (in toluene, viscous-clinging
solution at 6 min) . The initiator (t-ertBulr{gBr) was diluted
but, as its concentration was already very lorv IXGT /! 0"t01)

irreproducibility became serious " fn some cases slow reacLions

occurred, in some none.

MgBr2 \ivas added to retard reactionsT and generally it gave

irritial success with high excess (nBr-)tu5-I0*rGT in THF. However

the fast reactions occurred in tolrrene solution where MgBr2 has

low solubility.

Replacement of breakseals by young Taps, modified to open

a separating seal in the reaction vessel (fig" I ), increased

the efficiency and speed of mixing thermostatted reagents. But

gelring of the reaction mj-xture occurred very soon after it
ente::ed the dilatometer. Bubble formation on fitrincr was a

serious problem with one-armed dil-atometers.

A changeover to a clouble-dilatometer was attempted t.o
derive results (fig " 2 ) . By tipping the reaction mixture inl-c>

the top bulb of the dilatometer, ther:e is a sliqhL excess volume

over that required to fill both sidearms and the bulb. The

reactio:r mj-xture entered down one capil-lary and forces the

bubbres out of tire bulb up the other sidearm. The filling was

rapid and requi red littl-e manipulation

However when the probrern of rapid filling was overcome, a

further one emerged, the exothermicity of react.ion. Temper:ature

rises of ca. 0.5-1.5oc in l min occurrecr in the earry stages.

The larger the dilatometer, the quicker: the rise initially and

the higher the temperatu::e peaking. The onty answer to 'this

Ì^Ias to choose a method where the total vofume of the sample v,ras

reduced.
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Figure I

(RHS) Reaction Vessel

The monomer solution is kept, sealed in the bottont

porÈion separated from the initiator solution

enclosed in the top portion. The glass insert

into the bo'L'bom portion is used to monitor the

tempera'turre of the reaction rnixture. A dilatorneter

can be attached Èo an arm from the top portion.

(LHS) NMR Reaction Tube

(with smalJ qlass stirrer)
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Figure 2z

Single
Double

Dilatometers

armed capillary dilatometer (left)
armed capillary dilatometer (right)
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f. Failure:

In addition to doubts about the linearity of the calibrati-or

of dilatometry in these systems and e>rothermicity, it was nc$¡

evident that the reactions of interest (high in toluene) seemed

too fast to be conveniently followed by this metlrod. 'rfe

therefore turned to the NMR technique clescribed in the next

section.

4. The NMR Reaction Kinetic Proqramme:

The rnethod, though innovative, promised to show the extent

of reaction in solutions of low concentration, where dilatornetry

was particularly seltsitive to doubts about the appropriate value

of 0_r the non-linearity of volume change to conversion and to'p'
overcome ttre difficulty of following the faster polymerizations

in the ear:ly stages. The rise in temperatu::e due to the heat

of mixing and the exothermicity of reaction is also recluced

because of the smaller sample confined in a narrow thin-walIed

tube.

a. NMR Kinetic method:

Methylmethacryl.ate monomer has protons i.n four and carbon

in f,ive di.fferent magnetic environments. Their chemical shifts

are shown in Table t Table I also shows the proton and t 3C

resonallces of p}II4A which are distinguishable at low resolut-j-on.

The N¡{R Reaction Kinetj-c prograrrne d.epeilded on rapid

acquisition of data so that t 3C NMR v¡as r-rnsuitable, at least for:

samples cont.aining t 3C only at its naturaL abundance.

i) Preparation

It rvas foundls' l6 that the reacti-vity and stereochemistry-

of tlre polymerizatj-on is to a great- exlent determined a'1. the

y initiadon stage ma-king it essentíal to def ine and control- the

conditions of initiation precisely.
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lH NMR Resonances ppm (ín reaction mixture)

Methoxy ot- ne-lhtil ^* Ytt"tt) cis trans

Table I

Chemical Shifts of Monomer and Polymer
Resonances

( q.eez
I ¿. eor
Ia. era

167 .3 51.5 18.3 L24 -7

177 50 16-20 45

Methylene

3.032 r.502 5"810

3.2 L.LzB (broad) I 7 1

t'c NMR Resonances ppm (in CDCIe)

Carbonyl Methoxy cr,-'Methy] Vinyl Quarternary Methylene

MMA
Ílonomer

MMA
polymer

MI/IA
monomer

MMA
polymer

B

52
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The phenomenological factors iCent-ified are tetrahydro-

furanr ênd mgnomer concentration, temperature. and, in Some

circumstatlces, order of atldition and rate of aclCition of

reagents. The heat of mixing is high and the latter two factcrs

may be secondary nanifestations of the temperature.

In some experi-ments, one solution was f.rozen in the bottom

of an NMR tube and. the other higher up the tub e. The tube lvas

sealed off from the high vacuum. Mi-xing \^las brought about by

allowing the upper solution to melt and run clovrn on the second,

shaken, and the tube inser:ted in the spectrometer probe' When

monomer was allor,ved .to run on'to ftczen j-nitiator solution, fast

polymerization occurred. I¡lhen the reì../erse procedure was adopterC,

polymerization either d.id not- occur, ot if it did' only at a

very slow rate. It was observed that evaporation of solvent

from the initiator sol-uti-on c-:nto 'b.he frozen monomer occurs when

it is added to the tube. The initiator may precipiLate onto the

r¡rall-s of the tubing above the constricticn before sealing LÌnder

vacuum, and hence a consequent loss in initiator coucentration"

This physical effect may be less important than a chem-ical effecr

Initiation occurs as monomer melts into the ad''¿ancing front of

initiator/solution so that the initiator:monomer ratio is itigh "

BateupT, 2 has shown that unde:: such condit j-ons sidereac+-ions

involving the monomer: carbonyl group are prevalent and lead to

very 1ov¡ i.nitiator ef ficíencj-es "

The most satisfactory resul-ts vrere obtained when the two

solutions vùere mixed as tiquids at a selected temperature '

Solut-ions of initiator and of methyJ.methacr:ylate, both j-n

cleuterated solvetlts at the chosen teinperature ' usually t-hat

selected for the polymerizatj.on, f¡/ere dispensed in turn o¡r a

high vacuum line into a NivlR tu.be containing a small glass
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dumbetl to aid mixing. The contents were mixed ancl then quickly

fxozen with liquid nitrogen. The tul¡e was sealed. (figure 1)

The spectrometer probe was set at the selected temperature

and tìre instrument locked onto an appropriate deuterium reson-

ance of the solvent using a dummy tube containing solvent on1y.

The reaction tube was placed in a bath set at the selected

temperature, the contents thawed and shaken and the tube substj--

tuted for the dummy in the spectrometer probe'

ii) Data acquisition

The instrumeni used was a Bruker HX90E spectrometer of 90

MHz resolving pol\Ier equipped with BNC-I2 computer, Diablo disc

system, B-GDI gated decoupling unit, and a video d-isplay unit

and,/or telétype for operation. The kinetic clata were obtained

by modifying the tsIriC-12 computer progranme TTPRGM/LI (version

74). The programme was modj-fied to wa.it for a hardware flag

before the acquisition of eack block of f.i.d. This hardware

signal was generated by our modified B-GDI qated decoupling unit

and was applied to the SENSE t input of the BNC-12. The timing

of this signal with the B-GDI could be set to better than I0 Ìiser

so we eould'ínitiate blocks of scans at predet-ermined tirne inter-

vals less than 1001rsec. The predetermined time inierval could

be varie<l from 0.I sec 9990 sec. At the appropriate time,

the hardwa,re ftag allowed the acquisition of the first set of

f .i.d. The accumuiate,f signal of a pre,letermined number of

scans v/ere i:hen automaticatly stored on disc ' various house-

keepj-ng tasks performed and the spec'br:omet-er computer allo¡¡vecl

to idle untii the end of the nexù time interval when the

acquisition process \,vas repeated, The arnount of data possible

to collec't was limited only by disc space.

Once all the data hrad been acquired, I-i'ourier transformation

plotting and peak-picking could be performed at any time.
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Figure 3 shows the plot of the time-dependent spectrum of a

polymerizíng sol-ution initiatecl by t-butyl magnesium bromide.

For quantitative kinetic measurements, the prj-ntor.rt of the

integrated peaJ< intensit j-es of monomer, polymer and initiator

was used. IU shoul-d be nc¡ted that the peak heights of toluene

and vinyl.s in figure 3 increase<l between the seconcl and third

minutes. The basíc cause is fluctuation in Tz* rvhich rnight

arise from temperature or concentration gradients or possibly

poor shimming. Some ad j ustmen+-s to shimming were required

after substitution of the dummy tube by the reaction tube and

these had to l:e done quickly so that the kinetic progranaìe

could be achieved. properly. The effect v¡as not apparent in

the integrated intensities whi-ch remain constant from the first

accumulation in the case of toJ-uene and declined monotonic.rlliz
j-n the case of consumabf e vinyl groups.

Obviously the d.ecrease in mononer peaks and increase in
polymer can both be used to show the extent of reaction but-

care must be taken to watch for the effects cf the atitomatic

peak-picker. A peak is picked ancl the integration start-ei1

when the sJ-gna1 departs by mcre than twice the root-rnean-scu.are

error f rom the me.rn baseline. Integration stops lvhen the

signal returns tc the mean baseline or begins to increase aqain

by more than twj-ce rms error. The devi.ations between the

integrals of the two vinyl peaks arise from departures of the

local baseline from the mean"

iii) Choice of reson,ance as the variable for extent of r:eacticn

The extent of reaction -is related to consumption of

reactant resonance i-ntensity arrd creation of product resonances.

The choice of resonance is dependent on the overlap of solvent

resonances and tiie complete resolution of possible over:lappj-ng

resonances of monorner and polymer. Overlap by solvent peaks
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Figure 3b: Time-dependent spectrum of a polyrnerizíng solution of MMA initiated by

tertbutyl magnesium l¡romide - wíth termination at 3 hours"
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were reduced with the use of 99iø deuterium isotopic abundance

solvent, but both t-he o--methyl and methoxy signals suffered

in non-deuterated solvents from the- methyl resonance of

toluene and the a-II of tetrahydrofuran.

The integral-intensity of the disappearing monomer

methoxy and appearing polymer: methoxy which looks so striking

are not in perfecl- stoichiometric relatj.onship. These peaks

overlap and the peak-picker does not deconvolute the intensit-

ites accurately, especially at higher conversion with the

broader polymer peak. Other problems are the possj-bl.e presence

of sideproducL methoxy peaks and residual THI' peak- dow¡r-

field of the monomer methoxY.

The cx,-methyl resonances integra-t. suffered from poor

integration c¡f broad peaks and also overlapping by the rísing

polymer methylene resonances.

The disappearance of, vínyl peaÌ"s can effectively be

related to extent of reac+¿ion. The dj-sappearance of the

resonances indicates rRonomer consumption. These resonances

fal-l in part of the frequency domain spectrurn uncluttered by

any other signals.

The methocl of following reactions by lllfR is restrj-ctedt

by viscosity tc l-ow conversions or low monomer co¡rcentratio¡rs.

The method would. seem to have widespread. applicability' Partic-

uIar1y to the acldition reac'Li.ons of unsat.urated compouncis

because vinyl ancl conjugatecl diene resonances l-ie in a sparseJ-y

inhabited field (tg) position. It has been applied to r¿rdical

polyme::ization of IiI'I/r in benzene at above ambient ternpera'bures I '7

By using deutera+:ed solvent in a sealecl capi.Ilary in the

NMR tube as a reference-lock signal, br:lk non-deuteratei

solutions can be used with gr:eater accuracy of concerLtrations -
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5. Kinetic Results:

The results are discussecl in subsystems of the whol-e

range of solvent conditions and accorrling to the metho'c1 used

for that subsystem.

a. M}ÍA-THF-tBuBrlolgBr system: dílatometric experiments.

Rates of experiments carried out in THF solution were

slower than those in toluene and to a certain extent (XfHf' < 25à)

unaffected by viscos ity; consequently dilatometry was

convenient. Rates of polymerization \^¡ere obtained by equation

2 where gm = density of monomer at temperat-ure T K ancl pp

= gsolid = I.19 g crn-3. Conversions determined by dilatornêtr1'

were checked by gravimet-ric determination of inethanol irrsol-uble

polyrner trrd forrrrd to correlate" This showed Lhat the rapiC

initial- consrurrption of monomer pr-ior to the first dilaLometrlz

reading, which is a problem with toluene solutions, dces; not

occur.

At 250K, a solution of methyJ-methacrylate in THF (XlntA =

0.I0) initiated by t-butylmagnesium bromide (mole ratio-monomer:

tBuMg groups-n¡a¡,y1,/n¡gu¡,r.g = 1OO) polymerizecl geni-Iy with an

initial rate of percentage polymerization. Rn% = 6 - 3 x l-0- 3

percent Sec- I . At about 15% conversion the;:e is a slowing of

the rate of ,lecrease of heì-ght. Tnere is an upward cu.rvat-ure

of plots of In([lvIIr¡,AJo,/tr'nral¡) vs time t (figu-re 4 ) -

The exter:na1 order with respecL to Iu11.,14 was 0.89 (t 0.15

s.e. of slope) , essenLi-ally first orcler. This lvas determit-:ecl

from 4 sorutions where x¡olA = 0'025, 0"05, 0'10 and 0"20' The

higher the in.itial lril.,IA concentra-tion, the e¿rrlier the onset cf.

curvature in ln([¡OmJo,/[l.lUa1") vs t (see figure 4 ) and t-he

more dif f icult tl-re extrapolatj-on to obtain the initial rate.
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The external order rvith respect to initiator \^/as 0.93

( t 0 .19 s. e. )-raLe o, (tert'Bu-Ifg) oo.nt There was irreproducibility
in the rates at any initiator concentration berow [crJo tu

0 ' 0005 M (i ' e' l¡o¡a'nterrl,tg > 200) ' The upper liiuit of the
accessible concentrat-ion clomain was set by solubility, which

for tBuMgB:: is only ca. 0.3 ¡,t at ambient temperat-ures. IrIgBr2

essentially preci pit-ated f rom so-lution at hiqher concentrations
and- lower temperatures.

b . IvuvlA-TiìF-TOL- tBulvtgBr: systems dì latometry

The reactions in this system v/ere margi-na11y faster than

in the TIIF systeut: the only change in the system relates çrnly

to the change in composition of solvent (from (Xr"utXrOf.)solvenr

= O:0.00't.o 0.833:0.167 to 0.67:0.33) . The temperature

was 250K, X¡U¿A - 0.10 ano Xc, 0.001. The initial rate of
percent-age poLyme::ì-za-tion for X1Hf :XTOL-0. 83 z z0.L6t and

0.67:0.33 were 9.0 x l0-3 % sec-l and I.2s x10-2 % sec-1

respectivel.y. External orde¡:s were not ca.lculated due to
insufficienl- data" The conversion curves di.ffer 1i-ttle fronr

THF - I'I¡LA. system.s.

At higher mol-e f::actions of toluene in the solvent,

Xfnf':XTOL = 0.50:C.50 and 0.33:0.67 the rates were on average

not much faster tTrarr the runs at X1'Hf,= 0t 0.83 and 0"67.

Flowever:, problens arose from inconsistency in initial rates

and viscosity.

Use of the doul¡l-e dilatcmeter was an advantage in foll-owinci

the f aster rates , ho\n'ever, it suf f ers the same limitations as

a conventional cles-ign when the solutj.on becomes viscous or gel

forms.

c. Itffects of addition of IIgBrz; above systems,

dilatomctry 
"

Excess l4gBr2 has been shown to reduce the efficj_errcy of
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initiatiorrt. rn order to reduce the rate into a range conven-

ient for dilatometry, excess MgBrz wãs introduced. It was

effective in THF solutions where a 7-foId decrease in rate

could be achieved when the sol.ution was saturate<1 rvith Ì4gBr z .

However, in mixtures containing toluene, where the problem

arose , the solubility of MgBr z $Itts tc¡o 1ow for the method

to be effective.

d. Systems : I{It¿LA-toluene-tBul4gBr and ltIIt{A-TilF-TOL-tBul4gBr

gravimetric experiment "

Gravi-metri-c methods were used for the methanoi-insoluble

polymer. This arose from yield measurements of polymers

formed after t hour, from solutj-ons of XMtle * 0.1 and Xer tu

0.001 in sóIutions of (XrHn t Xtol) solvent ranging fr:orn 100 :0 to

C:l-00.

Determination of the yield of methanol insoluble polymer

show the expect-ed increase in rates witl'r increased mole fract-

ion of toluene in the period. until the eppearance of viscosity

and gel ef fects. (i.e. with tiig$viscous gels, Lhe rates are

slowed supposedly to a rate dependent on th.e viscosj-ty of the

liquid anC cLiffusion of rnonomer to reactive centres).

Figure 5 indicates gravimetric yields at time t hr. across

tÏ:e range of T'HF;TOL. Figure 6 relates gr:arrimetric yields

with time for runs in toluene and dif f eri.ng in [t'tlteJo.

l4any runs were carried out i rr solr.ltions of XMMA = 0 .I

ancl XTOL = 0.9 with results reported in other chapters ancl the

average yield at I hr. is approximatel-y 55å. The f-inal yield

varied T:etween 75-85% conversion rvhen the s;olution had set to

a strong gel.

The yields across

at the tol-uene end for

spectrum of T'CL to THF are higher

same Xiq¡¿e. The rnajor clrop in yield

temperatures at- positions, related

the

the

tend.s to occur at different
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Figure 5a:
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Figure 5b:
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Figure 6 z
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later to changes in stereochemistry and molecular weight

distributi-ons.

The yields with time for solutions of MMA in toluene

iudicate the vagaries of the system caused by viscosity and

gel-l-ing of reaction mixtures. There is an initially greater

rate formation for the higher [Ml'14] initial concentration,

but an eventual smaller yield.

It will be noted that the rates of many of these systents

Iie in a range conveni-ent for dilatometry. However, the

viscosi.ty effect restricterf its application.

e. MMÀ-toluene-tert-Bult{gBr system - NI{R experiment.

The difficulty arises in the presentation of ther data

(e.g. figuy'e 7 indicates conversion vs tirne ancl figure 4

indicates lnIlr[tt{A]o,/[u¡lA] against time) .

Figure B indicates the change in internal crder with

temperature for selected runs of similar XirUrfa. To use the

inter:nal order as a guide is misleacling since there is a

change in order with conversion, e.g. tÊlå fanð. . '.Î/t).
The higher orders may be due to termina-tion or decrease in

activity- of chains or a polymer ("gelling") concentration

effect. These higher orders relate to thre reducecl "iimiting"
conversion a'L the end of the reaction time and the ínitial

XI'{.F'A ot t-t¡¡nlo.F*Xl,ilrlA = O.0I' average conversio' tu 95e¿¡ for

XMI,LA tu 0 .02, ave. conversion 'r' 95å; for X¡,ttta t 0. 05 ' ave.

conversion tu 80?; for X¡,1¡,tR tu 0.1, ave. conversion rv 702
at Tenrperature 250lK and (tertBu-Mg) tu 0.005 Pl.

The monorner:inj-tiator ratio also is important in relating

the rati.o of nonomer consuntption (indicaLed in the conversion

cur:ve vs tirrre) that is involved in polymer formatiou (i.e,

MeOH insolu-bIe polymer) . The higher the monomer concentratir-rn

änd monomer:j-nitiator ratio, the greater the yield of polymer

and rate.
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This observation was noted with supporting gravimetric

analysis on larger bulk sol.ution: For X¡{^{A = 0.I0 yield of

polymer for ral-io of monomer:initiator (mêthanol-insoluble)

Temperature 100:1 10:I

30OK 'r, 0å tu 0%

275K tu35% tu15%

250K tu90% tu60%

225R '\, 90eo \ 752

Z1OK ,tu 95es tu 90?

The difficulty of very 1ow XO** runs is to have consistent runs

an<f maintain the high nO*OtltAo'g ratio'

The kinetic runs of 1ow X,,,* lack confidence only because

of the very low concentratj-ons that irave to be used, which

necessitates runs rvitha-ratio l¡¿'o,ntBrr',tg t 10:1 whicir force

more sid.eprodr.rct (non-MeOI{ insoluble polymer) formation {:-.e-
(d tMMAI/cltr (NÌ'IR) >d fi4eOH inscluble polymerJ /d\(gravimetric and

dilatomeLric$. Gas-1iquic1 c.hromatography indj-cates the

reaction mixture contains monomer ' sol-vent and bul-yl groups

at 225K anc-l 250K, ancl this is supported by the Nl4R spectrunt'

The spectrum indicates only those peaks expected for monomer

and for polymer atiC no o'bher peaks. If sideprcducts or ol-r-go-

mers, occur the peaks coj.ncide with the polymer" The peaks

of the initiator (ter-ttger methyl pea-ks) are unchanginq in their

intensities at 250Kt 225K and 200K-

The changi,ng orcler with temperature can be explaineô ln

terms of changinç¡ mechanism. At 1ow tentperature 200K, t'here

appears to be a zerc order l.imit of internal order; at 22.5K

and 250K, a mixed order appears (between 0-% and ]Z-l respec*--

ively) i aL 275K, the internal order appears first order and

at higher temperaLtures, termination becomes manif est lerading

to a decayata rate hígher than first order.



A mechanism was derived for the stereobl-ock polymerization

init-iated by nBuMgBr in THF toluene solution, which was

derived from kinetic argumentsiS the Bateup-

Yerusalimskii- mechanism

o/
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By the use of the limiting cases, the range of internal.

and external orders can be der-ivecl (0<--+l and 0ë2 respectively) "

Limiting Cases Orders

M

approaches + I

(i.e. ki[Pt]ottk")

approaches It"t]

( i. e. k-c * kpr >kc [M] )

app::oaches k-c +' kp/kc

(i"e. kc l¡tt] ttk-c + kn)

approaches Iu]

approaches (k_c + kn)/k"

2

I

external internal
order order

w.r.t. [M]o w.r.!. [t'¿i

I

0

0

pagation

r tP,

, the

zero.

.In

rowth

step

imiting

Ì
1+ M

+-c p

1

0

- kl[u]o
approaches --¡;-=

{i.e. ki[M]o<.k")

1

A higher internal order than 1 ntust involve a pro

step witl'r greater monomer involvement (e.9. ^JV\,149 <- ¡1 a

nnrv lr{g - ir,t) or decay ( termination) of active chains .

For in-itiation by nBuMgBr in THF-'boluene soluticn

internal order with respect to mononier was shown to be
k -c+kpThis is a limiting case lvhich occulrs rvhen k^ [M]

+O

the s+-eady state solution, the compl-exed fornt of the g

centre ("rw ¡4q 4- Iq) becomes predomiua-nt and the second

of the mechanism (kp) becomes ra{-e controlling. The 1

rate equation is

= kp f [BuMgX] o

since initiation of growth centres ís effectively instantaneous,

but of tow effic.tency (kstrki[M])" With n-butyl magnesium

bromicle, f depencled on monomer concentration, but since this

is initial rnonomer concentration IM]o, the immediate above
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rate equation - g*il = kpf [BuMgx]. is i-ndepenclent of the tine

dependent monomer concentratic;n [¡,t] and is formally of internal

order zero.

The data for tBuIÍgBr in toluene solution at 275 K fitted

a first order monomer decay curve" This could be interpreteC

as representing a normal k¡i¡nolecular propagation reaction not

irrrzolving complex formati-on or the other l.imit.ing case of the
k^ lMl

Bateup-Yerusalimskii mechar ' u' - + O (n.b. [¡l] is ten1r-sm k=-T-T;
times lower than Bateuprs experiments) where

kckp
+k ) [teulugBr] o IM]

p

The discrimination between these alternatives (nBuMgI3r in

THF:TOL or tBu}lgBr in TOL (i.e. at 200 I{rc1.ose to zeco orCer)

and tBuMgBr at 275 K) came with i<inetic measurement-s at lower

temperatures, 225 K and 250 K, rvhere ihe data deviated from

first order into an intermediate kinetic domain between zeYo

and first order, consj'stent witn a Bateup-Yerusalimskii

mechanism between its two limitinq states. At 225 R, the first.

order plot was clearly a misfit. The conversion-time curve

could not be distingr¡ished from a zeL'a order plot over the

f-irst 402 but did not fit overatl (r:eaction wen'b to 7 58);

order deterrnined Lretween 0 . 3 and 0 . 5. At 25A K the data v¡as

nearer to a first orcler fit than zero order; order between 0.5-¡

d [M]
dt f

k_

and 0.75.

rf k'
M

Ì [r lo andtk" Ir { + S a

ktt kc/ (k_c + k)p'

then d [M] /dr vp 1-tt tM] \rr \_-._kr_I-]Lf /

v¡hích derives an integrated rate equation

(ln[u]o + k" [¡t]o) (rn[t'l] + k" [M] ] = k't.
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i. e. a form r'¡hich involves a zero and f irst order internal

order component where k" derives the amount of each component

and is dependent on the equilibria involving kc, k-c and kn

(i 
" e. complex formation) .

The cha-nge of order dependent on X¡¿ua (or fuua]o¡ is not

infinitely c1ear. XU¡la affects the rate of the reaction and

the extent of the fina.l conversion. Because of the use of

different stock of init-iators (difficulty in attaining constant

If ]o), exter:nal orders Ì\rere not attaineC, but observation

ind.icatecl that internal order did not charrge with Xt rA and the

external order was about one (i 503) and changed with tempera-

ture) (i.e. with higher temperature, any increase irr X*A was

more noticeabl-e). The higher yield. and rate with increase t¡4M,Al

is again consistent with Bateup-Yerusalimskii tnechanism wh.ich

postulated a higher external order with respect 'to monomer for

initiatíon of chaj-ns than for production of sirleproducts

Sideproduct \^ras certaj.nly mos L prevalent at high

temperatures and the j.ncrease in int,ernal orcler tends to

indicate that exLernal order may 5. shifting to higher orders

(i.e. 2, k.>>kj.[M] and k*" * kpr>]:"lÞll). When sideproducts

occur, there appears to be litt]e conversion of MMA into

pclymer (i.e. same NMR spectra and liitle decrease in iMl{A]

and, an altering anC loss of tRu s-ì-grta] s during the reaction time.)

The application of the new data-handling technJ-ques v¡ith

NMR has enabled suff-i-cient data poi¡ts to be obtained,

partícular1y in the important early stages, Lo distinguish

differences in internal orcler of less than one unit and

discrj-minate betv¡een mechanisms. NMR results generated seetned

to fit the hypothetical Bateup-Yerusalj-mskii mechanism.

AIso I{MR kinetics indicated the first direct proof that
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unreacted tBu peaks exist long after the initiatíon step

(from integrated intensity and the initial approximate

mole ratio, the amount 'ì, 50% ! 25eo of. initial [f ]o) and

can explain how the nature of the organic group can contj-nue

to influence the sLereospecificity of the growth site after

initiation and dr:ring propagatj-on. Some of these aspects

of the effect of the organic group on the active centres

will. be shown in later chapters.

NMR kinetic accumulatiorr of the progress of the reaction

is a novel rnethod. Improvement of these results will arise

from any method that reduces the reliance of performing the

runs in deuterated solvent and allows the runs to be done -ì-n

normal protohated solvent (this arises from more accurate

determination of fltUa]o and Ir]o) . Accurate external orders

can then be detennined as well as internal orders of reaction.
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CHAPTER IV

TNITIATOR SOLUTTONS

I Initiation Proceclures

The kinetics of polymerization depend: on the active

centre.formed at the initiation of t-he reaction; The active

centre formed is obviously deperrdent on the compositiorr of

the initiator. It will be later shown that the active cenire

is very depenclent on the solvent compos-i-tion and temperature.

Hence the method of carrying out the initiation reaction wilI

be discussed in detail.

a. Temperature control- In the early experiments,

reactions ttrere carried out in a wide range of THF-Toluene ¡nix-

tures, sim-tlar to Bateup's I procedu-re of adding the Gr:ignard

reagent in THF solution to solut.íons of monomer. The results

were inconsistent" The triad conipositions of the polymer

produced aL a given solvent composit-ion u/ere mainly almost

constant (just outside inst.rument error), but the molecular

weight distribution and rate of reactíon varj-ed markedly.

Problems arcse as a result of the rrrethod of conducting runs "

The basic problem appeared to be temperatr-rr:e control. ReasonabJ e

long term control coulcl l¡e obtained using a bath, containecl in

a Dewar vessel, which itsel.f v¡as coole<1 by immersion in a iiquj-d

nitrogen bath. Thermostatic control was attained by automat-ic

ad justment of ihe input to a- heater in the irrner vessel- " This

system however does not ensure instanianeoLls attain¡r'.ent of bath

temperature when a tube is inserted. lrlhen the reaction solu'uions

are frozen (frozen mixture of Grignard so'lution in TFIF over a

frozen monomer solution layer:), the temperature at which

initiation occurs is very i1I-definecl, though it presumabl-y l-ies

weII below bath temperature. However when the two solutions
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are allowed to attain bath temperature befcre mix-ing (Bateup's

procedure), an entirely different set of initiation conditions

prevailed, the temperature being either at or sliqhtly above

bath temperature depending on how efficiently the exothermic

heat of mixing and initiat1-on was dispenseo. This depends

on the size and shape of the vessel; in a NMR Lube, a temperat-

ure rise of ¡, 0.2"C coul-ci be ol'rserved, while in a spherical

100 cm3 vessel, a rise of l--4o C v¡as observed.

It was found (chapter III) that the temperature at which

initiation occulred can have a drasti-c effect on the molar-mass-

distribution and efficiency of initiation, bu.t a l-esser effect

on steric triad composition (mainty since these changes in

stereoregulârity occur consistently across b.he TIIF-Toluene

range, whatever the temperature chapter V).

b. tlomogeneity of initial reaction solutj-on The solubil-

ity of Grignard reagents in Toluene-THI' mixtures was limited.

When precipit.ation occured, analysis showed that the precipitate

contaj-ned l:ronricle in excess of the Grignard sioichiomelrlz Iì.NIgBr.

The solubility decr:eased v¡ith temperature, and wj-th increasing

toluene in the sol-vent mixture. The precipitate was also r.ich

in bromj-de uircler Lhe l-ast 2 condit.ions of temperaLure and

solvent mixture.

Precipitat.ion was observed on initiation, when the mixing

of the initiator solution in TFIF with monomer solution (¡Orm in

TOL) reduced the solubi Iíty (observed in both methods of

conducting reactions) .

Precipitation on initiation was undesirable because it

made the ini.tiai concentration of initiator uncertain arrd also

altered Lhe initiator composition, TertBu-lu19Br, dispenseO in

THF, is not ver:12 soluble at reac+-ion ternperatllres in reactic¡n

mixtures whlch are toluene rich. This limited the range of
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solvent mj-xtures in which a series of experj-ments at constant

initiator and monomer concentratj-ons could be performed.

To eliminate the irreproducibility of initiation arising

from precipitation and to expand the range of bolvent mixtures,

Grignard solutions v/ere prepared in toluene, using methods

sirnil-ar to those of Tsvetanov 2. A ranEe of inítiators in toluene

solution, having different ngr-/nBu-¡tg ratios and different

amounts of residual THF, \trere formed by t.he controlled evaporat-

ion of ether under vacuum and dissol-ution with toluene. Other

methods of preparation of Grignard reagents in tol.uene may be

successfr-r13, such as stoich.iometric addj-tion of MgBrz to Buzi4g

or: addition of dioxane to Grignard reagents in ratios less

than ?.:L. Bcth of these methods have Iittle control of residual

THF, which may be as important as the ngr-/n1u-Mg ratio.

The range of solvent mixtures for polymerization was

extended from 100? Toluene to 922 THF-8? Toluene mixtures.

Precipitation on initiation was avoided since the Grignard

solutions and the morromer solution had ídentical TIIF-Toluene

composit.i.on, THF was added to Grignard solution in toluene to

bring it to the sarne composition as the final solvent mix to

an accurac:y of better than IZ.

2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Inj-tiator Solutions

Brtiker spectrometers (90 MHz HX90E ¿¡nd B0 MHz WP80) were

used to inriestigate the en'¡ironments of carbons and hydrogens

of the alkyl portion of the Grignard anci dj.alkyl-m.agnesium

species in tetrahydrofuran and/or toluene. The influence of

magnesium, bromide and./or alky1 groups -in close-bonoing relations

affected the resonances differently. NMR indicates the chemical

shift car:sed by the electron distributic¡n in the species in the

initiator. The spectrometers have the facility for homode-

coupling.
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a. Proton magnetic resonances

The initiator solutions, with deuterated solvent, were

sealed under vacuum in 5 mrn tubes at a suitable concentration

where a homogenous solution rvas maintained. Proton spectra

were obtained on the Bruker IIX90 using the variable temperature

probe over the range of temperature for THF: 210-340 K

and for tol-uenez 200-350 K. Reference peaks v/ere refered

to standard TMS at 0.000 ppm at ambient temperaLure tetra-

hydrofuran (o CHz) at 3.58 ppm and toluene CH3 at 2"09 ppm.

The environment of each proton on a butyl group is altered,

some drastically, when it is attached to magnesium (as i-:n BuMgBr

and BuzMg) ratlier than direct-Iy to brornine, leading to upfielci

shifts which are large for o-carbon hydrogens. In most, but

not all cases, the spl itting of the proton resolrances of

butylmagnesium compounds \¡/ere similar to that in the correspond-

ing butyl halide, where it is attributed to proton-proton

spin-spin coupling within the butyl group" rn cases where

similar spJ-itti.ng is not observed, there are several possiblé

explanations. the presence of magnesium may affect the proton-

proton coupling or more than one chemically distinct Bult4g group

may be present, either exchanging, or if not- exchanginE, then

with overlappíng resonances.

The chemical environment of each proton can be del-.ermj-ned

for each magnet.ic environment from population ratj.os, sone

aspects of coupling, homodecoupli^g, a knowledge of the

approxinrate ranges of sim-i-Iar groups, and. trends in correspond-ing

alkyl halides (fio. I). For alkyl halides, the closer the

chemical spec-i-es to bromine, the greater the downfiel-cl shift c¡f

this species re.sonance due to the increased deshieldirrg by the

electron-withclrawi.rig bromine atom.
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Figure lii:

Grignard Basic Couplingr Structure

(assuming first order proton-proton coupling)
as for the buty1. halides)

nBuMgBr/nBuzMg

iBuMgBr/iBuMg

sBuMgBrr/sBu2Mg

tBuMgBr/tBuzMg

u cH.

t cH,
2 cíz
I cH zMg

t {cttr¡,

'cH
I cH zMg

tcH.

'cH,
tcHMg

'tcH,

' {ctt r ¡ .

CMg

triplet

triplet of qr-rarÈets

triplet of triplets

triplet

doublet

triplet of septets

doublet

triplet
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The splitting of BuMg proton resonances was somewhat

smaller due to the reduction of the proton-proton coupling

constant arising from the presence of a magnesium atom.

Homodecoupling experiments were not successful. while

it was possible to decouple each proton resonance in the

alky1 halide, the same procedure cn eaih resonance of the

alkyl magnesium halide resulted irr saturation of all other

protons, j-n all but one case. This saturation occurs because

the proton peaks are insufficíentty separated on a 90 lvlIJz

spectrometer for selective homodecouplj-ng. the presence of

magnesíum may alone have an effect in tire change of the type

of coupling.
,'+3al

i. nBu2lr{g and nBuMgBr systems : (CIis .CHz .CII2 .CHz .-Mg-)

(fis - 2) .

The predominant species of the Schlenk equilibrium v¡as

determined to be a di-n-buty1 magnesium, due Lo the similari..ty

in kinetj-cs and polymer prod.uctt (boar, in NMR triads an,l mole-

cular weigtrt distribution) .

The spectra of Grignard and Di-n-btltyl magnesium in THF

are very similar.

Assignment* 3 Peak Position

- CIlz -
2

-CHz-CHz-
J

I

a+

-0.66 ppm

ca. 1.3 ppm

(at 300 k)

*1

*2

CHs - 0.70-0.85 ppm

2

n.b. *1: Coupled witir -CHz-, but not simple fi-rst crder. The

Lz2tL ratio of relative integral intensity is not apparent in

peak heights (ratio 1:1:1) which suggests ARX coupling. The

insertj-on of a magnesium atom in n-br:tyl bromicle shifts the
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Figure 2j-z

ttt UMn of n-buty1 Magnesium Bromide and d.i-n-butyt llagnesium
in THF solution: 300K

The resonance -tCH2-Mg is viewed below

nBuMgBr

I

-0.66 ppm

I0 ll,z

nBu2Mg
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Figure 2i-j-¿

lH NtttR of n-butyl Magnesium Bromide and
in THF solution: Temperature

di-n-butyI Magnesium
300K

Regions of spectra of tl:e CH s . CII z . CH z resonances

1.3 ppm

- 3cH ,-'cHr-

nBuMgBr

O.75 ppm
hcH s-

nBu2Mg



Figure 21ii:

rH NMR of di:n-butyl Magnesium in TIiF solution;

Temperature range as below

Spectra Resonance -tCH z-Mg

0

320

310
? 0

290

280

'27 0
260

40 250

2.30

205
10

224
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Figure 2ívz

rH NMR of n-butyl

Temperature range

Spectra Resonance

Magnesium Bromici.e in THE solution:

as beiow

- t cH z-Mg

33

324

3103

290

280

270
260

250

205 21"0 220 230 240



Figure 2v¿

lH NMn of n-butyJ- Magnesium Bromide in THF:

Temperature rangfe as below

Full spectrum at each temperature of all the resonances ,,

ucHr-, -tcTr-, -?cïz- and. -rcHz-Mg-' range + 1.5 ppm <+-r.0 pptn

ucH ,-
- tcH ,'cH r-

CH z-

A B

B3

320

I

I

til
itlr¡

i

À*J't

tl
{1

310

300

290

280
l\l

260
250

240
230

22.0

2LO

205

Irrversiotr of population of integrals of uCHr-
two resonances (4, B)

n.b
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Figure Zvi:.

tH NMn of di-n-butyl lvlagnesium in THF

Temperature range - 205-340K

Spectra Resonance uCHr-

270

260

25A

240

230

220

2r0
205

t
34C

30

320

310
00

290

280
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Figure 2v!iz

Itt NMR of n-butyI

Temperat.ure range

Resonance nuclei:

220
2ia

Magnesium Bromjde in THF

205- 330K

4CHs-, note the i¡x¡ersion of the major peaks
with temperature change compared to
di-n-butyl magrnes iurn

3

320

310
300

90

280
210

2 0 260

0
30

05
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Figure 2viii:

tH N¡tlR of n-butyI Magnesium bromid.e and di-n-butyl llagnesium
in toluene solution:

Temperature 300K

Resonances (on the left)
(on the right)

ucHr-
lcH z:Mg

+nBul4gBr->

*

H.V
9r.ease

V

*

fi
<-nB

9rease
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Figure 2:-x:

tH NMR of di-n-butyl

Temperature range

Resonances: (left)
( risht)

Magnesium in Toluene

as below
ucHr-
-tcHz-Mg

3s0

340

330

2

310

300

280

270

260

25

240

230

22

2l-0

200



Figure 2xz

tH NMR of n-butyl Magnesium Bromide in Toluene:

Temperature range as below

Resonances (left) ucHr-
(right) - tcH z-Mg

* = high-vac grease

60

3 0

2

CX

ct

20

22A
1ÐÈ
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position from 3.44L ppm by a significant amount.

*2: Structure is of a complex multiplicity, not first

order, partly obscured by the ß THF peak.

*3: Assignment was achieved on the basis of shift and

coupling. The spectra were almost temperature invarianÇ except
+

the CFI¡- resonance where the population of the states are

reversed from dibutyl to Grignar,l.

The spectra in toluene differ front each other and from

those in THF.

*4
Peak Posítion (300 K)

0 . 85 ppm (nBur Mg) :
0.87 ppm, 0.79 ppm (nBuMgBr)

Assignment

J 3 *-l
ppm

*2
ppm

-CFI2-CHz- 't, 1.0-1.3

4

CHg- *3

I

-CHz - tu -0.1

n.b. *1: This complex multiplet was also overlapped by TI{F

and tol-uene peaks.

*22 The metltylene peal<'s form changes with temperature.

With increased temperature, the peaks of di-n butyl magnesium

changes form from a very broad possibly 'coalesced' peak to

a triplet form, while the Grignard peaks change from triplet,

through coaiescence at r, 2L0 K to a very sharp doublet.

*3: The dia.lkyl species appears to be at ^, 0. 86 ppm and

the presence of halide leads to the other peak at 0.79 ppm.

*42 n-Butyl initiators respond krest to homodecoupli-ng,

especially in the region about n" 1.1 pFm, which decouples the
I

triplet of -CiI2 -Mg.
321

ii. iRu2lvtg ancl iBuMgBr system: (Cils) z.CH"CHz-Ì"1g) (figure 3)

The spectra of Grignard and di-isobutyl magnesium in THF'

are similar, but not exactly the same"
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Figure 3i:

tn N¡tn Spectra of the Methy1 Environment '(-3Cff ¡) of Isobutyl
Magnesium Bromide (0.43M) - Variable Temperature (K)

290

270

260

245

235
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Figure 3ii:

ln NUn Spectra of the Methylene Environment (-rCHr-Mg) of
Isobutyl Magnesium Bromide at 0.431{ - Variable Temperature (as

below in K)

330

300

28s

280

270

255

235
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Figure 3íii:

lH NI,ln of di-isobutyl Magnesium in Tetrahyrlrofuran

Temperature range - as below

Resonance -lcHz-Mg

i
I

I

t
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ì

33CI

320
310
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260
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240230
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Figure 3 iv:

rH XMn of Isobutyl Magnesium Bromide in Tetrahydrofuran: (a1so continue spectrum on next page)

Temperature Range z 2O0K- (+5) -340K Resonance Nuclei: - lCHr-Mg

4

3

290
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280
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2,40
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Figure 3v:

tH NMn of di-iso-butyl lvfagnes-i-um in Toluene:

Temperature Range as below (K)

Resonance -lcHz-NIg

280

260

240

220

340

320

300

200



Figure 3vi:

lH NMR of isobutyl Magnesium

Temperature Range as below

Resonance - 1cH z-NIg

bronttde

¡fi., tot'un.
(K)

35

340

330

320

3

300

290

280

270

260

24

230

2ro

2A0

220



Assignment Peak Position ('r, 300 K)
*3t

-- CHz-
2

>cH-
3

CH g-

.! -0 .I

tu 1.05

tu 0.8.

ppm
*1

ppm
*2

ppm

n.b. *1: Overlapped by ß TIIF -spinning sidebands.

*22 Di-isobutylmagnesium appears invariant across t-he

range, buL the Gri-gnard spectra consists ef a pair of peaks

at high temperature that is clearly resolved as 2 pairs at

lc¡wer temperatures

*3: Bo.b.lt i-nitiators show resonances undergoing shift and/

or coalescence (i.e. where the Nl4R time sca]-e coincides with

the exchange rates betv¡eerr the 2 forms of the Schlenk equilj'-

bria). There are lineshaping studies being conclucted tc¡

obtain kinetic and thermoclynamic paraireters for a 2-site

exchange for the Grignard species.3b th* di-j-sobutyl magnesium.

spectrum consists of 2 pairs of unsyrnmetric doublets shifting

across one another' For the Grígnard system' (at [inu-Mg] "u

0.37 M) , 2 u¡equal sized synunetric doublets at low temperaLure '
tlren coalesce at 285 K and change in'bo a single doublet forrn

at higher temperatures. With inc::eased concentra-tion, there

is a possible 3 site exchange

IiBu2_Mg (rHr¡ , ] ** [irultgar (THl-) zfn [ (ru¡') iBuMg (BrBr) MgiBu (TH]-) I

The lowest ppm methylene doublet. was assigned to be -i-BuzM9-

(THF) z_ due to electronegatj-vity considerations and being more

common at low tenperature (expected).

The spectra of the iruligBr Grignard and di-isobutyl

magnesium in toluene r:eveal:
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Assignment Peak Position (t 300 K)

*2
ppm- CHz- tu 0.I5 <-+ -0.2

2 *1>cH- unobserved Ín detai]

CHs- tu 0.8-0.9

n.b. *l: Both inethirre and methyl resonances suffer from

overlap by ß THF, spinning sidebands of/and (CHr-) toluene

peaks. The peaks appeared to be almost invariant throuqhout

the temperature ränge.

*22 The resonance of interest in THF solution, the
1

methylene (-CH;t'tg) protons, also indicated some changes of

form j-n toluene, Di-isobutyl magnesium consists of 2 peaks

in toluene (centred at tu -A.2 ppm), onJ-y changíng in the ratio

of their intensities " Th.ere is another set of peaks (centred

at.r,0"1.5 ppm at 300 K) which remains unchanged in shape

throughout the temperature range. This is not unclers'too..l; it

could be grease, but it appears to be associated with a fine
precipitate, forned in the-. preparation of di-isobutyl magnesiurn,

which penetra'bes the f íIters. The peaks coul-C be due to

dioxane presence as they are also observed in the nBuzMg

and sBu2Mg systern. The bromide Grignard shows a "trip1.et"
form, gradually sharpening with inc::easing temperature.

Coalescence appears to be just j¡elow the temperature ran(je"
32t2

iii. secBu2Mg and secBuMgBr systems: (Cg aCHzCH (Mçl) CH s )

(figure 4)

These spec.ies in TIIF gave similar spectra:

Assignm.rrinl- Peak Position (300 K)

2l
-' Cli ¡ *'1

' *t
CH-Mg tu -0.4 ppm

2

- CHz- *1
3

CH e- *1

due to overlap
*1

ppm



Figure Ai-z

rH Nl*,tR of disecbutyl Magnesium in Tetrahydrofuran:

Temperature 300K

tcHr-, -2cHz-, 2 |

- I cu-tttg
Resonances (above)

(be1ow)
cH e-

- rcH-t'tg
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Figure 4 ii:

lH NMR of secButyl Magnesium Bromide in
Tetrahydrofuran

Temperature 300K

t cFI r - , -'cÍlr- , 2' cH g

- tcH-ltgRESONANCES 
[;3Tffiì



Fígure 4iíi:

ltt tlun of di-secbutyl Magnesium ín THF

Temperature range as below (K)

Rssorrance - -'CH, - , *2 c:Hr- , 2t CH 
e

240
230

320

290

280
270

260
250

F

F

2LA

220

sii

¡'ì



Figure 4iv:

'H uMn of di-sec-butyl Magnesium in THF:-

Temperature range 2L0- (+I0) -330K

Full spectrum of resonances: 'CH,- , 'CHr-, and. -'! CH,

(1eft)llrcn-ug (righ

250
40

330

320

310

300

290

280

270

260

F
c

2i0

220

30



rH N¡tn of secbutyl Magnesium Brornide in THF

Temperature range as below (K)

Resonance (left) tcHg-, -2cíz-, " cH.-
(riqht) - tcH-l'tg

250

330

20

310

300
-t

290

80

2 0

260

220

234

t-c
UJ

2t0



Figure Avíz

tH uun of secbutyJ- Magnesium Bromide in THF

Temperature rangie as below, 2L0-(+10)-330K

Resonance 0.85 ppmr shift and,/ar coalescence. for ''CHr-

330

320

310

300

290

280

270

260
250

I
F
c
,Þ

220

230

240
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F'igure 4vii:

lH NMR of di-secbutyl Magnesium in Toluene at 300K

(* = spinning sidebands and. t tc coupling)

Resonance (above) alt the resonances
(below) - lcn-mg resonance

{l

ñ



Fígure  viii:

rH NMR of sec-buty1 Magnesíum Bromide in Toluene

Temperature range 200-(+ 20} -:340K.

Resonance - t ctt-l,tg

260
240

340

320

300

280

Po
or

200
220
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n.b. *1: Assignment is most difficult as homodecoupling is

not possibte and first order coupling is not most probable.

The system should be investigated at higher resolving power

(e.g. 270 MHz). There are resonances at 0.85 ppm which have

different form betrveen disecbutyl magnesium (high order

multiplet) and Grignard ("tripl-et-form"). There also is a

"doublet" form of coupling at L.Iz ppm and L"20 ppm at 300 K'

First order cor-rpling would indicate this resonance to be
2

-õHr, but this nìay not be the case as the influence of

magnesium is expected to shift its resonance to a lorver ppm than
31
ðHr- (like -cH-Mg is shifted) . with increase in temperature,

the peaks at 1, 1.15 ppm sharpen while the peaks at 0.85 ppn

undergo shiîts and./or coalescence -

*2: The species at ¡, -A.4 ppm are expected to be heaviJ-y

influenced by the presence of the magnesium, arrd seem to be
I

the -CHM9 resonance. It is a broad multiplet and appears

invariant with íncreasing temperature-

The spectra of species in toluene are again partly obscured

by TFIF, toluene and spinning sidebands. The spectrurl are

different from those spectra in THF. Not unlike the iBuMg

system in toluene, the spectra are simplified, w-ì-th the methyl

and methylene pro'tons havi-ng a simple distinctive form invaríant

with bemperature. The simplif ie<1 spectra indicates a breakdov¡n

of. couplilg in toluene solution (except the methine resollance

,oseudo-hextet), buÈ is of no help in assigning the methyl and

methylene resonances.

iv. tertBu2Mg, tertB'rrMgBr and tertBuMgCl systems:
2i

( (cus) aCMg) (figure 5)

Studies were concentrated on this initiator in THI¡ and

toluene because ít generated the most interesting products '
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Figure 5i:

rH NMR of
solvents

tertButyl Magnesium Bromid.e at 300K in different
(left) in THF, (right) in toluene
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Figure 5ii:

rH NMR of di*tertbutyl Magnesium in THF indication of
position and integral intensity of peaks vs temperature
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Figure 5iii:

tH n¡,ln of di-t-ertbutyl Magnesium j-n TIIF

Temperature rangenn 230-330K.

*ef\
q^I r--l i-J

33i]
310

f:f\fìr
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280

27t

230
2.4ü
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Figure 5iv:

¡H N¡ln of di-tertbutyl Magnesium in Tetrahydrofuran at 300K

(indication of further possible pêaks, noÈ picked by machine
integrator) .

l

a

i

I

I
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Figure 5v:

tH NMR of tertbutyì- Magnesium Bromide in Tetrahydrofuran

Temperature range 2I0- (+10) -300K

310

CI0

260

230
?_t

32t

250

210
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Figure 5vi:

lH NMn of tertbutyl Magnesium Bromicle in THF indicat'ion of
position and integral J-ntensity of peaks vs temperature
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Figure 5vii:

lH u¡,tR of tertbutyl Magnesium Bromide in Tetrahydrofuran
at 300K





Figure 5ix:

tH ¡¡lrtR of tertbutyÌ Magnesium Chloride in Tetrahydrofuran -
Indication of posítion and integral intensity of peaks vs

temperature.
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Figure 5x:

lH Nmn of tertButyl Magnesium Chloride in.Tetrahydrofuran
at 300K



Figure 5xi:

tH NMn of di-tert-Butyl Magnesium in Toluene - Temperature range 200-350K
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Figure 5xii:

rH Npln of d.i-tertbutlzl Magnesium in Toluene at 300K



Figure 5xiii:

IH Nttln of tertbutyl Magnesium Bromide in Toluene

Temperature range 200-350K
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Figure 5xiv:

rH NMR of tertbutyl Magnesium Bromide in Toluene at 300K
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!-igure 5xv:

rH NMR of tertbutyl Magnesium Chloride in To1

Temperature range 220-340K
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Figure 5xvi:

tH NtulR of tertbutyl Magnesium Chloride in Toluene at 300K
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Figure 5xvii:

rH NMR of tertbutyl Magnesium Brornid.e at 300K

(bottom) in diethyl ether,
(top¡ de-etherated from

EtzO, dissolved into
toluene

Etz o

+

+
EtzO

t
tertBu-Mg
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Since aI1 protons are equivalent, it should have the simplest

spectra. The spectra of Grignards and di-tert-butyl magnesium

in tetrahydrofuran are notably dífferent"

The di-tertbutyl magnesium in THF consists of 2 peaks

throughout the range of temperature in the ratio of approximately

l:3 for peaks at 0.83 ppm and 0.775 ppm. Very small peaks

arise at times between the peaks and aL lower ppm-

The Grignard.s (tertBuMgBr and tertBuMgcl) in THF consists

Af 2 sets of pairs of peaks that shift across each cther and

do not coalesce. At 300 K, for tertBulrrg$r, the peaks are at

0.819 ppm, 0.802 ppm, 0.775 ppm and 0-748 pprn. At 310 K, for

tertBuMgcl, the peak positions are almost the same. The
,

influence of the halide manifests itself in the difference of

approxim-ately 10" between like spectra.

Further spectra hrere taken of mixtures of lulgBrz and

'tertBu2Mg over a range of stoichiometry, The spectra lackerl

good resolution due to the low total concentration of species

and the methods used for obtaining spect-ra. Because of the

Iaclc of deuterated THF, spectra were obtained in 5 mm tubes

by pulse free precession (PFP) on undeuteratecl solutions,

using the CAT program of the HX90E and in 10 mm tubes on the

WPBO using CDCIa or DzO-formic acirf as a l-ock solvent (in a

totally enclosed il:ternal capillary). The former method lost

some resolution when (proton-)locking on Lhe ß THF, rvhile th.e

latter suffered fronr spinning constraínts (the lack of

sharpness and/or strength in 'D freguencl' arises froln -lack of

spinning rate; but if 'the NMR tube is spun t'oo rapidly, the

upriEht internal capillary is spun t-o {-he ou.tside wa1l, out

of the probe volume). The experiment indicates that the

peaks at 0.802 ppm and 0.748 ppm are definitely arising from



halide species, since they increase with increased bromide

content. The peak at 0.819 ppm also was influenced, by halide

content but not sufficiently reproducibly tc assign it

d.ef initely to a halide species. The 4 ma jor peaks of the

Grignard reagentr âS \4re11 as the minor peaks, are not spinning

sidebands or sa+-elIites of the ß TIIF. The peaks represent

species in a genuine equilibrium mixture. PFP spectra v{ere

gathered at various concentrations (0.03-0,3 M) of tertBuMgBr,

mixtures of MgBr2 to tertBuzMg and tertBuzMgr indicating that

none of the peaks are concentration dependent over this range.

The spectra of the Grignard reagents and di-tertbutyl

magnesium in toluene are similar in form and unchanged t--hrough-

out the temperature range. The peaks of the Grignard are

broader than c1i-te::tbutyl magnesium, and both peaks occasionally

split. - but with no noticeable trertd.

Methyl Position (300 i{)

0.63e, 0,56,*

0.63,*, 0.56,,

0.591, 0.52r

Peak Integral

! 3. B%

! 5.92

! 4.Be¿

Downfield

61.3

56 .9

55.r

Species

t'ertBul4gBr

tertBulvlgCi

tert-Bu2Mg

The difference in the position and integrated intensities

are smalt. Increased resolution is necessar!' to assert tire

positions with c<¡nfidence (e.9. 270 ÞiHz).

Experì-ments have been done in addi-ng l"lEBr z Lo tertBu-zMg in

THF to fino the h¿r-'l.ide speci"es peaks. Duplìcation of these

experiments in tol-uene were difficult because of the lov¡

solubij-ity of l{gBrz (rHr), in toruene ('r' 0'006 M) ' The sorr:t:Lons

were too d.ilute for good resolution. The diÈertlcutyl magrtesiurr,

peaks are believed to be those peaks upfield of the peaks in

Grignarcl ancl hence nay cause the broadening of the Grignard

peaks at their: base, Agaì..n higher resoh-rtion is necessary.



The differences in the polymers produced from these

initiators in toluene are so marked that differences in the

initiator are expected, but these differénces may be very

small as the active centres concentrations are very sma1l (see

Chapter 5).

b. Carbon Magneti-c Resonances

The initiator solutions with a deuterated l-ock-solvent tvere

sealed uncler vacuL'tm using 10 mm NMR tubesrbecause of the low

relative abundance of l3C and. its low relative sensitivity.

The l-ock solvent rvas the deuteratecl analogue of the solvent

the initiator was dissotved in or, CDCts or DzO-formic acid

seated in 5 mm internal capillary tubes. A considei'ab1e

number of scans \^reïe obtained to derive the appropriaLe sj-gnal-

to-noise ratio to elevate resonances clearly above the random

noise of the baseline"
rcc NMR yields signals whose strength (S,/N) is depenrlent

on the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) and relaxation tintes.

The NOE aríses from the broad band decoupling of the frequencv

range of the at.tached proton resonance signals. This

saturatj-on of the proton frequencies leads to a pronounced

enhancement of the carbon resonances as the ca::bon-proton lrpin-

coupling collarpses. The carbon environment can be deter:miried

from the off-resonance spectra, where a multiplet- arises fronl

the carbon-proton spin-coupling due to Lhe nunJcer of protons

attached directly to the carbon.

Relaxation time also affects t-he signal-to*noise (S/N)

ratio. The relaxation time is the time taken for the total

nuclear magrreLic moment to return to the z-axis of the rnagnet,

after pertur:bation by the Fourier pulse. If tlte relaxation

tinte is 1ong, Lime must l:e allowed fo:: the magnetic moment to
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relax to the z-axis,before the next Fouríer pulse for the next

acquisibj-on of a free-inductj-on decay (f .i.d.) spectrum is

actuated. The use of positive-trigger or pulse sequence

techniques involves a timing devíce regulating the triggering

of the next pulse and acquisition of f.i.d. Also Ehe size of

the Fourier puise vlas reduced so that less time is needed for

relaxation. No signals are obtained for long relaxation time

carbon resonances if either of these methods are not used;

since pulses generated on a randomized total magnetic moment

leads to an equalization of population in the magne+-ic monent

states.

There were no problems in obtai.ning resonances except .in

the ..". oi the carbon-I attached directly to the magnesj-um

atom in toluene solutions. No resonalìce hlas observed e.¡en

though times and pulse widths equivalent to a 90" pulse of

150 secs were used.

The spinning raJ:es of NMR tubes with int.ernal capj-I1-aries

of deuteratecl solverrts are criLical in regarcl to the strengl-h

and sharpness oll the lock frequency" All spectra l{ere run at

room temperature only, âs no tempe::ature controller was

availabl-e on the WP80 NMR spectrotneter. Ref er:ence peaks were

used \,rith respect to standard. Tì'lS at 0.000 ppm - tetrahydro-

furan ß CUz at 25.3 ppm; toluene CHs at 20.4 ppm; formic ací'l

in DzO (50% t¡/w) a-t 167.0 ppm (n.b" d8-tgf' and dt-toluei:e har.¡e

multiplet strucLure centrecl at a different position from

undeuteraL.ed solvent due to the isotope effect and also the

multiplet i.s of different form because tÌre deuteriurn n'Lagnetic

spin is 1) .

The chemical environments of each carborr can be cletermineC

for each magnetic envi::onment from the rnultiplet- structure of

the carbon-proton spin-spin coupling and trends in corresÞonding
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alky1 halides (figure 6): The trends in the alkyl halide

peak positions are the response to the heavy electron density

of the bromine atom. The closer the same type of chemical

group to the bromine atom, the gr:eater bhe downfield shift

of resonances due to the increased deshielding b1' the electron-

withdrawing bromine atom. The same type of carbon-proton

nuclei spin-spin coupling was expected for each environment

in the Grignard-Dialkyl magnesium system.
4321

.i . n&zMg and nBu-Ì4gBr systems : (c_H 3cH29H zCH2Mg- ) (f igure 7 )

The di-n-butyl magnesium and Grignard are very similar in

THF.

Assignment

4

CH¡ -
3

-CHz-
2

-CHz-t

-CHr- l4g

l+ *r
CHs- r

32
- CH z- CrIz-

I *r
-CHz-Mq 

¿

Position (ppm)

13.6 ppm

32.7 ppm

3L.25 ppm

7.0q ppm

Off Resonance
Spectra
quartet

triplet

triplet

triPle+'

(CHa) toluene interferes

triplets

triplet

species ín toluene.

pulse sequence is

*

The Grignard has small.er peaks slightly upfielC and'

downfield from these peaks.

The spectra of species in tcjluene suffered v¡ith NOE

and,/or relaxation time problems.

Assignrnent Position Off Resonance

tuL4

29.8 and

6.8s

ppm

28.5 ppm

ppm

n.U.*f .: These peaksare not found in BulvlgBr

The disad.vantage of finding these peaks by
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Figure 6z

t 3C NMR Position of Alkyl Halides (n, ppm at centre of region

- superscript i¡rdicates off resonance structure)

nBuBr - . scH, .'cH" I cH zB::

ucH,

(L3 .234 ) 4

iBuBr -
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" cH, 'cH,

(26 .LL4) 4 .l2.267)
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(CHe) a
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l3cHa)2.'cH.lcHrBr

I
I
I

I
I

ucH,

3cHz

(2L.498) 3

2c]Hz
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lcHzBr
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IcHzBr

(42.5rÐ 3

IcHBr

( 53.4 43) 2

CBT
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" 310) I

I
I

It
I

2cH

( 30 .851) 2-

'cH,
I
I

t*l
I

I

'cH, . IcHBr. 
"cH,

('cu a ) scgr

2 CH

(34 .37 4

2
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I
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Figure 7 z

I 3C NItltR Spectra of di-nbutyl magnesium
and n-butyl magnesium bromide

3
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that the number of acquisitions in a given time is reduced

and good enhancement of srlN is not attained'
32t

ii. iBu2Mg and iBulr{gBr systems: ( (CH¡) zCHCHzMg) (f igure 8)
a

The spectra of di-isobutyl magnesiunt and isohrutyl

magnesium bromide are similar in positions -

*1
Assignment

- CH z-Mg
3

CHs-
2

>cH-

Assignment

(CH¡-)
2.

> cH-
I

-CHz-Mg
impurities

Peak Position Off Resonance

tripl-et

quartet

doublet

Off P.esonance

quartet

doublet

triplet

ppmn 35 ppm

7 .20

3L.4

32 .6

ppm

ppm

ppm

n.b. *1: Peak at tu 13-15 ppm not assigned

In toluene, di-isobutyl magnesium suffered from the problem

of fine precipitation (formed on addition of dioxane)' even

after cleetheration. The spectra of both species are dissimil-ar

in both position and separation:

Peak Position

iBu2Mg: iBuMgBr

28.9 ppm; 31. 34 ppm

30.25 ppm; 32.3L ppm

tu 7 ppn; 7 .05 ppm

2.35 ppm; 2.68 PPm, L4.2

The difference between

not understood. The major

atom, frcrm the posiÈion in

the presence of magnesium.

the methyl ancl meLhine carbons i s

shift in posit-.ion of the carbcn-L

isobutyl bromide, is consistent wilh
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Figure 8:

t tC N¡fR Spectra of diisobutyl Magnesium and isobutyl
Magnesium Bromide ( 3cn¡) 

z . 2cH. tcHz .Mg

iBuUgBr in T'oluene

iBu2[tg in Toluene 2

I
CH

2

1

I

2 3

3

TOL

20I
!

I

iBuMqBr in TIIF

I

iBuzl4g in THF

I

+

ßt

0
I

0
I

4

2 3

ppm

I
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3212-
iii. sBuz Mg and sBuMgBr systems: (!H3 CH, CHMgCH, )

(figure 9)

The spectra of di-secbutyl magnesium an<l secbutyl

magnesium l¡romide are similar in the placement of the chemical

group environments. but differ in numbers öf peaks from each

other.

Assignment

- CH- Mg

2

- Ctlz -

Peak Posj-tion (Ppm)

iguz Ù19 : íBuMgBr

16 .554 : 16 .554

33.1 z 32.6 and 33.1

2L.534 z 2I .55 and 2I.7 4

L9 .75 : 19.4I and L9 .73

Off Resonance

doublet

¡¡ì plet
quartet: doubl-ei

(at least)
quartet

3

CH: -
2

CHs--

*I

*1

n.b. *1:

inf l-uence

Choice of resonances for each was assigned regardi'nç¡

of magnesium.

The peaks of secBuMgBr have a ratio of int'egrated inten-

sities for each carbon environmen't of approximately l:1 except

for the single resonance of - èU --Mg which is twíce the size

of any other peak inbegral (i.e" NOE's of all environments

may be equal).

In toluene solution, the cHg resonance of toluene and

the deuterated toluene solvent resonance or¡erlap some of the

peaks of these initiators " Determinaiion of off-resonance

multiplets are equally difficult"
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Figure 9i:
I 3C NMR Spectra of disec-butyl magnesium

and sec-butyl magnesium bromi.de
tcH. . 'cïr.. tcututg ./ ctl,

x

sBuMgBr
in Toluene

sBu2Mg in
Toluene

1
2

I

2

1I

2

I

sBuMgBr in THF

sBu2Mg in THF

2

+

ßTHF

3

?t

20
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t_l
0

I

CH¡
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Figure 9ii:

l3C ttMR Spectra at 300 K of secbutyl Magnesium Bro¡nj-de
and its dependence on the concentration in THF
resonances in the broad-band decoupled spectra (off-
resonance coupling structure) are
(left) 'cH, (triplet) , (right) 

" cH, - (quartet) ,
tcHr- (quartet) and >CHMg (doublet) .

I.13 M

(saturated, shows
scme precipitate)

O.BO M

0.53 M

r 0.25 M



Assignment Position Off Resonance

(one of)CHs*

' triplet

doublet : overlapped

overlapped

Whil-e the carbon resonances of sBuMgBr and sBuzMg were

upfield. of sBuBr as expected, peaks due to the influence of

bromide were upfield of sBu2Mg peaks. fn THF, resonances

could be clearly identifiecl (i.e" halide influenced peak

upfield of sBu2Mg peak), except for carbon 1. The overlap of

the methyl, groups of secBu-I"Ig species by the CHs- peak of

toluene prevents conclusive proof that secBu2Mgt and secBuMgBr

have separate signals r âs indicated by ,'"rr.- and ,ðHltg

environments

By íncreasing the conce¡tration of sectsuivîgBr from 't' 0 ,25

M to 1.13 14 (saturated) , the "loss of reso-lution" of the

various peaks could be attrih¡uted to a concentration depetlCence

on the exchange in the equilibrium between the 2 species,

sBuzlvIg and sBr:MgBr.

iv. tertBu2Mg, tertBuMgBr and tertBuMgCl t töHr) ,èMg¡

(figure 10)

Assignment Peak Position (ppm)
*3 Off Resonance

( tertBuMgCl)

2

-CHz-
I

> CH-Mg

2
CH s-

n.b. *1 :

peaks.

Peak

secBu2 Mg

33.3 ppm

17 .6 ppm

22.4 ppm

: secBuMgBr

z 32.2 ppm

: 17.0 ppm

z 22 .3 ppln

( tertBti2Mg) : (tertBuMgBr)

35.745*1 : 35.7C and

35.70 and 35.20

* 234.80:

I
cMg 15.582 : 15.489 : 15.41-2 and

l.4.926

The inain methyl species is surrounded by

quartet

singlet

3 small



Figure 10i:

1 3c NMR Spectra of (tertbutyL) z Magnesium at 300 K in THF:

broad-bancl decoupled spectra: Peaks in spectra (from left)
ßCIr2 (THF) and ) ct¡lg (from tBu2Mg)

left - off resonance spectra, right -
qcHz (THF) , 'c*s (from (t.Buz)Mg),

l-
(.

c



Figure 10ii:

I 3C NMR Spectra of di-tertbutyl Magnesium in loluene at 3OO K: The resonances are indicated below

('cur) -
from tertBuzMg

ßTHF
-CHz-

CHg of toluene

sma1l peaks
are d I toI, )"t-tg from tertBuzMg

i!l rtt



Figure lOiii:

l3C N[,lR spectra of tertButyl Magnesium Bromide in THF:

spectra (above) off resonance and (below) broad-band
decoupled.

pair of
quartets 'cHr- singlet

'cH , -,

P:C
á

-Mg

Þ19cJ
d

I



Figure 10iv:

I 3C NMR spectra of tertButyl Magnesium Bromide in THF:

'gnr- resonance: viewing the effect of increasing'thq
concentration of [tBu-l4gBr] .

+ +

0.52 lvl
(saturated solutj,on)

tu 0.52 rli
v¡ith ppte at room

temperature removed

+ 6 K of data

16 K of d.ata

tu 0.15 M
+ t 4 K of data
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Figure IOv:

t 3C NMR spect.ra'of tert-Butyl Magnesium

at 300 K - resonances below

aCII2 of THF

aCDz of d8 THF

'cH,-of tertBuMgCl

Chloride in THF

ßCHz of THF

ßCo, of d8 THF

\
clrfg of

ertBuMgCl

I I

60 40
r sc NMR shift (ppm)

80 20 0



Figure 10vi:

r 3C NMR spectra of tertBul,IgBr in diethyl ether at 300 K - spectra (left) B.B. decoupled, (right) off
resonance resonances as below

o -CHz - -CH, of Et2O

'cH, of
tertBuMgBr

ü i

t
tcH, of

à:i;r:dr.
I t-

tertts

u



Figure lOvii:

I 3C NMR spectra of stoichiometric addition of
MgBr, to tertBu2Mg in THF CHe resonances:
The ratios (below) are the ratio of Bromide tc¡

ItertBu-Mg bonos]

a.52

0 .30

0.20

LtI ¿+

2.41

1. 75

(equi'¿a1en1
to tertBut"lgBr)

0 .99

0 i.e. tertBuz_Mg



Figure lOviii:

I 3C NMR Spectra of t,ertBuzMg in toh¡ene
at 300 K

oCH2 of THF

resonances below

aromatic
. toluene

2 ^,,un 3-
of

tertBuzMg

CHs of toluene

ßCH z
of

THF

díoxane

Jc-uS 
of tertBuzMg

F
S¡(¡

5'l 140 120 1r0 100 5Ur BO 70 6C 50 .t0 30 10 o ppm
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Figure 10ix:

t 3C NMR spectra of tertbutyl magnesium bromide in toluene
at 3OO K the bottom spectra is broad-band decoupled and

the upper off-resonance

CHz
2cHs- of
GrignarrJ

Scit'
Of TH

cll3
of
toluene

C-Mg of
Grignard

I
60 40

It
I 3c NMR shif r- (ppm)

20
I J
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*2: With increased concentration, more peaks are resol-ved

(only as shoulders on the methyl resonances) .

*3: The separation bet.\^/een the peaks of the same chemical

environnrent are dif ferent (i.e. l¡eiween bromide and chlpride) '
but are smatl compared to tert.BuI4gBr prepared in diethyl

ether (as below).

Peak Assignment Peak Posi-+-ion Of-f Resonance

2 quartet

singlett

33.57

14 .4

PPmt

ppm;

25.2

12.4

ppm

ppm-CMg

The integral ratio of the ttC NMR peaks of the Grignard in Et2O

equals 552,45 which is close to the integral populations

derivecl from I H NMR (signals at 0.822 ppm and 0.849 ppm) "

The simitarity (or closeness) of the tH NIvIR peaks in diethyl

ether compa-red to the species in THF j-s in contrast to the

change in separation between I 3 c NMR peaks 
"

r 3C NMR spectra were accumul-ated of the mixtures of MgBr"

ancl ter:tBu2 Mg in stoichiometric ratios . The upf ield' methyl

peak rises with increased bromide content- in the soluti'on'

The sj-gnificance of the small peaks at the base of the major

rnethyl environment is not understood with confidence (it may

be associates, but equally a concentration effect) .

In toluene, the position of the quarternary carbon j.s

not clear:J-y resolvecl because of the lack of reproducibility

of spectra arrd relaxation time problems.

(cH. ¡ -'

Peak Assignment

2

CH¡ -
I

-CMg

Peak Position

tertBu2Mg: tertBuMgBr

35.125 ppm z 34 .L25 frpmoz

15.90 and 15.15 : *-1

Off Resonance

quartet

not observed
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I
lt.b. *l: The position of -CMg for tertBuMgBr has varied

from no presence to tu 17 and 18 ppmt nrainly the resonance is

not observed and definitely appears to be a relaxation

problem.

*22 The methyl resonance of both initiators (tertBu2Mg

and tertBuMgBr) are independent of each other and well

separaLed.

As the polymer products are formed with initia-tors in

toluene, furtlter information can be derived before a final

suflrmary is given.

3. C sition of the rnitiator Solution

The various methods of preparing initiator involved a

degree of fractionation of the alkyl ancl bromíde compcnents

of the initiator through precipitation or heat treatment.

Gas-liqu.i-d chromatography and volumetric analyses v\¡ere applied'

to determine the stoichiometry of the solute j-n the initiator

solution prepared under different conclitions "

a. Gas-Liquid ChromatograPhY

GLC analyses vTere performed on a Perkin Elmer FIl Gas

Chromatograph with a two metre metal- colu¡nn packed with 10?

apiezon on varaport B0-100. Oven temperat-ure \^¡as varied f rorn

gOoC to 1l-0oc and the flow rate of the carrier gas was 30 mI

min-1. The chromatograph rvas fitted with a flame ionization

detectcr. Calibration curves are neederi to relate real molar

ratios with the varying detector sensÍtívity of each comporrent.

GLC was used to test the purity of reagents used in

prepaïation and also in the attenrpts to find sidep::oduct

species in the early stages of polymeriz:aLion. Also react.ions

of Grignard reagents j.n stoichiometric molar ratios witli

acetone, water, t-bul-anol, methanoi ¿rntl methylisobutyrate
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\^rere attempted to gauge possible sideproducts of Grignards

in reaction lvith MMA. The proportion of product involved

measurement of a direct comparison of the peak integrai of

tBu,r H (903 product of tBuMgBr + H2O) with respect to the

THF peak ¡ oy by knowing the Grignard concentration, a direct

comparison of THF:TOt areas can gi're the proportions of

THF and butyl Eroups.

Another use for GLC involved the anlysis of reaction

mixtures. The analyses were done to test for the presence

of methanol-. Its ori.gins are the hydrolysis of MgOMe groups

arising from carbonyl attaclc by monomer >C=O (i.e. -MgR -F

CHz :CMeCOOCHe+CHz :CI'teCR (Omg*)O¡le -> CHz:CMeCOR + [feOI"Ig- ) or

from polymer >C=O (Í.e. in the int::amolecula.r terminaLion

reaction) or from oxygen ímpurities (i.e. -Mg.a. * Oz + -IvIgooR

-M9R, 2(-MgoR) ). The reaction mixture (X¡4r* 'u 0.1, Xtol, .

0.9) vTas ínject.ed with a standard (i-propanol) i.nto tire

column. The chromatograph eluted in order air (32 sec),

MeOH (68 sec), iprOH (87 s), THF (143 s), tBulS:: (r55 s),

MMA (170 s) and tol.uene (3I5 s) . Reaction mixtures of

successful and ulìsuccessful- runs were analysed. In some

unsuccessful runs, high MeOI-I content was observed, but MeOH

alone was not necessaril-y the reason a run was unsuccêssfuI.

On a lnolar scale ratio, MeOII and TIIF to. Grignard concent.rat.ion.

hras cornparable (ratio 2 ¡ 3 - taki.ng in acount the different

detector: nespoìlses) . This indicated sidereactions occured

in equinrclar an,l sJ-ightly larger ratios (2:7 or 3:1) in

toluene, between impr-rritl-es and Grignard. NMR of Lhese

chromatographs indicateo complete rfestructj-on of the Grigna::d

peaks and also subsequent non-initiation of polymerizatiou.

IL appears that ¿ì.ny sideproduct or impurity occrrrring (e.g.

Oz gives tBu',OH and alkoxide "Griginard"; any sid.eproduct or
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stripping of methoxy group from the chain is expected to

give' (MeO, *tBur) MgBr (and x*y:l) would terminate the

polymerizatíon. Therefore sideproducts that may be formed

may have no effect on the active centre respônsible for the

formation <¡f the very lonE polymer chains, because they

remain inert and do not interfere with growth at centres

which survive sidereactions.

I¡ence the initiator of polymerization in toluene is derived

from the species present in the initial Grignard, which can

be further defined from GLC and NMR determination of THF

concentration relative to Grignard concentration and by

volumetric deter¡nination analyses of butyl and bromide groups '

b. úolumetric Determinations

G::ignard reagents in toluene have different- bromide to

alkylmagnesium ratios when slightly differently prepared.

The results of analysis are shown in figure 1l-. The prepar-

ation of the reagents are described -in Chapter II '

The bulk initial solution of Grígnard in THF has a ratio

(nBr,/nBuUq) of L.75 t 0.15 for aft preparations in THF by the

satne method. As the proport-ion of TIIF drops in the toluene

solution with Grignard concentration cotlsf-ant, the ratio

ntsr/nBuyg approaches 2. But in a small region of X'IHF' the

ratio drops to approximately 1. Tiris region corresponds to

a range of TilF to Grignard bonds of 2-52L. 'Ihere is a rapid-

increase in Br to Grignard bonds be-lor,v the 2zI ratio of THF

to tBu-Mg.

when t.he stoichj-ometry THF:tsu-Mg:Irlg-Br is 2zLzL, this

correspcnds to the accepted structure far RM9X in THF sol-ut--ion.

B

.ê
Bu r

\
TH}-THF

Mg
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Figure I1:

The effect of varying degrees of de-etheration of Grignard
tertbutyl magnesium bromide - ratio determined by tertBu-Mg
and Br- analyses, and THF:TOL ratio by NMR and GLC.
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The concentration of

tu 0.09 M (maximum)

solution of MgBrz in

= 0.012 M).

,4. SummarY of

a solution close to this

which is far in'excess of

toluene ([t"IgBrzJ = 0.006

ratio has llytg-er ]

a saturated

M, or [ -¡ng-sr]

Initiators

a. nBu2Mg and nBuMgBr initj-ators;

The evidence from NMR and. the lov¡ bromide determi¡ratíons

in toluene solutions tends to support Bateup's beliefl that

the dominant species of the equilibrium is the dialkyl

magnesium nBu2Mg.

The species in TIIF have simila-r spectra for both t H and

I 3C and the initial insertion of magnesium in the n*butyI

bromide bónd in the formation of butyl magnesi.um brornide

causes a major shift in the position of tlre resonances cf tire

c-carbon and its hydrogens, ancl less minor shifts for environ-

ments further removed.

Environment lH UMn shift (ppm) t tC NMR sirift (pprn)

(a1ky1 halide 
-¡ 

¿lþyl ntagnesíunr)
¡

-CHz- 3.411 + 0.66 34.9-+ 7"08
2

-CHz- 
33'5 -+ 3L'2

3

-- Cttr-- ù t. 85 + 1 . 3 2L.5 -) 32 '7
l+

-CHs-. 0.93 + 0"7 L3.2 + 13'6

Arounrl the major peaks of some environments in Grignard

solution, there are smaller peal<s which rnay arise through the

effects of bromide. No coafescence vJas observe.l, thor-iglr

suspected to be outside the temperature range in toluene

sol-ution (view fíg. 2, last diagram) . Dif ferences between
I

initiators are emphasised in toluene (especially _. CFiz-

"tr:ip1et" form of n-ButylrMg vs "doublet" forrn of nl3u}fgBr)

but no conclusions can be drawn from the di-fferences '



Higher resolution on a range of concentrations would be of

interest in the determination of possible assocj-ation

equilibria ok¡served in toluene.

b. iBu2l4g and iBuMgBr initiators

The insertion of a magnesium atom in the fcrmation of

the Grignard and Diisobutyi magnesium. leads to a ntajor shift

in the position of the resonances of the enviror¡nents closest

to the magnesium,

Environment 1H NrttR

(centre)

shift

3.3 ->

I.97 -+

r .02 ->

t 3c NIurR

42.5

30.8

21".L

shif r (pprn)

-+ '7 
"20

-) 31 .4

( ppm)

-0 .1

1.05

tu c.8

l
CH

2
CH

z- Mg

CHs- ( centre) n,

This system was studied extensively in Lhis Ìaboratory
3bby HagiaS, becauge of the classical coalescence spectra. seen

with the methyJ-ene protons of iBuMgBr in THF, rather t-han jus*c

the shifting of palrs of signals through each other as <¡bservei

with iBu2Mg in TIIF and tertBuJvlgX in THF. Line-shaping stud.ies

hrere conducted to obtain kinetic and thermodynamic pa::ameters

for a two-site excha¡ge between di-isobutyl ntac{nesium and

Grignard specj-es ttrrough a mixed bridge intermediate. WíLh

-increased concentratíon of Grignard, the rate of exchange

increases and tÌre nurnber of sites increases to 3

iBu2Mg (THF) r -:-qg1 iBuugBr (THr') 2 ÍTin.'(isutqger) z (t'l'lp) z.

The spectra in toluene, again like nBulrfg systems, h-ighlj.gh|

d.ifferences between the initiator species. A possibie

coalescence at low temperature (n' 200 K) nray be occurr:ing

between associated and monomeric forms. Again greater: reso]-

ution over a range of concentrations may elucidate t-he coupl.j-ng

3
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(not first order) and permit characterizaLj-on of the exchange

phenomena.

c. secBu2}lg and. secBuMgBr initiatôrs

Environntent

I
- cH-

2

- cHz-
3

cHs-
2'
cHs-

rH NMR shift (ppm)

( secbutylbromide ->

4 .089 + -0 .4

2.0 -> r.7

I
1.15 or 0. 85

t tc NMR shif t (ppm)

secbutylmagnesium)

53.4 -> ^r L6'I7

34.1 + 33.1

12"3 -+ 2I.5

26.I + tu 19"61

->

->

0

7

There ì s a similarity between spectra of Grigna.rcl anC

di-sec butyl magnesium in rg NMn, except for the resonance

at 0 . 85 ppm in THF which s¡if ts anð,/or coal-esees . I 3C NMR

derives different signals fc¡r each species and also a

concenLration effect is seen. Again a full. range of concert-

trations at higher resolvi-ng power is needed t'c unders'band

the coupting (homodecoupl.ing is of little he-lp) and possible

exchange reactions. The simpler look of the spectra (tHi in

toluene (in signa.ls > 0.7 ppm) is noted, although mull-Íi:]et-

coupling of >CIIIrtg still occurs. f t cannot be shown conclus-

ively, from I3C NMR spectra in toluene solution that seclìu2trIü

and secBu-.'4g ha¡,'e separate signals due to Lhe or¡er]ap of

solvent peaks (at least '-änr- and tèn*g resonances cl:i-f fer

in position).

A study of the trends at. different ratios of Br:sBu-ln1g:

THF woul-d be cf the greatest interest in understandirlg the

simpler look-ing spectra (both lH and I3C NIIR) as well as tLre

polymer procluct active centre; as it has been studied, ful1y

in the following system.
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d" tertBuzMg, tertBuMgBr and tertBuMgCl initiators

Enviroment

2
CH ¡-

tH NMR shift
( tertbutyl
tu 1.8 +'v

(ppm) t tc NMR shj-f t (ppm)

halide-)tertbutyl rnagnes ium)

O.B 36.4->(34.$<--+35.?)

62.3 + (I4-16)I
>cMg

The insertion of a magnesium atom has a great influence on

the electron density of the closest attache'J environment'

Stoichiometric additions of MgBr z lo tertBuzMg in Tti¡'

indicate the possible iralide influenced species j-.e.

tH N¡,tR: Numbering the peaks l- to 4 in order of i.ncreas-

ing field. The 2nd and 4th peaks of the methlrl reson-

ances are certainly influenced by halicle and also

possibly the lst Peak.
Itc NMR: Èhe upfield peak of the 2 methlzr environmenrls

is the one influenced by the halide.

There are, in the lH NMR spectra at least' more peelks

than can be explained in terms of the Schlenk equi.l-ibrium

on1y. It- seems likely therefore that associa.ted speci-es are

also present. Trt Íigure L2,aIL possíble dimer:s are shown, âs

well as their J-ikely ::elationship to the t',vct Buirtg speci-es

invol-ved i¡t the Schlenk equilibrium. A tacit assurrpt-ì-orr -'i5

made that it is the proton spectra that give more realistit:

indicaLion of the number of species present, and th.at the fac'i-

that only iralf the number of peaks were Seen in the r 3C spectra

was an artefact of these Ineasurements or the conditions of

these measurements. It could be a resolution problem or a

time-scale probler,t.

i. tertBu"ME in TIIF 2 peaks with l-:3 ratio of

integrated int.ensj.'ties. By assurninç¡ a norr-labj-1e syst-em
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Figure- 12:

Possible Monomer I Oimer Equilibrium Species in Grignard
Solution
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(NMR time scaie t 100 msec), long-life dimer forms are

possibilities. By assuming the terminal butyl groups have a

resonance different from the bricl.ging butyl groups (cou1d

be expectecl as the bridging group is.bound to 2 metal atoms) ,

then the monomer tBu2Mg (THF ) z zdimer [ (rnr') $ur'rgf;BB[raøtnu (T'.{F) ]

ratio is 2zì with the bridging group the downfield peak.

ii. Similarly tertBul4gBr of 4 peaks in THF could

correspond to the 4 environments, Grignard telf"fger(fHf ) z,

di-tertbutylmagnesium (tBä) 2Mg (THF) z ancl intermecliate dimer
3 +r. \

[ (rHr)tnur'rg<E?]u9er(rHF)l krut a 1:1 ratio of the 2 dimer

environments (3,4) has to be maintained. Overlap wibh other

dimer environnients can change this last ratio if other

resonances coincide.

To make the theory cons j-st-ent wj-th r 3c NIvtR spectra

(seemingly always half the number of peaks), then the magires-iurä

must converge signals (i.e. carbon resonances together - by a

Knight shift effect) or by a colrcentration effect.

Since the experi.mental progr-amnxe was contpleted, Hagi¿s

has re-examined the r 3C NMR spect.rum of tertBuMgBr in T'HF.

He used 16 K data points to store the f.i.d. instead of 4 K,

in order to optimize the resolut.ion. Under the conditj.ons

of hi gher concentrations bo b.h ma j cir environments ( i . e " peerks )

in the l3C NMR spectra split. Th¡e quarbet structu::e liras not

as wel-l resclved as in the proton spectrum, but neverth.eless

both spectra show the same number of magnetic resonance

errvironments for the te::tbutyl m.ethyl groups . If a siini.l.ar

sptitting can be demonstrated in 1 3c spectra of the other

reagents, the discrepancy between t tC spectra and their

correspondirrg 1H spectra coulcl vanish. Tt is not certa.in r,uhy

resol.ution of the four peaks j-s more diffj-cult in the 13C
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spectra. It may be connected with the higher concentrations

normally used in the r 3C NMR spectrometry. Any exchange

process, which is bj-molecular, will be more rapi<l at higher

concentrations and hence give an avel:age signal.

The only other theory to suggest differenj: NMR signals

for the same species (in IH and l3C Niuln) invclves hindered

rotation of the Mg-C bond (i.e. a configurational i.nversion) .

The rotational symmetry elements must be restri.cted by groups

attached to magnesj-unr. The ratio of en'¡ironments would be

3:6 for methyl protons and Iz2 for methyl carbon e.g.

environment I

envi::oument 2 CII s

(Y = Br, or RMgBr etc. but not Btt since ratio of peaks

1:3 or I:4).

ff the resonances of distj-nct methyl carbons (f vs 2)

were closer in Hz than the correspondi.ng protons, it is

possible in view of the different tirne scales of observat-ion

that 2 lines might appear in the lH ¡lMtt spectrum but not ìn

the r 3C spectrr-rm. The relative intensj-ties would have to

be 221.. This is not shown if Y = tBu for any Citner of tBu2itÍg,

sincethe ratio of peak's integral is 3:I up to 4:L, so

res'Lrj.cted. rotation does not appealî to be an acceptable

hypothesis. Unless tire energy barr:ier hindering rotation is

high, inc::easing temperature would i¡rcrease the rate of

rotatj-on. As the spectra are almosL 'ínvariant, the energy

barrier rnust be large. Bu! thre time scale Lretween irydrogen

ancl carl:on ok¡servation is not- thai clifferent and the choi-ce

of energy barrier size would appear to be very for-tuna'te tc

)q
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allow obserr¡qtion of nuclei as the same on one time scal-e

(t 3C NMR) but differeht on the other time scal-e (19 tt¡tn) .

Greater resolving power over a wide range of concentraL-

ion rnay determine the reasons "pairs" of tH ltll1R peaks are

equivalent to a single t 3C (magnetic) environment' The sarne

problem exists with specíes in toluene and, in rti Ul'tg +-here

is a lack of resolution as wel-1. The ttl Nmn spectra of the

tertBul"IgX ini'biat.ors have peaks broad at the l¡ase where other

peaks are shar:p from good shim control. When the si:oicirio-

metry reduces tc abor:t a ratio of approximately 2z1-z1- TI{F:

tertBu-Mg:Br, the amount of free MgBr:z is significantly

reduced since its saturati-on concentration is reached

([lr{9þrr]áat t 0.O06 Nr¡ about I08 of the total bromide in

solutiolr) . The a.mount of TifF in the toiuene cont::ols the

(Br: tBu-Mg) ratio. There is a statistical distribu*'io¡t of

monomer tertBuÌ{gBr (THF) z and bromide"-'rich diners. The carbon

spectra of tert.i3urz-Mg and tertBuì4gBr ínitiato-rs reflects the

presence of possibly only one species in toluene. These

species are different, one is t1i-tertbutylttiagnesi.ui-n lncnolìteI'

/dJner species and the other species is bromíde-contaínirrE

monomer and/or dimer (controllecl by THF concentration) ' the

proportion of an]* one chemical species in either ca-se is

obviousty depencient on th.e initial THF concentra+.ion and

the polymer pr:oducts formed j,n high toluene proportions rfl¿ìy

be an indicatj-on of t-he equilibrj-um mixture of species preset:È

at init-iation.
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CHAPTER V

THE NAT{.]RE OF DUCED BY INTTTATI TTH RT

AND DIÀLKYT, I{AGNES

1. Productj-on of Polymer

a. Design of reaction vessels - The initial choi-ce of

reactíon mixture conCitions was d.erived from Bateupl" Further

constraints were imposed by the need to select rates slow

enough to be m.easu::ed by clilatometry. The reaction could be

acceleratecl by increasingr [UUa1 and [tertBu-Mg]. For dilato-

metry, the problem r,vas i.n slowing the reaction while not

changing the reaction product and not j-ncreasing the dil-utÍon

to such an extent that sensiLivity is inadequate. The ratii>

[M¡44]: ftertBulrg] and Xu¡la tu 0.1 were chosen so tl-rat a reasonab]y-

high [l{IvlA] could be maintained while the rates were adjusted

by re<lucing [tert.Bu--Mg] " Lower values of [MMA] led to

inaccuracy in clilatometry unless larger bulbs are used t ceusiaq

stress in the capiJ-J-ary and subsequent snapping On occasicns

when fij-ling. Dilatometry was unsuitable over a considerak;Ic

range of toluene: îHF ratios, particularly hrigh tolueue

proportions. ?he rates tvere high, bu't the diffj.culties also

appeared to be related to t.he product formed in hiqh )(tOr,.

At this ratio lMt'r[] : ItertBuflg] (100:1) , the reactions tenclcrl

to yielcl little sidr:procluct (e.g. MeOH forrned by removal of

the methoxy grcup f rcm MMA) and metLranol- insol-u]¡l-e polyme::

was fortnecl. As i:he ratio dr:creased., less methanol- j-nsol- ubl-e

polyme:: was prccluced ancl more methanol-soiuble polymer and

methanol.

Thermocouple r¡ells were added to the reac+-ion vessels so

that the reactíon temperature could l¡e followed. Cal-or-imp:1-lic

measurement.s were r:arried out with tertBu-l1gl3r at l"lMA:te::tBu-Mq
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= lO0:1 in toluel-re solut.ion with X¡4¡,i¡¡'v 0.1 at 225 K and

250 K. The alnount of heat evolved diti not correlate well

with the extent of reac+*ion, particularly 'froIn the onset of

get formaLion. Temperature rises of approximately 1-4 K

were observed in spheríca.l vessels of approxintatellz 100 cm3

capacity

The reaction vessels were d.esigned to a1lcw quick

entry of terninating agents at the end of the reaction time

specifieel. Terrnination by air, methanol, and propanol was

used in GLC studies, Iodine in THF was injected for the

determination of remaining tertBu-Mg bonds. Both these

methods suffered to varying extents from poor mixing due to

gel formatioir. Tol-uene rvas added, af ter thermostat-t.ing, f or PpoJ-y

determination "

The double-bulb reactíon vessel- was designed t--o alievÍate

filling problems (fig. I ). The extended Young piston

separatecl monomer and initiator solutions to all ov¿ them to be

therrnostated befc¡re m.ixing. The system maintaineC al1 excelJ-errrt

vacuum because the compressed joint always giave a firm seal

and the barrel 'o'-rings (particularly viton A) were above i-hel

level of coolant bath.

Manifolds were designed for the distillation cf lÂI1l\/ T'FII''

and toluene from rstock' contaj-ner straight into simple

young-tap sealeC (819 cone joint.) flasks of appropriate size

(fig. 2 ). Tnit-i.ator solubions of appr:opriate clilution wc-';llê

kept in similar vessels "

A manifold f,or dispensing reaction sol-utions was desigrrecl

(page 26) to allcw entry of a known nuntber of rnoles cf

initiator by a 'set-vofr-rme dispenser' (fig. 3a) and certa-irt

volumes of each component down each 'variable*'trolume' dispettser

(fie. 3b).
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Figure 2 a. Ir{anifolds (page 23-26)
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The reaction vessels, with monomer solution and init-.iator

solution separated, were placed in baths at the reaction

tenperature for polymeriza'tion.

b. Reaction conclitions - The reaction mixtures are

expressed in terms of mole fractions ancl mole ratios wh-tch

are the sanìe for all temperatures, rather than as concentr--ations

at room tempe::atìlre. As each component was added, the volume

was noted and the entire vessel weighed. The monomer solu'tion

was added fj-rst and sealed in the krottom (X+nra,tXtH¡-:Xtol

derived and X1¡lptXfOl derivecl for the solvent-- pr:oportiol'rs) '

The initiator solution in THF or TOL wa.s added by the set-vol-ume

dispenser ¿rnd the other solvent added to achieve an egr'ra-L

Xfgf:X"O" of total solvent as in the monomer solution" The

total- reaci:ion mixture conditíons we.re expressecl by MMA:tertBu-ì"l9

ratio, XM,,A and X1¡1¡,:X,¡g¡ of total- solvent (i.e- (X1'¡1p) 
=:

(xrol) s) -

A factor that did influence the production of polymer l'ras

de-etheration (see chapteril/) . De-etheratíon was used- to cÖnt-rol

the X19¡rXTn¡. solvent range (at the high XfOl end) and ::eclucei

initial precipitatÍon l:efore the reaction was in.itiated. Tiris

procedure also controlled the RMg/MgX ratio in the solulll-e

component of the initiator. Tightly specified procedures

were developed for de-etheration, sirrce dj.ffereirt Mg-Br:tertl3u}Ìg

ratios controfled the ty'pe of polymer product (e"9. j"f the

solution was f-ilt-.ererl hot, the solut.j.on lec1 tc¡ a much higher Mo--

Br/tertBu-Mg r:atj,o and the polymer produced contained components

of much fower MW).

A1I reacti.ons for LertBu2flg, tertBuMgBr ancL tertBul'lgCJ-

were carried cut at all temperatures ('2ao K 300 I() wibh nc

init.ial pr:ecipital;ir;n problems. Mo::t, runs were carried or:i; w:Ltlt
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ínitiator in toluene, de-etherated to a composition of THF;

tertBu-Mg n, 5:1 6:l- while dissolved in toluene. The ratic->

of Br:tertBuMg was L"25 1 0.10. The accuracy in determinirrg

the mole fraction of the reaction components IvlMA, THF and

toluene was better than 0.005 (or 0.5%).

The reactions were carried out for.a specified time -
3 irours for all runs late:: shown on the MIvIÀ:THF:TOL triangle

(fig. 4 ).
The runs were terminated with methanol in large amounts

of dichloromethane. This terminated the reaction and made

the gel soluble. This sol-ution was adcled into an excess of
methanol with a trace of HCI to precipitate the polymer, whi-le

the inorganics remained soluble. Methanol-solubl-e polymer

could be obtained by precipi+-ation of the methanol sol-ution

ínto water. The polymers were obtained by filtration and

dried in a vacuqm oven at 100oC.

2" Molecul-ar Weight (1,1i^I) and McJ-ecular Weight Distr:ibut-tcn

(MWD) by GeI Permeation Chrornatograph.y (cPC)

Many methods are a'¡ailabJ-e for the deL.ermination of

molecular weights of high pclymers2" MW and MIrID were deternrineci

by GeI Permeation Chromatography (GPC). Other methoCs are

available, but, unless the polymers ¿rl:e completely monodisperse,

the MIV values obtai.ned depend upon the particur'l ar methocl

emplolzed. If the polymer is l<nown to be uni-modal¡ âD esti-mate

of dispersity is possibJ-e from the I'II{ averages.

a. Techníques and urethods GPC is a techniqu"'thut allor+s

an insight into the mechanism. of polymer:izati.on by 'viewing'
the entire range of molecular weight and is of particul-ar help
j-n overcoming the problen of d-ì-spersity hidden in the averaqè

values of other methocls. UnfortunaLely the method is not yet

absoluterbecause luli{ measurements r-rrust be preceded by accur.ì.te
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calibratíon with sampies precisely characterised in sol-ution.

i. Meb.hod - A dilute solution of polymer is punrped

through a series of columns packed with a polystyrene 9e1

cross-Iinked with divinyl benzene which 'so::tsr the macro-

molecules according to their size in solution.

Various proposals have l:een forwarded for the exact way

in which size sorting occurs: restricted diffusiona, therrno-

dynámic theories5 and steric exclusion6. The true explanation

may be a combination of these, but the consensusT is tnai as

the solutíon passes through the column smaller molecu1es enter

the gel and are retarded more than large mol.ecules which pass

through more quickly. It is also st.ated that smaller molecules

have more pores to enter.

In GpC, the two basj-c paramet"r"B that affect resolution

are the selectivity fac{-or (c¿) and the number of theoretical

plates (N) . To maximize a, it is necessary to itrcrease the

amount of pore volume availabl-e for separation (n"b" the L1'pe

of po::e ',¡olume determines the range of lvl\^l most. deserving of

separation). As the pore vo]-ume is inereased in a geÌ pacl:ing,

'Ehe amount of cross-linking is decreased ancl the rigidíLy of

Èhe packing as a consequence is decreased. tsecause of this

compacting, these less rigid gels cannot be used in high

pressure systems, therefore cx is fixed. To increase resolution

by N, many methods are available decreased particle size.,

particle size distribution, cofumn dj-ameter, efficiency of

colu¡nn pac!<ing, and control of fl.ow ::ate to maxi-mum l'I.

EssentialJ-y maximizecl N was attainecl by clecre¿rsed particle

size9 from classical GPC with StyrageJ- col-umns to smaller GPC

p-Stryragei columns. Decrease in particle size however'

increases the pressure drop across the col.urnn which necessit"ates

the use of .instrumenta.'tion capabi-e of hig-h pressLtre operation"

Ry decreasing the amount of column packirg, tire::e was a
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considerabl-e decrease i-n anaiysis time from StyrageJ- times

with the same resolution. (Time for Styragel at 2 ml min-r

app:roximates to 2li ìrours, but the time for p-Styragel is

approximately 20-25 rninutes for 2 mI min-1 with better

resolution at I m1 min-t (max N) involr'j-ng 45 minutes) .

The reproducibiiity of GPC depends upcn constant fl-ow rate,

reproducible injection volumes, and consistent column packing

(i.e. allowances fc,r subtle solvent changes) .

ii. Technique - High linear velocities and small

particle diameter packinE invariably produce hj-qh pressures.

System efficiency from the cofumns was achievecl with a Mod.el

6000 Solvent Delivery system (extreme'ly efficient flow raLes

at any pressúre or síze of solvent reservoir), Modei U6K

Universal Injector (injection without stopplng the flow up

to pressures of 6000 psi; up Lo 2 ml i.njection) and the origi-nal

R401 differential r:efractometer: of the original trriaters 20i.

ALC/GPC (lnonitcrs refractive index differences bet--ween solvertt-

and separated concentratj-on of poì-ymers in the same solveni

with sensitiviti' qreater than 6 x 10-6 RI units and v¡.ith

stability at all flow rates and thej-r resultant pressures '-

typical 19a of full scale deflection f .s.d. is equivalent i:o

I ppnì on the rnost sensj-tj-ve range) .

The columns used were either a bank of Styragel, co-r-umns

or p Styragel columns. Each bank consisteo of ccl umns of

porosity 106Å, .l-05.Â,.. 104Å and I03Å for the best resoluticrr

versus time, pressi-lre and cal-ibratiorr problems.

The instrument was calibra-t.ed using na::row ÞflnlD samples of

polystyrene (specì-fiecl l{I{ (peak) , Mw (osmometer) and Ì"In

(Iight scatterinq) ) (fig. 5) .

Polyrner sainplr-es w€jre dissolve,l in the appr:opriate sr-;l-vent

used at the't iine to fcrn a 0.I% w/w (for Styragei) or 0.02eo (,!or
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y-Styraqel) solption and the injection loop (2rnl) was fi]]ed.

The inj'ection time of I minute will flush the entire contents

of the loop int.o the column" Lower concentrations

for high MW necessitat.ing using Iess attenuation,

accompanying loaseline movement, but chromatographs

equally satisfactory.

Elution volumes V" were measured by means of

\A,re'.e .,Sed

with

\^7ef e

attached to the sample outlet of the refractometer

a siphon

and a count

taken electronicalty of the .¡olume on tlre recorder trace.

iii. calibration GPc is not an absolute technique as

it is dependent on a particular síze of macromolecule in

solution and a detailed knowledge of the calil:ration curve is

necessary for evaluation of I'II^7 and MI{DI0.

The com¡nonest calibration method is to use well character-

izeð, samples of narlow MWD po1ys'tyrene aud present ihe <1ata

as a plot of elution volume V" versus log ¡4t^f(peal<)or- lcg Re

(peak)rwhere Re is the radius of an impenetrable equivalent

hydrodynamic sphere" The ok¡vious disadvantage is that poly-

styrene is used as the standard. for measurements involving

polymeth]¡I¡rethacrylate. Stanclard pillltA sampl.es of appropriate

steric triad composition are not yet' availa-I;1e-

Stuclies into a universal calibration curve independerrt

of polymer type have been und.ertaken to ;rcquire a relatj-onsh-ip

between the universal. calibration parameter and iire mofecula-r

wej-ght of the polymer: under study. Various rel.ations,hips have

been cleveioped. The various theories clepend on thre extendr:d

chain factoril (the 'Q-factor' is dependent on the rat:io of the

mol-ecular rveight t.o the extended chain length calculated fronr

bond lengths ancl valence angl-es), or L.he ¡oot-mean-Square

radius of gyr:ation R6' (MURG vs Vs to 5%'t, or Lhe unperturbecl
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end-to-end

([n]pt vs ve

molecul.e in

should. allow for ttre complications due to the eonformation

of the polyrner in solution arrd solvent entrapment. Since

the energies associated with many conformations differ by

Iess than kT, t.ransitions occur readily thereby changing the

dimensions of the polymer. Entrapmeni of the solvenL makes

the effective dj.mensj-c¡ns a complicated function <¡f the

segment distri-bution because they act as if a part of the

macromolecule.

Molecular rueight elution da'ta indicates that eluL-ion

volume Vs oI appearance volume V6 decreased logarithmical-ly

with increase in size. The actual pIoL of log Mll velrsus

etution volume V" Yiel.ds a third order curve with the linear

section -in the mi,ldle (the area of partiaì- permeation) to

which atl the above 'i:heories have been tested for: an accurate

f_it .

At the mornent, the most- accura'be t--heory invc.lves the

relationship 1og i lnlM) vs Ve for all polymers. This woul-<1

necessitate the derivation of [n ] at the GPC oper:a.tinq

tenrperature (30'C) in the GPC solvent to derive the rnolecular

weight. If tLre dependence of viscosity on molecular: vreighl:

for a given IrN.l range coulC be described k,y a single Mark-

Houwink relationn a plot of, 1og M vs Ve is a straighL line.

The method courlrl lrot be tested aS the Polymers proCuced v' 'i l-1.

be found. to be polymodal (hence separation before In] deterinjne¿.)

and most samples of interest have I4Ial peaks in the regi.on vzher.e

the log MV vs Ve curve is not linear ancl a singl-e Mark-Houlsírrk

relationship is not provabl-e,

^ <r 
2>',

distancett (tõäii = Mh) or intrinsic viscositl'tq

) " Theories n equating a dimension of the polymer

soJ-ution to the appearance or elution volume V.
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iv. Solvent The polymer prcducts formed by reaction

of methylmethacrylate with Grignards and dialkyls in toluene

and/or THF occur over a v¡ide range of ML{ necessitating the

use of the entire bank of columns L03a, l-0q4, 10sA and l0c'a.

GPC were attained in 3 solvents TIHF' toluene and

dichloromethane. The calibration curve'of log M vs \¡e for

polystyrene standards was linear for Styragel and almost

Iinear (slight upward inflectiorr ât hiqh ¡{W) for p-Styragel

with Letrahlzdrofuran and tol-uene (fig. 6 ) . Both of these

so1vents are also good solvents'for use with these cotlrin

packings, having the highest swe}l proportion (n, 80eó).

Unfortunately for the samples produced by Grignard initiators,

these solvents are poor¿ even thoucrh the polymers were

produced in tirese sclverrt,s" Solvent-induced crystalliza'uion

occurs in some of these polymers on precipitation rvith lfeOH/liC1..

Eventual-ly, samples in these solvents were prepared rcnly after-

heat.ing, pressing, and rapidly qr.renciring pclymer films to an

amorphous form, and then l-hese fil-ms coultl be ¿j.ssolved.

Problems existed after pressing at 160o (up to 2C0o) since

not all the film dissolved- in the solvent and it was al.so

noted that the f ilms v¿ere not comp.ietely amorphous and clear.

These problerns showed cluri-ng pre-filt.ering of samples ancl

showed instrumentally" Pre-filterinçi through prescribed

teflon filters to protect the injeci:or and columns v¡as on

occasions virtually impossible, due to the clogging of i--he

filter:s with ge1. The poJ.ymer-f-il-trate injected also causecl

large increases in pressure at the head. of the column (rnaxi-mum

was 5000 psi jump in 10 sec, the sur(re in pressure caused the

puinp to turn off at rnaximunt 6000 psj"). Under pressure, the

polymer fc¡rms a gel and clogs the pre-'column in-Iine filters
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and the filters at the ends of the column. These problems

as well as that of peroxi.de forrnation, led to THF being

abandoned as the GPC solvent.

Dichloromethane is as good and as quick as chloroform i.n

dissolutj-on of polymer and w.i-thout the serious ef f ects

chloroform has on the packing and solid support. Di.chloro;

methane suffers as a solvent for GPC anallzsis by virtue of its

non-Iinearity of V.-log MIrI plots for both Styragel and U-

Styragel. Its worst failing is the sharpness of its upward

inflexion at high MI{ (for psty. standards) leading to inaccur-

acies in early high MVI portions " The possi-ble reason for this

uplard inflexion may be due to reduced swelling of the packing

with change of solvent (to 6A2 from BOU for THF and toluene)

or possibly diff-erent conformation of polymer in a different

solvent. The shape of the cLlrves in dichl-oromethane inCicates

an increase in the rapi.d change of accessible pore volume for

trigh II'vV frorn that of the middle of the MI^I range, hence the

pseudo-exclusion at high MW and tÌ¡e almost total accessibility

of all pores at low MI¡il" At both l-ímits, the appearance of- thc:

polymer will be more ancl rnore indepc-:ndent. of ltfhl, the further

the MW of the poJ-ymer cliverges from the range of the columns

specified for separati'cn.

Only those sarnples tha'b \^/ere cornpletely amorphou.s after

quenching have been run through Styragel and u-Styragel column¡;

to see the correspondence with the peaks of the same sample

in CH zCI2.

v. Treatment of Results All samples were run in

dichloromethane and Lhe mc¡re accepterble (witl: respec't to the

columns and dissolution) were run in THF (i.nitiaiiy) and toluene

using p-Styragel and Styragel cr-rl-umns. Extrapolation of V. fr:r:

finite concentration data to zaTo concentration derír¡e exact
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values of Ve by eliminating viscosiÈy effects. This j-s not

greatly significant, but índicates there is a furi-her

exclusiolr due to viscosity or excess charging of col-umns.

The unfortunate situation is that the I'Ir¡7 of polymethylmeth-

acrylate samples are obtained clirectly from the calibration

for polystyrene. The situation mày be rerneCie<l by acquisitiorr

of pl4MA standarcls or by a study of some of GPC ser:aration

theories (e.g. derive [n] from some unimo<1al pl4]4A prcduced

in this studyn which will also al1ow for the effects of

stereoregularity on Re, rather than use val-ues of [n] from

Iiteraturels). The only agreement with the various. theories

is that IvIVI of pMlr4A is approximately ?¡ oÍ the value derived

from the log MIII vs ve calj-bration for p Sty. lrange i- to t).

Tþe situation arises that atl data expressecl in the later

sections relates to the !'1I^I attaíned on the nolystyrene

calibration curve.

For determinaiion of MI^ID, there are -¿arious complicated

computer prograrnmes,I6 but the símp'l ss¡ nrethod of representing

unimodal GPC chromatographs is to ¡:lot elution volume V" versus

the cumulative weight percentlT (¡ig j-s the geometric mean at

50å ancl the standard- deviation is o¡.,f¡^I = cJc K such that

Mw = Mge (ow'/2) ancl Ç,/Mn = o'¡tw) or I^Taters 7\ssociates meihodT

(Mn = tr[rr'i),.(iE1 (hilr"ri)) and Ç = (ifr.tr.lnr;))/ tr[rrtill.

Both of these simple methods are valid only for Gaussian curves

ancl those rvhere the refractom.eter yieiCs a constant response

factor over the entit:e distribution. The response factor

depends oÍl the refractive inclex of the solu'te (the oollrmer el-uted) '

lf the refractive intlex of the polymer: <1e1:ended significantly

on the steric tríad distribution, then different peaks could

have dj.fferent response factor:s,since it is known that trj-ad
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composition can vary f rom peak to pea.k I s .

For polymodal satnples, determination of MWD is not

possible, even if aII polymer peaks refract similarly and

there is a linear relationship of refractive index changeg

with concentration (n.b. onJ-y the 1ow }llnl peak of pI'IMA produced

by tertBuMgCl appears to refrcrct differéntly; the refraction

is strong) . General.ly the data for polymcdal peaks orç viev¡ed

as a change or trends in relative abuncr.ances of peaks -

b. Data (Molecular weights and molecula.r weíght distribut*

ion)

i. Ditertbutyl.magnesium tertBu2Mg

Molecular weights and molecular rveight distributions \^/ere

obtained írcr polymers generated by oialkyl ïnagines-irim initiator

prepareri in THF or toluene at ternperatures of 2A0 K' 225 I(,

250 K and 275 K. All runs were derived from sol-utions where

X¡4¡'1;1 'r, 0 .l- or C "2.

Bateup I ' 1 9 , in his preliminary inves'bi-ga tiorr, inciicated

that. tBu2Mg-polymers a.re broad, unimodal an¿ wj-th llId a¡rd MWD

similar r.o the other dialkyls (nBu, iBu, sBu). A1l. his polyniers

was prepare,i from tertBu Mg in TilF at sl.i.qhtJ-y lower lvIt4A:

tBulMg (50:1) and GPC was run with one column and chrcrrato-

graphs appea::ed unimodal. GPC clata of ¡:olyiner producecl withi

tBu.Mo in TFiF appear to be simiiar unless '1 columns (and

better separat-ion of higher MW) are used rvher:e a higher IviI'^/

shoulder on ihe peak at 10-25 x 103 MI'I is a constant factor:.

For the polymersi produced by tertRu2lulg deetherartec in

toluene, t-he data is arranged to irrcU.cate the changes in MW

peaks rvitii l-einpe::atu::e ancl ¡1¡1p:XTOL coin¡:onenì:s of the t:otal-

solvent (Fig-. '/ ) - the chromatographs ar.'e attr:j-buted 'bo

component G¿russian peaks of polymer formed at different active

centres ancl the fJ-gures represent estima+;es of f:he peak areas
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of the component peaks). No trends are evident. As far as place-'

ment of the peaks are concerned., there is always ä low

I4Vü peak at 10-30 x 103 and a higher MW peak at 100-200 x lC3.

There appears no noticeable trencl wíth change in Xtgf:XfOl

of the solvent.

Polymers formed at high temperatures (e.9. 250 K) tend

to have lower MW for the higher MW component peak iu comparison

to poiymers formed at lower temperatures (e"9. 225 K) . Also

the proportions appear to have al-tered from 3:1 (low component:

higher MIV component) to L-221-.

An estímation of the lWilD for each component peak rvas taken

assuming each peak is independent of the other in formation.

The low MW cómponent has nty,/Mn equal Lo2.O t 0.1 and the

higher: component has a value of tutrrzt'tn equal to I .6 1 0.1.

No polymers wet:e analysed as a function of cour,zersion,

IMMÄio or Itertl3u-M9]o.

ii. tertbtitylmaEnesium brotnide tertBuMgBr

Gel permeation chromatographs were obtainecl fo:: pr:lymers

generated by tertButyl magnesium byc¡mide -j,nitia"bor prepared

in TIIF oT toluene at temperatures cf 200 Kt 225 R, 250 K and

275 K. An indication of the range of componetrts (MMA, THI', TOL)

and temperatures can be shown (fiq" 4 ).

Bateupr,r9 | in his prel.irnínary experiments j-ndicated tl:at

tertBuMgBr-polymers vrere high MW, narrow in distriLrution â.rrd,

with con'¿ersion, a l-ower l4W tail d.eveloped " Polymer prepared

from tertBuMgB:: in THF did indicate the sane type of distrj.Ì->l-t*'

ions on occasions.

GPC data of polymer produced with tertBul"lgBr in tcluene

Varied with solvent, temperature, monomer mofe fraction,

monomer: Grignard ratio and Br:'L.ertBul4g ra'bio or deetherat.ion

(f-i-q. 8 ).
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The most noteable trends are across the XrHr'tX1OL, range

at each temperature. The trigh MI¡l f r:action of polymer prodtrced

in toluene goes tirrough a phase of a very broad polymodal peak

untit lower Mtr{ component peaks predominate in polymer forrred

in THF (fig. 8a ) .

The distrit¡ution of polymer peal<s seems almost invariant

with temperature (fígure Bb).

Increasing mo1-e fraction of methylmethacrylate led to

more polymodal systems (fig. 8c).

Conversion of methylmethacrylate wit.h time into polymer

indicated a slight increase in the Mtr{ of the trigh MW cornpcrttent,

but the type of change in chromatograph was also clependønt on

the Br:tBu-Mg ratio initially chosen for study (fig. Ed).

The changes in the form of the chromatograpl: changes

mar:kedly from a broad pclymodal combiuation of peaks j.nto

well-defined sharp twin peaks with change in Br:tertBu-l4g

ratio and excess THF (fig. 8e).

The changr:s in Ml'14:tBu-l'fg ratio result in the tota.l lr;ss

of a high Mh' comporient in the chromatographs (fiq. 8f ). At

higher temperatuîes (275 K), this may not appear the case as

the totaf proportion of this methanol insoluble poJ-ymer i,s

small (ru 30U).

iii. tertbu'cy.lrLragnesium chlorid.e tertBuPlgCI

Chromatogra,ph.s \^/ere obta.ineC at 225 K and 250 K across

the range of XTH':X-OL of tot-.al solvent, and,like tertBul"lgRr-

produced polymer, tire:ce -i 5 a loss of the hiqh Mi{ crcrnponent at

hj-gher (Xrgr)s (fig" 9 ) (n.b. (XrHn)= == mol-e fr:action of TIIF

in solvenl-) .

iv. disecbubylmagnesium - secBu2Mg

simple unirnodal chroinatograpir were observed at 250 K
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on diagram.
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on diagram.
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XMMA ^J 0-1 and Xtol t 0.9
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active bonds = I.95
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GPC of polymers formed from t-ertBuMgBr sol¡tions w-ith
<liffering monomer : initiator ratios
Reaction ccndítj-ons XMMA t 0.1 in toluene at 250 K

Monomer:Initiator ratios as above
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GPC of polymers fonned \¡lith tertBuMgCl ¿ìt- 225 K

Reaction Conditions XrvtIA tu 0.1 and TOL:TIIF ratio of
solvent above
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but with a higher MW shoulder and then distinctir,'e separate

peak at 225 K. Not unlike tertBu2Mg' there is a higher MW

component (fig. 10 )

v. sec-butyl magnesium bromide secBuMgBr

A very broad MhlD was observed across the range of X'IHF:

X'¡Of, at 225 R, but at 250 K there is a decline in the

proportion of the higher MW component (fig. 11).

ví. diisobutyl magnesium and isobutylmagnesium bromide

The study was undertaken by Hagi.asl9, who also established

the presence of Br was necessary for the production of a

high MW component. The peaks generally were broad and polymodal

(fig. l-2)

vii. dinormalbutylmagnesium and n-butyl magnesium bromide

The chromatographs appear similar, but the presence of

some halíde at high XrOl leads to a very smal1 amount of high

MW component. This was supported by Bateupt who, though he

described the system as basically monomod.al, did on,occasion

note that- tirere v¡as a trace of high MW component (fig. 13 ).
viii" ÈertBuMgBr and tertBuMgCl inj-tiatcrs, deetherated

from Grignar:d for¡ned in diethylether

The chloride initiator formed a verl¡ L:road polymodal

distributíon and the bromide initiator gave more defj-ned but

Iess number of peaks, and rn¡as more weighted to the low MW end

(fig. 14) .

ix. Presence of halide

A most notecl trend throughout all these i-nitiators is that

the presence of halide leads to a high lIW component (fig. 15 ) .

c. Ac'bive Centres - Mul-timoda.l It[ü[ díst-::ibutions impl1z

that. a inulticentre mechanism is operat.ing wÍth each peak arising
from a different active centre. Furthermore it can be
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10i: GPC of polymers formed with secBuzMg at 225 K -
Reactíon Conditions Xt"f¡"IA t 0.1 and solvent THr¡:ToL
ratio as above
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10ii: GPC of polymers formed !'lith secBtt2Mg at 250 K

Reaction Conditions X¡,1¡,¡A t 0.1 and solvent TFIF:TOL
ratio as above
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11i; GPC of polymer initiated by secBuMgBr at 250 K -
Reaction Conditions XuwrA tu 0.2 and solvent.
THF:TOL ratios as above
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Ilii: GPC of polymer initiated by secBllMgBr at 250 K

Reaction Condi.tions XuuA tu 0.1 and solvent THF:TOL
ratio as above
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lliii: GPC of polymer initiated by secBuMgi3r at 225 K

Reaction conditions X¡"DIA tu 0 ' 1 and solvent rHF: ToL
as above
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l-2L: GPC of polymers formed by (isoButy1) z magnesium at
250 K.
Reaction Conditions XIntMA t 0 .1 and THI': TOL ratio
as above
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12ii: GPC of polymers formed by isobutyl magnesium broniicle
at 225 K
Reaction Conditions XM_¡¿A . 0 .1 and THF: TOL ratics
as above
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GPC of polymers formed by di.n-butyl magnesium at
25AK
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THF: TOL) as ak¡ove
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13ií: GPC of polymers formed with n-butyl magnesium brornicle
initiators at 250K
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concltlded that these centres are not in equiJ.j-brium and any

exchange between them occurs at a rate much slower than the

rate of chain growth. If this'was not the case therpolymer

produced would be a single, very broad peak centred about.the

mean MW of the polymer produced by all centres.

Termination effects cannot explain the multimodal

clistributions observed. Termination of single-ended chains

leads to broadening at the low MW side of the peak. In

systems where the chains are double-endecl, termination can

lead to bimodal distributions (but not trimodal-). However

the effect can be identified by the fact that the mean MW of

one peak is twice that of the other. This ís not the case.

It -is concluded that under any set of. conditions the

minimurn number of distinct types of active centres operating

correspon.ls to the number of peaks t.hat can be distinguished

in the chromatographs. When a new peak appears with a change

in ttre conditions of synthes.is (e.g. solver¡t cornposi.tion), it

may be clue to the appearance of a new active centre or it may

be due to ¿r change in the mol.ecular weight of the polymer

produced at one of the original centres. In certain cases,

the appearance of new GPC peaks as the solvent colnposition of

the reaction mixture is progressively changed strongly inCicates

that the former effect is operating, e.g. ttsuMgBr (fig. B) "

On the other hand, with sBu2Mg (nig. 10), the l-aLter effect

may be operating.

OnJ-y j-n the case of nBu2},lg is it possible that there is

a single centre operating. tert-BriMgBr and tertBuMgC.l initiate

3 and possibJ-y 4 centres, secBuMgBr has 2 centres and possibly

3 centres and in all other cases t-he most likely number is 2.
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3. Stereochemi-str of the Pol r Backbone b Nuclear

.Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

a. Polymer microstructure NMR is used to determine

the chain confíguration of polymers. The ul.timate purpose

of the analysis of the chain configuration is to explain the

mechanism of production of the polymer, in this study, under

the influence of the organomagnesium initiators. The

conf j gu::ation of chain units can Ì:e deteimined from the t 
H

NMR or t'C NMR resonances of nuclei in the polyrnerr given

that the resolving power of the magnet is sufficient and that
the shielding of a particul-ar nucl-eus j-s influenced by the

stereoregularity of the polymer chain. Different signals vrill
arise due to the difference in syrnrnetry along the chain about

the nuclei of interest. The basic lnícrostructure of a polymer

nuclei is expressed in terms of dyads, tet::ads, etc. or triads,
pentads etc., depending on the symmetry about the nuclei.

The proton and carbon resonances of a main chain methylene

group depend on whether that group resides in a racemic (r)

or meso (m) <lyad) .

Hs CHsLfl

I

-C
Ii

CH

H

I

c
I
H

m

COOCH s H

I
c
I

H

r
J OOCFi e CH¡

Addition of a nìonomer to each end of these dyads increases

the total non-equivalent environrnents of the methylene to six
the tetrads: fiìrilm, rnmr, rmr and mrm, mrr, rrr. Hexad structures

could not be distinguished in our exper-tments.

In the case of a main chain qua.rternary carbon and j-t.s

attached methyl and methyl-carboxy side groups, non-equivalenl--

J
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environments first arise with the triad structures: .isotactic
(i), syndiotactic (s) and heterotactic (h) .

COzMe COzMerl
- C-CHz-C-CHz-
l1Me MC

(i mm)

CO rMe CO rMel-r-
-C-CHz-C-CHz-

Me COzMe Me

-C- CHz- C- CFI z -tl
COzMe Me

(s = rr)
Mi

I

c"
I

2coIvle2

Me

I

C

I

co

MeCOz

Ic-
I

MC
ltMe ME

(h = mr)

Further splitting of the environment occurls due to pentad

structures - Irunfltm, mmmr, rnmr, mmrm, mmrr, rmrm, rÍ]rT, mrrtn,

mrrr I rrrr. Heptad structures could not be <listinguised.

b. Method of Analysís

i. tH N¡'tR - The polymer to be analysed rvas placed in

an open 5 m¡¡'IIMR tube with o dichlorobenzene and d6 dimethyl-

sulphoxide (dmso) (202 w/w), and, Èhermostated at 400 K. At

room temperature, the polymer has 1ow solubility in the sol-vent

mixture but at high temperatures, the polymer dissolved and the

observed peaks of the spectrurn were better resolved than those

previously taken in d-chloroform. The peaks in CDC1¡ wêrê

poorly resolved, and intensities r^rere used to derive the

percentage of each dyad or triad etc. In this study, the peaks

are well resolved and 'Lntegrated intens.ities were used for

microstructure determinatj-on (see fig. f 6 ) .

There are 3 proton resonances for polymetirylmethacrylate

(fig.I7). The me'b.hoxy OCII¡ protcn nuclei are not influenced

by the stereochemistry of neighbouril-rg groups. This rnay be

due to free rotation about the C-O bcncl2 I . There are no

separate triad signals; only one peak at 3.537 t 0.005 ppm.

Due to the influence of its surroundÍng groups, dyad a-nd tetrad

structures are generated for the CHz methyl.ene protons. The

2 protons in the meso clyad have clifferent magnetic environments
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methyl environment

I.3 L.2

2.3 2.2 2.L 2

16i:
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0 1.9 1.8 !.7 I.6 1. s

Polymethylmethacrylate 'H NMR spectra under variousconditions fo¡: best resorution õt stereoregurarityin d6-dmso/o-Ce H,*Clz at 400 K
(above isotactic polymer)
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16ii: Polymethylmethacrylate lH i,Iln{R spectra under va::ious
conditi ons for best resolution of stereoregularity
ín dt-Cocls at 3L2 K
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dt -cncl, at 3r2 K

34 2

shift (ppm)

I

d5 dmso/o-CoIl 'rCIz at 400 K

0I234

l6iii: The effect of solvent and temperature on the resoluì:ion
of better iH NMR spectra of a short stereoblock pt{.it{À
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and this is reflected in a AB structure. The position of the

AB signals are at 2.204 ppm, 2.L54 ppm, 1"666 ppm and. 1.503

ppm (fig,18 ). Higher tetrad structures positions are not

completely apparent. rn the literature22.'23 positions reporl:ed

for some tetrads have been determined from spectra worse than

the ones generated. in this stud'y. The positions are feasible

and probably real-istic, but not easily tested with accuracy.

The position of the magnetically equivalent protons of the

racemic dyad (hence an A2 spectrum) can be further resolved

to derive the tetrad structures¡ rrr at 1.888 ppm, mrr at I.964

ppm and mrm at 2.05I ppm (fig. 18) " These peaks are overlapp-

ing and suffer from poor integration. Determination of tetrad

chain statist.ics is weakenetl by the lack of resolving power

as well as the overlap of a peak due to residual MeOH in the

polymer and proton impurities in the solvent DMSO. The methyl

isotactic triacl was centred at 1.231 ppm, the heterotactic

triad at 1.101 ppm and the syndiotactic triad at A.976 ppm

(fig. 19). There is enough data in this study to confirm the

tentative pentad assignments23,24, but the spectromeLer lacks

sufficient resolution (and/or a curve resolver) to adequately

integrate for further study.

ii. Itc NMR - The polymer of -interest was placed in an

open 10 mm NMR tube with dl-chloroform (ar'd a vortex plug)

dissolveo and run at room tempera[-ure at maximum concentration.

There was no improved resolution wi-th chlorobenzenes at higher

temperature. Many more scans \^/ere accumu.lated than for tH

NMR trc overcome l-ow sensitivity.

There are 5 main carbon resonances of the major environ-

ments (fig. 20) . The methylene carbon exhibited only very

broad, low intensity (low NOE) dyad peaks, the racemic dyad at
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lH NMR spectra of polymethylmethacrylate formed by
various organomagnesium compounds
Methylene resonances (-CHz-) in the region 1.35-2.35 ppm
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t9: Itl NMR spectra of polymethylmethacrylate formed
by various orgranomagnesium compouncls

o-methyl resonances (-CH¡)
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I 3C NMR spectra of polyroethylmr:thacrylate
indication of the resonances due tc the various
chenrical environments (22.625 MHz at 300 K in CDC1¡)
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54.453 ppm and the meso dyad at 52.145 ppm (fig. 2I). All

the other environments have symmetry deriving triad; pentads

and higher structures. The carbon methoxy resonances, l.íke

its proton resonance, is invariant in its position at 51.659

ppm and is always a sharp peak (fig. 22). The quarternary

carbon peak is resolved into isotactj-c triad at 45.586 ppm,

lreterotactic triad at 44.9:7 4 ppm and synd.iotactic triad at

44.614 ppm (fig. 22). These peaks are sharp, but do overlap

on most occasions. The o-methyl carbon resonances have well

resolved triad environments; isotactic at 22.022 ppm, hetero-

tactic at I8.743 ppm and syndiotactic at l-6.456 ppm. Fligher

symmetry environments could be tentatively assigned25, but

their separation is very srnall and integration not accurate

(especially if the peaks are not fu1ly relaxed) . The carbonyl

carJron environments have 3 regi.ons of triads, the syndiotact.ic

triad is further resolved (and picked by computer integration)

into pentads at 178.473 ppm (rrrr) , 178.224 ppm (mrrr) , and a.t

L77.859 ppm (mrrm) 26 (fíg. 23). Ttre other 2 triad regions are

more compressed and further resolution into pentads may show

the regions overlap. lrlhen well defined peaks are present,

heterotactic tríad is at l-77.130 ppm arrd the isotactic triad at

L76 "645 ppm. Pentads structures could be tentatively assigued26,

but the accuracy is limited, like Lhe guarternary environments,

by lack of resolution of peaks ( f .i-g . 2! .

iii. Oiher NMR ohservations - Attempts were macte to

improve the resoLution of tl¡e peaks and quan'tify peak integrarls

for further evaluation, particularly the integr:ation of perttad

peaks for assessment of Markov and Coleman-Fox statistics ín the
ttC NI4R mode. The nrethods involved use of paramagnetic subst-ances

(to quash NOE, to observe the equal enhancement of different

stereoregularity), pulse sequence studies (to fhe effects of Ti
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232 t tC NMR spectra of polytnethylmethacrylate
formed by various organomagnesium initiators
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relaxation times on peaks of different stereoregularity; also

varíation in pulse angles of 2 different peaks for a mixture

of absorption and dispersion modes) and Lanthanide Shift Reagents

(LSR - for greater shifts and increased fesolution with the

same magnet). All these studies indicated that NOE and T1 varf

slightly for the same chemical environmenL but slightly different

magnetic environment. The CSIRO pulse angle methods failed for

lack of comput.ing power for the resclution of higher structures -

The shift. reagents (Eufods and Ybfoda) tended either not to

shift the peaks or to decrease ihe resolution between pentad

structur:es.

c. Resolution of information and trends in the polymer

microstructure

The aim of the NMR studies of t--he polymers was the deter'

mination of the chem-ical influences at ihe active chain site

that manifest themselves in the configuration of the chain

backbone. The influences at the enC of the ch.ein can be tested

by an analysis of the integratecl intensities of dyad-tetrad or

tr:iad-pentad sequences to see if they correspond to the statistics

of Bernoullí and MarkavzT or Coler,ran-Fox28, each bej-ng

characterist.ic of a cert.ain type of growth mechanism. This

can be tested using relationships be'tween the abundances of the

various tri.ad-pentad structures appropriate to each type of

statistics.

The integratecl intensities are known with accuracy (12)

only for dyads and triacls. I{ence only the simplest mechanisns

of addition of monomer can be testecl, those corresponding to

Bernoullian statistics, and isotactj-c, synd-iotactic, hetero-

tactic or stereoblock polymers being distinguished.

In Bernoulli trial s'L.atistics, the chain structure does

not affect the confiquration of the next dyad being completed
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i.e. independent addition. rf P* and Pr (=l-Pm) are the

probabilities of nonor¡.er addition to a meso and racemic dyad

respectively, then the chain according to Bernoulli trial

statistics has triad abundance relâtionships: i = (nfm) = P*' ,

þ= (mr+rm) = 2Pm (1-P¡). ands = (rr) = (1-Pm)2 andi +h

+ s = I (see fig. 24).

ff statistics are non-Bernoull-ian it indicates that the

configuration of the chain end (acb.ive centre) influences the

mode of addition. Further information is required for exacl:

chain configuration and testing for Viarkov and Coleman-Fox

statistics.
The simplest non-Berncul-Iian mecltanism is first orde::

Markov where the configuration of one unit' presumably the chain

end, influences the mode of acld.ition of the next. Higher order

Markov i-nvolves the influence of further units in the chain end

(e.g. penultimate and ante-penultimate) on the addition. As

f ar as chemical reactivity is concei.'ned, t-he neighbouring group

effect is usually paramount so a perrultimate group effect is

more plausible aud this would correspr:nd to the chain growing

according to first order Markov sbal:j-st.ics. The mode of

ad.clition of a monomer unit is not only a reactivity effect ]¡ut-

also a steric effect. Fact-ors influencing the direction of

approach and aspect of presenta'tion of the incoming monomer

unit are important. The propensity for freely jointed cha-ins

to form helical loops of 6-7 carbon atcms means ihat the

atrte-penultimate unit in the cha-in may exert an influence in

which case the chain grows accorcling to second. order Markov

statistics.

First or<ler Markov statistics are characterized by 4

probabilit.ies, Pnun, Pm' Pr* and Prr- (e-g. Pmr is the probabilír:y
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of adding an r dyad to a m dyad). In order to establ-ish that

first order l4arkov statistics prevail. it is necessary to have

dependable intensities and assignments for at least the tetrad

spectrum and, for second order Markov, the pentad spectrum.

As accurate data exists only for triad integrated intensities,

the mechanism cannot be tested but Some information can be

gauged from tire relationships29

(mr)
Pmr

(mr )
( 2mr) + (mr)

h
2i+h and P suchrm 23r) + (mr)

that if

P*r * O and Pr* + I, the polymer is j-sot-actic; Pmr < 0.5 and

Prm t 0.5, the polymer is isotactj-c-like;

Pmr * I and Fr* + 0, the polymer is syndiotactic; Pmr > 0.5 and

Prm < 0.5, the polymer is syndiotactic-like;
pmr : 0 and Prm = 0, tite polymer is a mixture of isotactic and

syndiotactic chains; Pmr < 0.5 and P¡* < 0.5 the polymer is

stereoblock (the mean block lengths of isotactic and syndiotactic

runs can be calculated)
pmr > O ancl pr* > 0.5, the polyrner is heterotactic-lj-ke (fí9. 24).

The basis of a Markov mechanism is an actir¡e chain end

whose stereospecificity depends on the configuration of units

previousiy added. The Coleman and Fox mechanism is based on an

active ce¡tre which exists in 2 chemicalll' disLinct states of

different reactivity and stereospecificity in dynamic equilib-

rium, Prt and P2n. Tìre mode of additien of a unit depends on

that-. staLc of the active centre and not on lrrrits alreacly added-

The statistics of chain configuration are determi-ned b1' the

rate anC equilibriunr parameters in the rea.ction mechanism: i.e.

"rrwr, p 1n :5- ". i\,tu p2n
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ancl r^r\, prn+M k r'T rvi¡r,mP rn*n^ P rt*l or mP rn+M El1ç'rnrv rP rt*-l,u Prt*I

¿¡fl rurrv pzn+M Vr-$ \nn,mPrn*\rr.,u Prt*l or mPr^*M kz '5 ry\'^r rPrn** Prt*l

Reliable integrateC intensities of the pen'cad spec bra of

polymers prepared a.t various concentrations are necessary to

distinguish a Coleman-Fox from a Markov diStribution.

The statistics of the chain configuration give some indication

of the type of active centre and its mode of operation. Bernoullian

statistics, characterized by a sin91e probabili-ty parameter Prn'

are typical of polymers produced by raclical mechanisms ' and ionic

mechanisms under condi'bions where free ions or loose ion-pairs

prevail and the active centres are either sp planar or, if tetra-

hedral, rapid-Iy inverting. In these cases, the asymmetric carbon

atom in ttre cTrain is only locked into its cotrfiguration when the

next unj.t -is added. Up until this time, unless restrainecl by

steric or coordination effects, by rotating around the Cr-Cz and

Cz-C, bonds, it will be presenti-ng alter:native meso and racemic

aspects to an incoming: monomer unit" The probability of the

st.atistics of stereoselection beinE Bermoullj-an is much hígher

than for a tetrahedral site where the in-chain configuration of

each asymmetric backbone carbon is set as that unít adds.

The tetrahedral site occurs when the actíve site is a bound

one; either a üovalent carbon-meta1 bond. or a tightly pairecl anion"

Chain growth occurs in an insertion reaction r:f the me'tal--carbc¡n

boncl or ir:n-pair. Conf igurational pref er:eîce ¡ conf erred on the

incoming unit by any asymmetry of this steric environment of the

active centre, w-i-11 not be wiped out by rotation of the endgroup

and non-BernoulIian statistics can easily ari.se. If unit-s already

incorporated in the polymer chain contr:j-bute to the asymmetry of

the sterj_c en¡¡j-ronment, then Markov stat-istics can occur" If on

the other hanrf, the centre exists in two states of different
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stereospecificity, Coleman-Fox statistics arise.

d. Steric triad distributions

The integrated intensities of the triad peaks (o. methyl

resonances of the IH NMR spectra) were used to calcul-ate the

relative frequencies of occurence of isotactic, heterotactic

and syndiotactic triads (i, h, s). From these percentages,

the dyad frequencies m and r were calculated (m = i + hln,

r:s +ltr, rTrf T= 1i +h+s). The steric compositionof

individual polymer samples is displayed on triatrgular coordirrate

I:FI:S diag::ams (e,g. fig. 24 ) . From tirese data, it can be

established whether the chain growth statistics are Bernoullian,

but it is noÊ possible to distinguish l:etween non-Bernoullían

mechanisms. It is hcwever possi-b1e to calculate assumed first

order Markov parameters Pmr and Pr*, and the mean block length

and mean lengths of isotactic and synoiotactic blocks vrÌrich

give a gr.rod idea of the polymer type and some indication of

tlre mechanism of formation (e.9. fig. 25) .

The effects of mo1 fraction,/percent of monomer and mole

ratio of toluene and TIIF in the solvent on the stereospecificity

of the polymerízation are characterLzed in terms of meso-

placement f-requency m and illustrated Lry triangular di.agrams

(e.g. fig. 26ù, though in tiris case the coordinates are not

triangular.
i. tertBu2Mg systems At each temperature, except at

high toluene content, a syndiotactic-rich Ber:noullian polymer

ís produced with a meso placement freqency not very depeudent

on solvent composition. rn tol-uene-r.icir míxtures , the meso

placemenLs are increased and their dist.ribution is non-Bernoul.I-

ian; the poJ-ymers a::e best described as short-run stereoblock.

At higher temperatures, the polymers aÌ:e less syndiotact-j-c
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Methylmethacryla te . ( X¡¡rua)

22 l8

29 ,427

2

90: I0
Tetrahydrofuran

70: 30 THF:TOL

50:50
30: 70

I

46

10: 90

Toluene

26i: Representation of the meso-pl-acement probabil:Lty Pm -
Polymers forrned by tertBuzMg at 2.25 K (+) and 250 K (x)
the reaction conditions are specifi-ed by the posit.íons
(+ or x) as )i¡1¡r¡ry and. TIIF:TOL ratio of solvent: The
NMR-clerived pioì5abÍlity Pm is expressed as a percent at
the data points reaction condi tj.ons .
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pracement on the triangular coordinates ís determ.inedby i:h:s data from rFI f¡¡ln cx,rnet-hy1 resonances:
(selected) values indicate the toluene proportion ofof the total- solvent (the arrow inclicates the generaltrend)
temperatures above
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uMgBrt

9
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The effect of the presence of halide on the steric tría<ldistribution at 225 K. The i:h:s crata derived from tH
Nl4R omethyl resonances determines the pl.acement on thetriangular coordinates. TÌte (setected) numerical
values indicate the percent propr:rticn of toruene in the
total solvent. The curved line inoicates the i:h:sratios of a Bernoullian polymer;
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250 K
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tertBu2Mg

tertBuMgBr

27iíz The effect of the presence of halide on the activecentres are seen fiom the steric triad disùributionat 250 I(. The i:h:s data derived from rg NMnomethyr resonances of plr{MA determines b.he placement onthg triangular coordinãtes " The (selectedJ numericalvalues at the.data point representing the polymeris an indi.cation of the percent more-propoltión oftoluene in the iotal solvent. The cuiveã line indicatesthe j-:h:s ratios of a Bernoul-lian poÌymer.
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poiymers formed by tertBuMgBr at 225 R. The position of
ifte- data points specif ies the reacticn conditions ).¡aryla

of total mix and THF:TOL ratio of solvent. The numerical
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27ív z Representation of the mesc?lacement probability P* of
polymers formed by tertBuMqBr at 250 K. The position
of the data points specifies the reaction cond.itions
Xrnno of total sol-ution and THF:TOL ratio of solvent.
Tlid'numerical vlue at the data point expresses the NMR-
derived probabil-ity P* (as a percentage)
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Representation of the meso-placenlent probability Prn
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27víí: Representat-ion of the meso-pl-acement probability P*
af polymers formed b1' te::tBr-rl{gCl at 250 K. The
posj,tion of the data points specifies the reaction
conditions X¡4¡4;r¡ of total mix and THF:TOL ratio of
solvent. The numerj.cal value at the data point
expresses the NMR-derived probability P* (as a
percentage) .
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over most of the range but becornes more marked at high XrOr,.

Witir tBuMgBr, the increase at high XrOr, is much sharper.

The combined effecis of temperature anê solvent cornposition

are summarj-zed in table I and figure 28.

iii. secBu2lvlg system - The values of the meso-placemeni

data are faír1y constant across the range of solvent composition

expect for high toluene at both temperatures (225 K and 25A K)

with the value similar (rnn 0.20 at 225 K and m'r,0.I9 at 250 K) .

It is evident that m j-ncreases with increased (XtO")" and rnore

slrarply at high (X.TOL) 
" 

(fig . 29) .

iv. secBuMgBr system - The effect of b::omide does not

affect the stereospecificity to any significant extent at 225 K.
,

Tire meso- placements and i:h:s distributions closely paralIe.I

the secBu2l4g system, but at 250 K, there is a \,-êry lar:ge

change in the stereoregularity of ihe polymer chain. The

polymers produced over the range of THF:TOL cornposition are

sLereoblock with longer isotactic runs at increased (X1g¡) 
= "

Increased in.itial monomer concentration leads to great.er

meso placement probability, though essentially the sarne at
(XrOi,)"tf (fig" 30).

v. iBu2Mg a¡rd iBuMgBr systems - At 250 l(, the po.lymers

formed by iBu2Mg are all similar short run stereobl-ock witl:

m tu 0.25, though with an increase in mesc- placement at higit

(XT9L) s. The presence of bromide increases m at 'bhe same

solvent composit-ion ancl increases the iso'Lactic run length

steaclily at hisher (X1s¡) 
= 

( f ig. 31) .

vi. nBuzlv1g and nBuMgBr systems - A highly isotactic
polymer is prod.uced by nBullgBr in tol-uene (i:h:s = 94:4:2 i"e.

m tu 0.96) and a stereobl-ock polymer (m'v 0.34; i:h:s = 25zi-9:56)

in 5O:50 THF:TOL solvent cornposit-ion. Bateupl concentrated his



TABLE 2

Type of polymer formed by tertBul4gBr

(X1g¡) 
=,/temperature

200K

0.95

0.80-0.90

0.67-0.80

0.33-0.50

0. -0. 33

isotactic

short stereoblock
very short
stereoblock

synd.iotactic

syndiotactic

225R

isoÈactic
long isotactic
run stereoblock
short stereoblock

very short
stereoblock
syndiotactic

250R

i-sotactic

isotactic

stereoblock

short stereoblock

short st.ereoblock

27 5R

isotactic

isotactic

long isotactic
run stereoblock
stereoblock

stereoblock

h
(
t-
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I00 Pm? _>
(250 K)

l_00 Pm% _)
(22s K)
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Representation of the meso-pl-acement probability P* of
polymers formed by secBu2Ms at 225 K (+) and 250 K (x) -

The position of the <1ata points specifies the reaction
conditions Xp¡¡4;1 of the total- solution and THF:TOL ratio
of the Solvent.----The numerica-l- values near the data points
expressed the NMR-derived probability P¡ (as a percentage)
for each temperature (above 250 K; below 225 K).
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29iL-. The effect of solvent conditions
distribution of polymers produced
225 K (x) and 250 K (+) .

i:h:s data derived from tH l¡MR
determine tire placement on the
coordinates.
(selected) numerical_ values indicate the tolueneproportion of the total solvent (as d).

on the steric triad
by secBuzME at

umethyl resonances
tríangular
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100 Pmå
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70: 30 30: 70

30i: Representat-ion of the meso-placemen+- probability P-
of pofymeïs formcd by secBuMgBr at 225 K (+) and 250 K.
The position of ti:e data point specifies the reaction
conditions XrrO of total sol-ution and TIIF:TOL ratio
of the solvent. The numerical values near the data point
expresses the NMR-derived probability Pm (as a percentage)
for each temperature (225 K below X¡l¡,tA * 0 .I; 250 K above
Xlruua tu0'1) '
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0

30ii: The effect of temperature and solventsteric triad distributj_ons of poJ_ymers
secBuMgBr at 225 K (+) antf 2SO K lx) .

Í:h:s data derived from lil
deterrnine the piacement on

conditions on tire
produced by

NMR o,metityl resonances
+-he triangular coordinates.

(selecteC) numerical values are u-seC to indicatethe trend due to solvent changes. The values indicatethe tol-uene proporti-o. of the total sor-ventr âs apercentage.
The curved line represents a Bernoullian porymer.
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(iBuMgBr)
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31i: Representation of the ¡neso-placernent probability Pm
of polymers formed at 250 K by isoBurMg (+) and
isoBululgBr (x) : The position of the data point
specifies the reaction condj-ti-ons X¡4¡a;1 of the
t-otal soivent " The numerical \'a-lues at the cl.ata
point expresses the l'lMR-de::ived pr:obability P* (as a
percentage) for each initiator sl¡stem (iBu2Mg below
the tine of XMrvlA tu 0.1 and iBuMgBr above the line of
X¡ll,{A q, 0.1)
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31ii: The effect of solvent conditi-ons on the stericdlstributions of polymers producerJ. by isoBurMgand ieunger (x) at 250 K.

triad
(+)

i:h:s data
determine
numerical.
to solvent
proportion
The curved

derived from rII NlvlR cniethyl resonancesthe placement on the triangular coorclinates.
values are used to indicate the trend duechanges. The values indicate the tolueneof the total solvent-r âs a percentage.
line represents a Bernoullian polymer.
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stLr.dy on these initiators prepared in TFIF added to the reaction

míxture. With control of the solvent, a full range of polymers

can be derived from synd.iotactic-like to high1y isotactic.

This disposes of the previously held ilypothesis that only cx.-

branched alkyl magnesium halides can produce isotactic pMl"lA

(ficr. 32):- 4, Discussion

In this section, all the information about the polymer

product can be brought-. together: its molecular weight (Mi'V)

and molecular weight distribution (MWD) from gel permeation

chromatography (GPC), and the poiymer microstructure data from

nuclear magnetÍc resonance spectroscopy (NMR). Mention will-
I, i9

be made of work in this lai¡oratory by Bateup, with regard to

the n-buty1 'system ancl preliminary studies of tire other butyl

groups, and H.gi.lorj-tfr regard to the iso-butyl systems " Some

aspects and further work will be mentioned, Williams29(crystal-

Iínity, solvent uptake by polyrner, stereocomplexes) and truongf0

(differential scanning calorimetr:y for glass-transition

temperatures and mel-ting point temperat-ures, particularllz of

stereoblock polymer compared to stereocomplexes).

a. tertBu2Mg and tertBuMgBr initiators

i. tertBu2Mg The polymers procluced were substantially

similar. llhe GPC indicate<l that the polymers had a molecul-ar

weight in the range of 1-3 x 10u with a smaller proportion of

high MW in ttre range ]--Z x 10s at 225 K and a larger proportion

of this high Ntt^J peak at 250 K. The polymers tend to be

syncliotactic-like with increased isotacLic bl-ocks at higher

tol-uene proportions of the sol-vent" The gre:rter amount of the

higher MW peak at 250 K may be due to the higher initial

monomer concentration" The increased meso placement m may be

due to temperature or higher initial monomer concentration (n.L-'"

at higher temperature, s triad lower by 5-72) . Increased
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Methylmethacrylate
X¡lua

3]
-l

0

I

I

0

100 Pm%

(nBuMgBr)

100 Pmg
(nBuzMg)

THF 90:10

Tetrahydrofuran

32í z

70: 30 50: 50

THF: TOL

30: 70 I0:90 TOL
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Representation of the meso-placemerrt probability Prn of
polymers fc¡rmed at 250 K by nBu2Mg (-F) and nBuMgBr (x).
The position of the data point specifj-es the reaction
conditions X¡4¡,,1;1 of the f:otal solution THF: TOL ratio
of ihe solven't. The numerical values at the data point
expresses the NMR-der.ivecl probabil-ity P* (.as a
percenLage) fcr each initiator system (nBuzllg below tl're
lj-ne of X¡a¡¡R t 0 .1 and nBuYqBr above the line of XtqMA *
0.1) .
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32íi: The effect of sol-vent conditi-ons on the steric triaddistributions of polymers produced by nBuzMg {+)and nBuMgBr (x) at 250 K.
-i:h:s dat-a derived from lH NttR crrnethyl resonancesdetermine the pracement on the trianlular coor:cl.inat_es.
numericar values are usecl to indi-cate the trend dueto solvent changes. The values ind-.i-cate the tolueneproportion of the iotal solventr âs a percentage.
The curved line represents a Bernoullian polymer.
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temperature and m may indicate the higher MW peak is more

isotactic, but the NMR of each component peak of the chrornato-

graphs have not been achieved.

ii. tertBuMgBr The presence of this halid.e and its
proportions relatir¡e to magnesium-carbon bonds alters the

polymer products completely. Its preserice and proportions

are another factor infl-uencing polymer strucLure in additj-on to
monomer and solvent composition and temperature.

At any temperature and ínitial monomer concentration¡ âÍì

increase of toiuene in the composition of the mixture is

associated rvith an increase in isotactic content and higher

molecular weight components (see fÍg. 8a; 28biii) .

Temperáture alters the NMR microstructures more marJ<edly

than the Mn'* chromatographs, parti-cularly of polymers of hi.gh

(X19¡)s (i.e. lf the chromatograph at a gíven solvent conrposition

is broad polymodal, the chromatograph at a different temperaLure

is similar in form (fÍ9.8a,28b). Microstructure is more sensitive
to terû¡-rera¡u¡s than the molecular weight distributi-ons.

Increasing the initial monomer concentration leads to a

more complex polymodal system and increased meso placement

frequency especially at. low to intermediate (X19¡) s. These

runs involve, ât the highest initial monomer concentration,

almost complete evaporatj-on of solvent to mairrtain high ì(¡,1,.,1¡

and the same monomer:initiator ratj-c', and irreproducibilitl'

may arise here from ínhomogenieLy.

Polymodai- distribution occuïs ín high Xir¡luf¡ and interrnediate

to high (X19¡)"" The rvay in which pea]cs appear and progress-

ively grow or decline v¡j-tir change in conditions of preparation

indicates that the eomplex chronlatog::aphs are genuinely

poj.ymodal and consist of component narrow MWD peaks which

change in intensíty. The reproCucibítity of the GPC of a given
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sample clearly demonstrates that we are not observing an

instrumental ripple on a broad peak arising frcm temperature

or pressure pulsing.

NMR and GPC data gi.ve an indication of the effects present

in the slrstem and the trends, in the da'ba, indicai:e factors

influencing the active centre gene::ation and propagation.

Polymers of high It{W and high isotacticity which had }:een

precipitated with methanol had a crystallinj-ty of I0-20e", which

made them difficult to dissolve. Differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC) scans revealed well--d,efined g.lass transitions

at ca 58oC and sharp melting points at ca L32oC" Differential

scanning calorimetry was also undertaken on isotactic polymer

mixed in précipitation with syndiotactic polymer to form

stereocomplexes of higher T:,tp (< 200oC) and stereoblock polynrers

formed in intermediate TIIF: TOL solvents rvhich show sharp

endotherrns at ca 240"C. Further mechanical- l-est.ì-ng has been

carried out in relation to the cracking and crazing of the

polymers 3 
o

The polymer proCucts are very conrpJ-icated due to interplay

of many factors, and. will be further discussed together wj-th

the data fr:om k.inetics and initiator studies.

iii. tertBultlgCl. This initíatoi: was not strrdied as

intens j-ve1y as tertBuMgBr. The introduc'tion of chloride into

a tert-buty1 magnesium system has a simj-lar effect to bromide

with regard to changes in MI{ (by cPC) and tacti.city (by NMR) ,

but the effect is smaller.

An inc::ease in the isotactic conient is evident with

increased (X,fOf,)" and shows more cleariy than the tertBuMgtsr

system that this change occurs at lower toluene content than

the rc,arked change in Mtr{D, particularly tile appearance of the

high MW pe;rl<s.
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iv. Presence of halide,monomer and THF The influence

of the halide does affect the stereoregularity of the low

MW Portion formed in low (Xlga)s, but its major effect is on

the molecular weiEht at high (X19¡) s. That the solvent THF

influerrces the active centre indicates that TIIF is involved

in the mechanism which determines the bhain statistics of tire

low lrtw polymer. At very high Xmt¡f reproclucibility is poor ancl

reactions are probably heterogeneous. More moderate changes

in monomer concentration, (e.g. tertBultfgBr at 250 R, XMMA :

0.I and 0"2) cause little change in stereoregularity and the

MW and l4lrrD are also unaffected.

The other factors investigated were the effect of conver-

sion (or time), the Ml4A:tertBul.{g mole ratio and the bromide:

tertBululg group ratios. These factors were investigated at

high (X,IOL)= and. constant Xtq¡la (ca tu 0.i) aL a single

temperature where the steric triad distribution cou1d be

expected to remain constant. It was fou¡rd in fact to remaitr

within the range, i = 95 I 5 Z. The molecular weight of the

hj-gh MI{ peak was shown to increase early in the course of

the react-ion and then to stay invariant" As the monomer:

inítiator ratio rvas reduced, the lower l4hl peak persisted and

the high M,{ component was reducecl-" The irt'/est.igations, on

the effects of the hralide:tertbutyl group ratios in the init-

iator solu*-ion showed that it was possible to control the

number of component peaks in the I"II{D at a given toluene

concentrat-ion, provided the hral.ide remains constant. This

ratio anct the presence of TFIF may be interrelated, i.e. the

amount of TüF determines the amount cf halí.de able to remain

in solutic'n.
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v. Active centres The molecuiar weight (MW) and

molectilar weight distribution (¡{I{D) , and the NI,IR +-acticity of

the polymers are seen to be controlled by Çhe influence of

variot's factors (temperature, solvent, halide and. monomer

concentration) at the start of the reaction on the formation

of the active centres of polymerization. Although these

centres in general seem to persj-st throughout the course of

the reaction some changes with time may occur. For instance,

the polymer seems to grcw to a high MW and then stop. This is

particularly the case with tertbutyl masnesium bromide.

llowevero there is some doubt. The high MVt polymers are on.ly

soluble in dichl.oromethane which is not an ideal solvent for

use with Styragel-type columns. The high MW end of the

distribution of these polymers comes close to the apparent

exclusion limit of the column set. leading to doubt about

calibration and loss of discrinnination between very high lvlt{

polymers

b. secBu2Mg and secBuMgB:: system.s

í. secBuzMg For rneso placement at each ternperature,

the brencl. is the same as for tertBu2.Mg (i.e. almost a constant

val-ue m w.ith an increase at high (XtOf,) from syndiotactlc to

short ste.reobl.ock polymer). There j-s litt1e difference between

runs at different temperatures 225 K ancl 250 K. Similar1y

the GPC irrcJicates that the molecul.ar we-i-ghts do not change

with temperature andn at botir temperatures, show the same chanqe

with solvent. composition - monomodai at iric¡h TIJF (¡nW-: 1-3 x 10*)

through a transition of monomoda-l peaks wit.h a high MI{ s}rcuJ-der,

to a distinctj-ve bimodal distribution v,'ittr a higher MVü fracticn

at 1-2 x 10s MW, this fraction being higher at higl:er temperat-

ures. This is seen more clearl.y than with tertBu2Mg where less
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control was exercised over the initial monomer concentratiou.

ii. secBr:MgBr The inf luence of the halide is not

apparent at 225 K from the tacticity-stereoregularity data

but the MW chromatographs of the GPC show a greater proportion

of the higher Mhl component throughout the range of solvent

composition. At 250 I(, there are marked changes in stereo-

regularity from secBurMg due to halide at low (XT9L)s frorn

syndiotactic to stereoblock, and at high (XrOf,) s from

stereoblock to isotactic-.like, The MW cirromatograms change

from almost monomodal- to trimodal- distribution (at high X-fOr,)

where significant proportions are higher MW fractions (10s M\'v

and 0.5-0.10 x 106 MW peaks). rncreased monomer concentration

appears to have no effect on the molecular weight and its

distribution, but it increases the length of isotactic runs

in the stereoblock polymers compared to polymers formed at half

the initial concentrat-ion.

c. iISu2Mg and iBuMgBr systems

i. iBu2Mg - Not unlike tertBu2Mg and secBu2Mg, the

potymers formed exhibit constant stereoreguJ-ari.ty until high

(XTg¡)s, with the accompanying change from low MW monomodal

peak to a broader monomo<lal. peak with a higher MW should-er.

ii. ieuttgar - Combining stud.ies perfornted i.n the same
20

laboratory, the presence of brcmide at the active centre causes

an increase in 'the isotact.i-city of the syst-em and attainment

of a sma1l high l{r'l fraction. The distribution of MI{ peaks

changes from monomodal, to polymodal, to birnodal with narrow

peaks.

d" nBu2}lc1 and nBul"IgBr systems
l9

This systern was studied extensively in this laboratory

an<l the polymers proCuced were monomodal. With control- of. the

solvent compositJ-oir, a range of polymer types can be derj.ved,



from syndiotactic-like to highly isotactic.
e. General view of Butyl Grignard and dj.butyl magnesium

initiated polymerizations

The dialkyl magnesium initíated polymers are aI1

reasonabfy similar, almost Bernoullian.at low (X1g¡)s changing

to stereoblock at high (XrOf,) 
=. Generally there is an exact

accompanying change in molecular weight distribution from low

MIV monomodal to a monomodal peak with a distinctive higher

M!{ shoulder. There may be two . dj-f f erent active centres for
generation of polymer at high temperature or high (X1'Of,) s

(figure 33).

The presence of a halide in the initiator solution
markedly changes the system, increasing the .isotacticity and

forming polymers of a polymodal character: (figure 34).

Halide obviously has a large influence on acbive centre
generation" The mechan-i-s'bj-c impl.ications of this and other

evidence bearing on the structure of the active site will be

discussed in the final chapter.
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nBu2Mg

isotsu2Mg secBu2Mg

tertl3u2I4g

The steric triacr distributions of polymers formedby the dibutyt magnesium initiatorå .i. 250 K.
i:h:s data derived from 'H NMR umethyt resonancesdetermirre the pracement on trre trianiurar coordinates.
the dat'a poi-nts on each triangular grid representthe full range of THF:TOL proþortioñ".

33:
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nBu-MgBr

isoBuMgBr secBuMgBr

tertBuMgBr

34¿ The steric triad dístributions of polymers formed
butylmagnesium bromide initiators at 250 K.

by

i:h:s data derived from tH NMR cmethyl resonances
determine the placement on the triangular coordinates.
the data points on each triangular Erj_d represents
a fuil range of THF:TOL proportions, with thei arrow
direction towards irigher TOLB (and more isotactic
polymer ) .
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present in higher concentrations than the active centre. The

structure, though not necessarily the conformation ì of the

complex is shown in figure l. Differences in the coordinated

Iigands and substituents (R ancl x) on the magnesium atom are

unlikely to cause significant shifts in the broad charge 'transfer

band, but a high concentration'of a polar solvent like TIIF is

likely to reduce the concentration of the complex by displacing

the coordinated monomer. Ilowever changes in the groups R and X

and polar solvents do cause marked changes in polymer product.

The polymer products formed in THF-ToIuene mixtures indicai--e

that the mechanism is not a typical anionic polymerization.

The enieid-ic m.echanism., in which persistent- and independent

growth centy'es of different reacti.r¡ity and stereochemistry are

demonstrated by the polynrodal- mol-ar-mass distributions of the

polymer, is not consisLent with the growing species being

genuine ions, whether paired or free" Bimodal distributions can

arise in a truly anionic polymerization from si.ngle and double-

endeC chainsl, but it, is difficlrlt to explain multimodal-

disLributions. Evidence that the peaks of the distributi-or:

differ in steríc triad frequency indicated tLrat the groivth

centres responsíb1e for these peaks are d.ifferent chemical spec-'

ies2. If these different centres vJere ionic, the lability of

ion:ion pair and ion pair:iolt pair equilibria would ensure tirat.

a gíven centre did not maintain its chemical identity throughou.t

its lifetimet it vrould act as a Coleman-Fox multistate centre3

and the polymer: formed would be a stereoblock having a broad

unimodal dístribution. The polymodal distributions are more

easily understood .if tire growth sites are various species

containing covalent magnesium-carbon bonds. The hypothesis of

covalent magnesium-carbon bonds explains the earliest evidence
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Figure 1: Canonical form of Monomer Complex (f * M)
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propagation) (see figure 2) . The higher rate wit-h increased.

MMA 'at increasing temperature is similarly consistent with

the mechanism. The side-products are more prevalent at higher

temperatures and tends to indicate that the increase in external

orders occur with little conversion of MMA into polymer. The

apparent increase of internal order with respect to monomer

beyond one at the highest temperatures is probably due to the

onset of termination of active centres and a departure from

Bateup-Yerusaliminski kinetics which assumes that termination is

absent.

NMR kinetic rllns give direct proof of u.nreacted alkyl

(te::tBu) peaks and their similarity to i-nitiator peaks in

toluene so1útion is obvious. Tireir presence indicates that any

group attached to the magnesium atom can continue to influence

the stereospecific-i-ty of the growth site after initiation.

The kinetics of polymerization depends on the active cerltres

at the inj.Liation of the reaction; specif-icalIy the active

centres depend on the temperature and bhe composition of the

initiator in the solvent. Str:ingent ccntrol oi the initiation

condit-i-ons rnust be maintained if reproducible stereochemistry,

molec¡Iar weight distributions and kinetícs are to be achieved,

becau_se the proport.ions of Lhe differerrt active centres are

establisheci during the initial stage. The first seconds of tire

polymerization, ât the initiation step, set the relative

proportions of these independent actj.ve centres which have

different reactivities and stereospecificities whetr establishing

the pol.lzmer properties.

The influence of temperature has been shown in initiat-i-on

where rapid exothermic reactions tend to raise the reaction

temperature significantly above the bath temperature" Allowance

iras been mad.e in considering Lhe stereor:hemistry of the propa-
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gating reaction.at these increased ternperaturesS. I{owever the

influence on the initiation reaction has a more far-reaching

effect on the molecular weight distributions " The effect of

temperature on the stereoregularity is not as marked in this

system. An indirect effect of the temperature operates through

the initiator composition, especially in toluene-rich react.ion

mixtures. The l,{gtsrz corrcêrtraticn is temperature dependent and

this is very importan in determining the nature of the active

centres responsible for tire enj-eidic mechanism.

The inrportance of the solvent conditions at initiation ca.n

be seen in the changes in meso-pl-acement and molecular rveight

distrj-bution across the THF:TOL range. As has been noted in

chapter V, the effects of THF on the rYWD are unusual; instead

of peaks shifti-ng their position, the molar mass of each peak

remains almost constant (provided reagent concentrations,

conversion and temperature are held constant), but the relative

amoun+-s contained in each peak altered. The resol-ution oi

various l'I?tr peaks demonstrated the independence of the pr:opagatj-ng

species. The effect of varying THF concentration is t-hat differ-

ent proportions of. active cer¡tres are observed as the d.ifferent

propo::tions of peaks in the ge1 permeation chromatograph. The

ether component of the solvent is of paramount i-mport-arrce in

determining the ItIitD, kinetics and stereospecificity. The

solvent composition affects Lhe amount of halj-de in soluL-ion,

the effect pcla:: THF has on t-he equilibrium proportions of

active centres and also the competition of TIIF v,¡ith Ml'14 at the

active centre. This competitj.on plays a critical rol-e in the

mechanism proposed l¡elow to explain the ste::eospecificity c.f

the po1-ymerization.

The importance of e'ther is best indicated by polymelizations
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in toluene-rich media, where highfy isotactic polymers are

formed. These are sometimes described as "etirer-free" or

"de-etherated". However they contain residual THF, tìre amount

of which controls the ratio of bromide to a1kyl-magnesium bonds

in the initiator composition. All the polyrners are isotacÈic,

but thê presence and varying proportions of different act-ive

centres are seen in the differing GPC traces. The ratio of

bromide to butyl groups reduces to I concurrently as the mole

ratio of THF to butyl-magnesium reduces to approximately 2.

Below this last ratio, the efficiency of polymerization fal1s

as the bromide to bu'tyl ratio rises. The optimum conditions

for a high l4W isotactic, almost unj-modal, polymer is with slight

excess of fúy and. bromide with respect to butyl groups.

The'presence of Lralide is essential for highly isotactic
polymer. An j-ncrease in bromitle content, in excess of the

s''coichiornetry over the Bul4gBr rat.to produced no further cl'range

in the sterj-c triad content, but changes irr active centre

proportions ar:e evident in the GPC traces (if residual THF is

kept high in proport-j-on to the Bu-14.9 groups soastokeepthe MgBrr..

in solution). Excess MgBr2 reduces ttre efficiency of initiatiorr

of high MW chains. Tire amou.nt of high MVI compo¡rent is reduced.

r,r.ith the rise of the lor,v MW peak.

The types and proportions of active centres prevailing are

set during the initiation stage and- mr:st be determined by the

composition of the initiator sol.ution at the precise instance

that initiation occurs. NMR spectrometry proved to be the best:

method of investigatinq the way in rvhich the composition of

organo¡nagnesiurn reagents depend on solvent and temperature. Thq,:

presence of more than one organomagnesium sol-ute in each initiator

solution is clearly demonstratei. In niany cases the rela:<ation

times of the equilibria between them are J-ong on the t.ime scale
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of the NMR experiment. If tire initiation reactions of these

species are more rapíd than the relaxation of theír exchange

equilibria then each orgaìlomagnesium species in the ínitiator
solution will generate a different act-ive centre. The NI4R

spectra of tìre initiator sol-utions show clearly that the

equilibrium concentrations and relaxation times depend on the

temperature and solvent composition. These are precisely the

factors which control the stereospecificity and molecular

weight distributj.ons and. in particular the proportiorrs of the

active centres responsible for the independent peaks of the

polymodal distributions.

In the case of t.ert-butvl magnesium compounds (fig. 3)

stuclied in ireatest rletail-, it is clear that the species

prevailing in solution are determirred by the mol-e ratio of

tert-butyl to halide groups and tire THF content. These are also

key factors in determining the stereospecificíty of the polymer-

izatj-ons. It is likely that this is also the case with other

organomagnesium initiators. Certainly in the case of n-butyl

magnesium bromide, careful control- of TIIF leads to a highly

stereospecific polymerization v¡hich dJ-spels the previously hel:i

beliefg that only growth centres arising from s-branched alkyl
groups yielC highly isotactj.c polymer.

Solutions of di-tertbutyl magnesi.um in THF and in toluene

both have 2 peaks in the rH NMR spectr:a (chapter 4.2 vii and íx)

The polymer in.i-ti.atec1 by this solution shorvs evidence of having

arisen frorn two distinct active ceirtres. In THF, the::e woul-d

appear to be 2 species, the monomer tertBu2Mg.THI-z and dímer

(tertBurMg) t.THF2; with the bri.dging group protons har¡inE a

dífferent chemical shift fronr the terminal and monomer grorlps.

These species may well again appear in the toluene solvent III
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NMR spectra, though the ratio would seern to have moved from

monomer excess in THF (2:I or 3:1 monomer:dimer) to dimer

excess in toluene (e.9. 55? terminal group is equivalent

to 1:10 monomer:dimer ratio), but the pl.acement of the terminal

plus monomer and bridging group would need to reverse in their

field position. Other species must exist to overlap spectra

since reversal of field position seems un1ike1y. The single
13C NMR peak must either be the result of an incompletely

resol-ved doublet or coalescence. The correspondence of 2

initiator species anC 2 active siLes suggests the possibiJ-ity

that the monomeric species are responsible for the lower lIW

polymern since this growth centre is more prevalent in high THF,
)

and the dírnerj-c specj.es are responsible for the higher MW poly-

mer, which prevails where the dimeric species are expected to be

more prevel.ant. Both species seens to exist together. The

higher MW peak also tends to have a higher proportion of iso-

tactic t.riads. The kinetics of the exchanqe reactions affect

both the active centre generation and the indepenclence of qrorv+-h

cent'res, the effect of increasing THF concentration being partic-

ularly irnpo::tant (i.e. 2tertBuzMg(THF) Ì (tertBuztttg) zTHF2 + 2THF) .

If exchange is very rapid and one form of reagent rnuch more

reactj-ve, l-hen it wiII be the sole initia.tor. The ditertbutyl

magnesium \^/as not subjected to rígorous de-etheration to see if

one of the growth centres ivas THF-depenrlent in its generatj-on.

When halicle is present, the polynrer is more isotactic, the

MtrI distribution indicates the presence of more active centres

and the NÞlR spectra of the initiator solutions (in proton morle

at least) show 4 peaks instead of 2. llkre stereospecif icity and

MW distributions depend quite critical-ly on the amount of Ì¡rcmide

present. The extra. NMR peaks appear in the prot.ort spectrum
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whenever bromide is present. The presence of bromj-de increases

the number of monomeric and dimeric tert-Butyl magnesium species

that may be present in the initiator so.ì-utiory and hence the

number of possible dístinct acitve centres fot polymerization-

The stanrlard preparation of a Gri gnard reagent in THF

leads to a sol-ute composition with bro¡nide in excess of the

stoichiometry RM9X. With tertButyl magnesium brornide in THF'

ngr,/neuMg is n, 1.75, There are 4 peaks in the rtl NMR spectrum

throughout the tetn¡:erature range 210-330 K grouped as two

pairs of unequaJ- size, two of which, in order of increasing

chernical shíft from TMS at room temperature- the second and

fourth, appear at similar field positions though different

relative intensities to the di-tertbutyt magnesium peaks.

Und.er norlnal- conditions, only two I 3C methyl peaks are seen '

the upfielcl one bei-ng in a positíon correspcnd.ing to the single

peak observed with di-tertbutyl magnesium" However it has

recentl-y been shown2a that if 16 K data points a.r:e used to

store thef.i.d", four peaks are observed. 1f, aS seems Iikely,

four rnagnertic environments exist for the tert-Bu group, tlvo

w-i1l correspond to di.tertL'uty1 magrresiullì mononer and dimer,

or more precisely the tBu-Mg and Mg-'{;Bu-}{g groups ' The other

two must cori:esponcl to tert.-butyt rnagnesiurn bromide speci-es,

presumably monomer and dimer again, but more experiments must

be performecl before an exact arssignment rnay be made.

Tert-.-butyl magnesium bromide in TFIF gives morrcrrnodal

polyrner. Ttris does no't necessar:iì..y mean that one active centre

only is forme<l. It j,s more likety that,at higi-t TIIF concent-rat-

ion, rapi,J exchange between the actir¡e centres or their

precurscrs ieacls to a broad rnonomodal lfiV distribution of

stereorandorn polyiner (i.e. a steric tr:iad distribuL-ion

corresponding to that of free chain arldition at that temperature
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similar to the .ditertbutlzl magnesium initiated polymer.

All other polymers, other than that produced in pure THF,

were prepared using initiator feedstock prepared in toluene.

Therefore any effects (or changes) in the polymer formed must

indicate the influence of TIIF on the growth centres. This can

act in two ways. The presence of THF in the reaction mixtures

influences exchange between active centres, and the concentrat-

ion of TFIF in the initiator solution determines the bromide

content of the soiute Grignard preparations(tittered hot, lec

to high nBr/nBuMg ratios of 'v 3-3.5). ffre ratio remains irigh

(2-2.5) even after "de-etheration" and dissoiutj-on irr tolltene.

The polymers prepared with these j-nitiators in tol.uene,l.ack

ttre very higlr ivlw component. When the normal procedure r¡¡as

carried out, with cold filtratj-on, ngr,/ngq'g " I-75 and if

de-etheration was not carrieC ont excessively, a higher rat-i-o

("2) was obtained. and a trimoCal distributíon polymer (i.e. 3

in<lependent growth centres). As de-etheration is more

prolonged, only 2 grov,'th centres emergie with a high MW compotlen;

its proportion increasing rvi-th decreased nBr/nBuME. Tirese

grovrth centres appear to correspond rvith the 2 higher llhl peaks

of the previous irigher ratio solutions (where ratio tu 2) . All

the other soluticrrs formed f airiy similar b-imoCal systems '

despite the variation in ng¡/gu}4, ratio and a decreased

residual THF concentration of Bul{g/THF tu I .0, colîresponclj-ng to

the likely stc-richiontetry of a rlimeric solute.

only rtl Nivtn of the initiator solution that formed bhe

highest lrflrr peak exclusively r,vas viewed and t-he spectra was

similar to di--t.ertbutyl magnesi,um in for.m, but dj-ffered in

field position ancl integrat intensity. The l3C NMR spectr:trm

of the Grignar:ds âre clissimilar from the cli-i:ertbutyl magnc-:siu:r-

It is difficu.lt tc assign gr:owth centres to thc.: various M^/
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peaks. High excesses of bromj-de and THF compared to terÈ-

butyl magnesium bonds (i.e. above t and 2 respectively) to-

gether allow formation of a mul-timodal system in toluene

almost like systems of slightly lower isotacticity formed

with initiator described next, but in THF-richer solutions

(i.e. (Xfgr,)= - 0.10). The initj-ator producing a very high

proportion of high MW iras a slight excess of brornide and TIIF

over stoichiometric tBuMgBr (THF) 2 . Lastly the bimodal

distribution in toluene formed by inj-tiator solutions with

Iower proportions of TIIF than tBuMgBr (THF) z stoichiornetry and

with equal or higher bromide than stoichiometry indicates that

MgBr, in excess can form low MIV peaks but the THF necessary

for the miãal-e MVü peak does not appear to be present. THF

is a relatively strong base and should keep the Grignard

reagent in the monomeric form until free and bound THF are

in molar equivalence. lùith sligl-lt- excess of MgBr2 and TIIF,

l'C NMR indicates 2 sets of species in the methyl region and

possibly 2 sets of pa.ì-rs of signals of 2 sets of species in
lH NMR (if the broadness at the i:ase of the main unequal pair

can be seen as another veri' srna-l-l seþ. of peaks), therr the 2

active centres are clue to dialkyl magnesium influenced centre

and and (stronger) highest Mlf peak is influenced by a Grignarcl

stoichionìetry. The reduction in THI' reduces the middl-e MtrV

peak and the i.ncreased bromider as a GrignarC dimer or Grignard

-!lgBr2, dimer must help prorluce a low MW peak. Increase in

TIIF and bromideo both together, a-lso Jlorms active centres

giv.ing lower and mid-range IvIW peaks. Obviously TI{F and

bromide influence exchange rates, and exchange rate ancl

compositioir of active centres.

If it is accepted that a number of magnetj-c envj-ronmeitts,

as reveated by rH NlnIR, corresponds to the number of chemicai-ly
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statistics; coordination with the antepenul-timate carbonyl

provicles second order Markov statistics. Ivlodels for botli

types of polymer carbonyl coordination have been proposs¿I1'I2.

Corrverseiy with a bound active centre, if the configuration

of the last and penultimate dyads are fixed and hence cannot

be responsible for lcehaviour at that site, then the asynunetry

must therefcre be directly at the active centre site. Here

in this case,Coleman-Fox s,tatistics indicate the influences

on the at-tached atom (¡ng) at the bound chaj-n carbon. flhe

factors influencing the actir¡e centre are the substances

chelating at the act,ive centre (if monomer -is successiveJ-y

cOordinated at the same siÈe on an asyfirmei-ric centrr:, meso

placement results) and the substances solvatíng at thc: ac'tive

centre (if THF coordinates at a vacated monomer site anrl

forces the next moncnìer to coordinate at an enLant.ic-ltl'.orphic

site, racemic placements arise). This possible situal-icn

arising here is in strict compliance with Coleman-Fox sta'r*-ist-

ics i.e. there exists 2 species in equilibrrium tr'ith each

other due to the presence of Lev¡is base (THF i.ts ar:rj-vai and

departure from the active centre are imagined to be lcriger

than the average propagation step, but not necessarily verlz

much longer since block lengths can be short) . The polyiner

appear to be senerated by a Coleman*Fox mechanisrn. The dij:fer-

ent active centres in equi-tíbri.um are seen to be most n:rarked.iy

ef f ected by sol-vent and halide. Coleman and Fox envisaged

their mechanisrn as involv-lng equilibria betv¡een icus ancl

different types of ion-pairs each pr-opagating with differc:¡i'L

meso-placement f::eqrrqnsy. Vüith the present (butyl-) systern,

the equilibrium involves dealing with asymmetric Mg grouPs.

These active centres are most probably tetrahedral and. can

change tTreir stereodirecting sta.te grossly b¡z inversion or
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less drastj-calJ-.y b1' substitutj-on of more or less bulky groups

without inversion. At least one state must be exclusiveiy

isotactic with symrnetry being retaj-ned at each addition.

There is no requirement for an exclusíve1y syndiotactic state,

wiÈh inversíon between successive additions, because the

most highty syndictactic polyme::s produced do not exceed the

s-triad. frequency of free chain propagation at the appropriate

temperature whictr is set by the thermodynanrics of free cÌrain

growth.

An asymmet.ric centre is shown (fig.  ) (I) with the

coordinated monomer in a conformation whj-ch would l¡e appropr-

iate in 
"1" 

approach to the transition state for a four-centre

insertion reaction into the Mg-C bond. It should be noted

that the transit--ion state is a six-membered boat-shaped. ring

appropriate for a 2+2 cycloaddition with an appropriate charge

distribution.

Cis-opening of the vinyl double bond during the insertion

creates a nev/ cha.i-n I C. The new I C has a conf iguration

identical v¡it!: ihat shown in f and so a meso-dyad is conipleted.

The arrangernent of I is however unlikely to persist, so a

long seguence of m-Cyads cannot be expected. The ccordination

of the next mc)nonìer is just as likely to invert the conf-tgur-

ation of the Mg atom as to retain the configuration. The same

situation appl-ies to the substitut-ion of the solvent S. ïf

the Mg atorn persj-sts in the configuratj.on of I, 180" rotations

of the Mg <- O and rnonomer C-C, bring the mononer doubl-e k-¡ond

(C--C) into a suitabl-e conformat-ion for reaction on the opposite

side of tlte Mg-ÌC, and with the opposite side of the C=C grcul-r

being presented for reaction. Tiris inversj-on of Mg symmetry

or rotation of the cocrdinateC monomer of ï prior to +,he

insertj-on reaction l-eadsr oî insertion, to the completion of a
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racemic dyad. If either of these processes is sufficiently

rapid,. a Bernoullian distribution of dyads will arise with

the P* corresponding to the free chain growth r.alue at that

particular temperature.

These processes wj.I1 be suppressed if a carbonyl group

from the polymer chain is substituted for the coordinate

solvent, S. This is shown (fig. 5) in If, using the

6-mernbered ring postulated by Boveyl l rather than the iess

likeIy unstable B-membered ring of Gluskert 2 .

T\¿o conformations are likeIy. In TI, the ring would

seem to be in its most stable form. Models const.ructed

(using interatomic distances-C-C = 1.5 å,, C=C = t.2 i¡ C=o

ooo
= 1.2 A¡ C-O = L.4 A; C-1"1g = 2.2 A: Mg-Br = 2.5 A; conjectua'l-

O -> Mg = 2.I Å from coordinateC ethers, not esters) show that

approach of the monomer C=C from the opposj-te sid-e of lag-rc

to complete a r dlzad is effectivelv blockedbythe TCCOO¡'te group

and the 3CClt¡ 9roup. The other conformation rvould seem to be

less stable because of congest.j-on on the back side of the

ring involvi-ng lccHs and the chain attaclie,L beyond 'c. rn

this conformation, 'CH, is th::ust forward and impedes the

approach of the monomer (C=C) double bond from the opposite

side of Mg.

The ring also protects the Mc¡ atom from attack of free

monomer and solvent leading to sr-tbstitutj-on and inversion of

symmetry.

On insertion of the coordinated monomer, the ring becones

eight-membered. If the origj.nal coordinated polymer carbonyl

remaíns attachied until the ctrain re]-axes to the more stable

6-membered ríng, then lulg is protected from inversion by

coordination of the next monomer on th-'[s side. Coordination

of the nex+- monomer on the site vacated by the l-ast ad'dition
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increasing THF concentration. The tendency to Bernoullian

distributíons is observed a't high THF concentrations.

the overall mechanism is akin to a Coleman-Fox system.

In the case of II and II' , the blocking of one side of the

active centre by the penultimate group is so effective that

it is unlikely to be affected by the configuration of t 
C

and 3Crso a Markov mechanism does not arise. Irfarkov statj-st-ics

however cannot be ruled out under conditions where I and I I

prevail but do not invert rapidly. The configurations of

the penultimate and antepenultírnate units (i.e. at rC and 3C

respectively) of tire uncoordinated chain corild affect tire

ease of approach of the double bond of the cocrdinated monomer

to one side or other oi the Mg-rC bonci arrd thereby influence

the probabilities of the new clyad being meso or racemic.

The influence of temperature is explaitred by the

ther:n''.or1)'namic tendency, manifest in free chain gTrowth or

at rapidly inverting centre, torvards syndiotactic placements

at low temperatures. Thus under soivent conditions where

Bernoul-lian statistics apply. P* declines with decrease in

temperatì.lre. Under conditious lvhere all four centres I, I',

II a¡fl If ' operate, there arises blocks of isotactic sequences

separateC by Bernoullian (or near-Bernou.llian) blocks whose

sy¡diotact-.ic content will rise rvith decreasing ternperature.

À wholly syndiotactic polymer cant:ot be formed at any

of 'bhe centres posiula'ted. It wou-Ic1 require the cenLre to

have inv'erted its slnnrnetry or the mouoner to approach al ter-

native si,Ces of the Mg-lC bond at each successive insertion.

Such evenLs occur randomly or not at ail with the present

modei. A syndiotactic mcrlel can be constructed if the insert-

ion reaction is replaced by a ligand migration (f-ig. 7)

the polymer chain migrating to the monomer which remains
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attached to Mg (III) . Replacement of the vacaLed polyner

ligand site by the next monomer (T\l) inverts the symmetry

of (II). This mechanism does not seem very plausible. In

particuLar, III is not very well protected from coordinaticn

of the new monomer at the bottom night hand site which would

then regenerate II. The fact- that none of the polymers

prepared was 100 percent syndio'tactic (or exceeded. the syndio-

tactic trÍad frequency appropriate to free chain growth at

that ternperature) is good evidence that the grorvth reaction

is an insertion reaction and not a lJ-gand migration reaction.

In the simplest form of the active cent.r:e, the group X

in I and II is the halide. However íf, as seems likely in

t-oluer:e sôlution, the organometallj-c species are associated,

then the asymmetric centres may well be associated. The

multimodal MWD indicates that more than one centre is involved.

fn high toluene media, all the centr:es are isotactic. trrlhen

free THF is present, i.t is possible thaL different centres

have different stereospecificity. In particular the low MVil

material- has sometimes been found to Ciffer i¡r steric tri-ad

content from the rest of the po11.mer6 . However it is possibl.e

that the fractionation procedu::e selected on steric composition

as well as l4W in this case. Polymers separateC by GPC have

been shown to have different s'tereospecir"iciLy2.

Although d.ifferent peaks of a polymoclal distribution in

some systems (especially LerbBu) dicl seem to g'rov/ at differelrt

rates at different stages of the reaction, the simult-aneous

propagation at different, non-intercl:angeabJe centres wa-s a

corTrrrrcrr occurence. The cent::es responsible for the dif f erent

peaks of a }.IrlD cannot be identified v¡ith those j-nvolved j-n a

mobile Coleman-Fox meciranism or a lal:ile symmetr:y inversion.

However they could constitute a "f.razen" Co-l-eman-Fox pair,
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support the inversion mechanism and the suggestion that

asymmetry at the active centre (X : R Mg- possibly) results

in more stereospecific polltmer (and appears higher IvII^l).

There is titLle evidence to support the fact that associate

forms are more stereospecific and generate higher MlV peaks,

although the bulkiest butyl group (Lerteu) with halide

produces a single high MW polymer w:Lth only i or 2 possible

THF molecules per Mg-R group (n.b. chapter IV CN = 1 for

tetrahedral configuration is a dimer form - and less THF

would reduce inversion). If the hypothesis that associates

form the higher M!{ peaks be true, there is no indicatiotr

with the same basic (i¡iversion-possible) mechanism why the

presence'of a much larger X group (for rI) alone results

in longer polymer cha-ins, unless the second magnesium atom

in the associate, by coordilation to excess M!!A monomer'

forces the monomer to coordinate to the active magnesium

of the associate (tig. 8). The second theory is that the

associate form is less susceptible to termination rvith

monomer. The polymerization of MMA would be very susceptil:le

to initiation conditions if the equili.bria between Grignard.,

monomer and associates is slow"

In conclusion it is appropriaLe to comment on the sta'Lus

of the original work of the Rohm and Haasls group on the

orEanomagnesium initiator. Despite the handicap of limited

technigues, their basic recipes hat'e stood the test of time

and the hypotheses put forward i.n thj-s thesis are in direct

linear descent from theirs. Modern tecilniques, NMR and GPC

in parbi-cular, have revealed ttrat the slzstems are fa-r more

cornplex than they realisecl, but the complexities are stj-ll

permutations of the various factors that they were aware of,

Private communj-cationl5b has revealed ttrat the project was
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wound up when it was ascertained that isotactic polymethyl-

methacrylate posed no threat to their existing atactic product

If they made a major error, it was probably at this point in

that they apparently did not assess isotactic pMMA as an

additive to atactj-c. The work of TruongI6 has demonstrated

that isotactic polymers prepared in this project significantly
enhance the performance of commercial polymers when blended

together. Other polymers prepared, the stereoblocks in

particular, have yet to be tested thoroughly. It is to be

hoped that in addi.tion to the new lighÈ thrown on the

mechanism and the precise definition of the exact conditions

under which various steric and molecular weight distributions

arise, that systematic testing will reveal that some of these

may prove as promising as the isotactic samples.
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APPENDIX IIT.l

The well tested empirical relationship
gmon = 0mon(TrXm) = A t BXm - (C + DX¡a)IO-3t

can be written as pmon = A' + B I X¡¡ at constant T

where Ar = ff - 10:3CT and B' = ! I0-3nt
Assuming aVmax 'r, o: vmon = vsolv * vm = 

t"ol^l&-o-rll
FSOIV

= nrorar rr="rrþff . x*H-l

n*Ivf*
pm

SÍnce Xsoiv = 1 X¡¡ V*o., = Arr + B"X¡11 at constant rtot.I
Btt.--\/* Mscrln ^m

I
^:},mon

p

+

n m

Therefore it appears that pmon ana l- wou-ld both be ]inearly
vmon

dependent on Xm.

monpm

1 11- lt"q-l rl*ffivl * 1)

Þmon gsolv

Tf

9¡n , XsoIvMsotv.( x^M* ) ú*or, = p

pmon = pxft(1 t- ,Xsorrl-1sorv', ,I\XmMmt / (t .,. --1*-llee!vt=sl'-l Ixsolv Xm,"hr

XsolvMsolv 1-Xm Msolv
xm\n )(m Mrr

Mso]-v 1-Xm--q- x;rhen pmon = (o*(r . + kt,, )/e - U:k



(

= pm (x* * ((r-xm)Msor.r/\n))/(x* r (r-Xm) tffil l

o ( ) X* * Msotv/Mm)
'm r

and when ÞmMsolv n, 1, then this equation reduces to the formosolv4n - ¿ '

gmon = Ar + BtX* at consÈant T.



APPENDIX ÍT.I.2

Relation between monomer/polymer density and density of

monomer/polyrner so lu'Líons

Vsoln = Vsoln * V* or p if AV*1* = o

Msoln _ Msolv 
+ 

M* where gm (or p

Psolr, osolv Pm

) = monomer (or polymer
density

(opoty) = density
(or polymer)

p
or

or

or

^:}/m

pm

and

M*
MsoIn Msolv
osoln Psolv

Mm

Msolv + MIn t=orv
Psotn PsoIv

I

Psoln = omon

of monomer
solution

Msorv-rÇ- ,1 It___'_ - 
* ì -L

Psoln 9solv
I

Pmon

osoln



\n = îm \n g, msolv = lToLMtoL + lrnnMrgn g

msolv. Xror,Mrol + XrHFMrur (solvent=THF+TOL)
mm vM,.m m

or

or

o'm

msolv
qn

XsolvMsolv
vM"mm

(f component solvent)

Psoln
Xror,Mror, + XruFMrHr

YM"mm

osoln

+1

,., - 
Psoln,, Xsolv Msolv 

- 1\ Ã gsolrr' xm M*




